Seguin Township
Report to Council
Prepared for: Township Council
Agenda Date: March 5, 2018

Department: Development and
Protective Services
Report No: DPS-PL-2018-019

Subject: Short-term Cottage Rental Study
______________________________________________________
1.0

Recommendation:

That Council receives this report for information and direct staff to
implement Phase 5 of the Terms of Reference for the Short-term Cottage
Rental Study (Public Meeting – April 2018).
2.0

Background & Purpose of Report:

At the September 5th meeting, Council discussed the possible regulation of
short-term cottage rentals. Council directed staff to prepare a summary of
terms of reference and a proposed time line for researching regulation of
short term cottage rentals and reporting to Council. This report suffices
Council’s direction.
On September 18, 2017, Council received Report DPS-PL-2017-111 for
information and directed staff to implement the Terms of Reference for the
Short-term Cottage Rental Study. In Phase 2 of the project, staff was to
research and consult with the municipalities and agencies regarding existing
Short-term Cottage Rental Policies/Regulations and their enforceability
successes. This report provides the findings of this research.
On November 20, 2017, Council received Report DPS-PL-2017-138 for
information and directed staff to solicit comments from the public and
interested parties on the Short-term Cottage Rental Study. Since that time,
the Township has received in excess of 60 emails and letters from residents,
lake associations and STCR operators on the project.
3.0

Financial Analysis:

The Township’s solicitor may be asked to provide an opinion of the
enforceability of the Council’s preferred regulatory option. Such an opinion
is estimated to be $1,000.
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4.0

Policies and Regulations Affecting the Study:

Seguin Official Plan
Policy C.3.1.3.7 (Resort Commercial Uses) states that the resort commercial
uses permitted in the Shoreline Area designation shall be limited to existing
and appropriately zoned tourist establishments and resorts, or other similar
uses and facilities which are privately owned and operated to provide
accommodation on a temporary basis (which includes tent and trailer camps,
rental cabins and housekeeping cottages), lodges, motels, marinas or other
similar recreational commercial uses.
Zoning By-law 2006-125
For the most part, non-commercially zoned lakefront properties are
generally in either a Shoreline Residential Type 1 (SR1) Zone that are
serviced by public roads or a Limited Service Residential (LSR) Zone that are
serviced by private roads. Among other things, detached dwellings or
cottages are permitted uses. Section 13 of By-law 2006-125 defines a
cottage as a residential dwelling unit used or intended to be used as a
seasonal recreational building pursuant to Section 9.36 of the Ontario
Building Code. The By-law further defines a Dwelling Unit as a room or
rooms which function as a housekeeping unit used or intended to be used as
a domicile by one or more persons, in which a kitchen, living quarters and
sanitary facilities are provided for the exclusive use of the residents and with
a private entrance from outside the building or from a common hallway or
stairway. And, a resident is commonly understood to be a person who
maintains residency (domicile) in a given place.
5.0

Work Plan for the Short-term Cottage Rental Study

As approved by Council on September 18, 2017, the Terms of Reference and
Work Plan for the Short-term Cottage Rental Study are organized into six
steps.
Terms of Reference & Work Plan for the Short-term Cottage Rental
Study
1 Short-term Cottage Rental Study Start Up
September 2017
2 Research and consultation with the municipalities
October/November
and agencies regarding existing Short-term
2017
Cottage Rental Policies/Regulations
3 Policy and Regulation Options Report to Council
November 2017
(circulation to Lake Associations and persons
requesting notice for comment)
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4 Council to review public input on the Study
5 Council hold a public meeting and provide staff
direction regarding recommended approach
6 Council Meeting to adopt Amendment and/or
enact By-law, if required
6.0

March 2018
April 2018
Second Quarter 2018

Research and Consultation with Municipalities:

In November, Council received Report DPS-PL-2017-138 wherein a synopsis
of how 12 municipalities are addressing the STCR issues was provided (see
Appendix B). They are summarized as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

7.0

Seguin Township – not a permitted land use activity;
McDougall Township – prohibited in the Zoning By-law;
Carling Township – not a conforming use;
Whitestone Township – have a Licensing By-law for rental units;
Township of the Archipelago – have not dealt with STCRs;
Muskoka Lakes Township – enforce their existing Municipal By-laws;
Georgian Bay Township – enforce their Zoning By-law;
Puslinch Township – require an amendment to this By-law;
City of Niagara Falls – Cottage Rental Dwellings are licensed;
Niagara on the Lake – licence Short Term Accommodation units;
Blue Mountain – licence Short Term Accommodation units; and,
Other study sources included Cities of Toronto, Mississauga,
Vancouver as well as Icompass.

Regulatory Options:

The options available to Seguin Council include:
1. Do nothing (Archipelago);
2. Monitor the STCR issue and use other means like the Noise By-law
to address neighbourhood nuisances (Muskoka Lakes);
3. Continue to monitor the STCRs issue and enforce the regulations of
Zoning By-law 2006-125 as they exist today on a complaint basis
(Carling, Georgian Bay);
4. Amend the Zoning By-law to prohibit the STCRs in all Zones
(McDougall);
5. Amend the Zoning By-law to permit STCRs only by site specific
zoning by-law amendment (Puslinch); or
6. Amend the Zoning By-law and establish a Licensing By-law to
permit STCRs, subject to specific regulations and licensing
requirements (Niagara Falls, Niagara on the Lake, Blue Mountain).
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8.0

Summary of Public Comments:

As mentioned previously, the Township received in excess of 60 emails and
letters from the public regarding their opinions whether or not to regulate
Short Term Cottage Rentals as a land use in Zoning By-law 2006-126. This
correspondence is attached as Schedule E. In summary, the comments
were divided into three groups as followings:
A. Status Quo - Do not regulate STRCs - Regulatory Options 1 & 2.
32 respondents supported this approach. Some respondents were of the
opinion that STRCs were good for the local economy and help support the
tax base. In this group, there was several persons who supported of
taking an educational approach to improve neighbourhood relations. Still,
several others were more adamant that it is not the responsibility of the
Township to regulate STRCs as a land use.
B. Prohibit STRCs - Regulatory Options 3 & 4.
29 respondents supported this approach. The majority of this group
generally felt that STCRs should not be permitted at all because they
were seen as a commercial land use occurring in a residential area. As
such, some respondents supported enforcing the Zoning By-law “as is”
while several others were in favour of adding more explicit language to
support the prohibition.
C. Improved Regulatory Framework for STRCs - Regulatory Option 6.
16 respondents supported this approach. The majority of this group
generally felt that there was a need for an improved regulatory
framework to control this land use activity.
9.0

Conclusion:

In order to suffice Council’s direction regarding the implementation of a
Terms of Reference for the Short-term Cottage Rental Study, staff is in the
process of working at completing the six step STCR work plan in a timely
fashion. This involves undertaking an assessment of the public’s opinions on
the regulatory options currently in practice as part of Phase 4 of the Study.
As such, Council is respectfully requested to consider the findings of staff to
date and to direct staff to proceed to implement Phase 5 (Public Meeting) of
the study process.
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Respectfully submitted

Reviewed

Steve Stone, MSc, BES, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning & Development

Chris Madej, MA, MCIP, RPP
CAO

Schedules:
Schedule A:
Schedule B:

Public Comments
Research
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Subject: DPS-DL-2017-138
Dear Mr. Stone,
We are the property owners of 94A South Seguin Estates Rd. Lake Manitouwaba.
We are opposed to property owners using their cottage property for the purpose of
a commercial rental business.
Short Term Commercial Rentals(STCR) have in our opinion a very negative impact to our
lake neighbours and potentially the ecology.
As much as we do not currently face problems directly, we are compelled to present our
request for the township to act and minimize/eliminate a growing problem.
I realize my points do not recognized the effort or practicality of implementation.
I recognize the Township has a finite budget to deal with this issue and therefore
my suggestions are to place the cost of acquiring documents /any burden on the renting owner.
Hopefully I am providing some useful input. I am suggesting that saying prohibiting cottage
rentals is the elephant in the room and it has a choke hold on any affirmative action.
Observation:
STCR operators are moving north to avoid jurisdictions that have bylaws in place.
Left unchecked the trend is escalating.
Realtors are promoting "potential" rental opportunities with property listings on our small lake
frontage.
STCRs are a business .
Our small lakes are not a Blue Mountain enterprise, we should not need licensing.
We do need bylaws with clear definitions and enforceable penalties for none compliance.
If some causal renters have evolved to push the limits of what a should be an easy definition
then its time our fellow owners do the right thing and look at the whole picture, we need to
solve this.
Compromise:
I see the logic of what is fair for one is fair for all. So that should mean a reasonable limit on
rent days and responsibilities.
Some casual renters will need to agree and more importantly comply with less renting than
they have been use to.
In the case of casual renting my guess is adjacent neighbours have typically been notified of
who is coming in to rent, a friend from work, a trusted neighbour .

To help develop a definition of what a STCR is, I offer the following thoughts.
Occupancy:
As part of a rental bylaw, a clause controlling the number of days available for rent in
a calendar year for those who would like to rent their property:
Suggestion:
No more than 30 days in quarter and not less than a 1 week rental. Records should be kept
for scrutiny.
Owner to date, sign and maintain a rental log to document all rentals. This could be demanded
for audit by an enforcement officer in the event of non compliance challenge.
The purpose here is to provide periods of the year for adjacent owners to plan some "quality
time".
Environmental: Septic /Water Quality
The OBC defines safe occupancy as 2 persons per bedroom , plus 2.
Defining the capacity of the Septic follows a detailed calculation.
Example: A 3 bedroom cottage likely would have been originally designed and approved with a
Class 4 septic for a 3 bedroom cottage.
In some cases bunkies and appliances were added to the property over time and then
possibly a bunkie convenience toilet.
The problem is STCR's are advertising their properties based on available sleeping places.
However the capacity of the septic tank and weeping bed have been sized for the original 3
bedrooms.
Some people just think a toilet is a toilet and things take care of themselves.
Anyone expecting to rent could be subject to audit by an enforcement officer and be able to
produce certification from a licensed inspector that the septic is sized for the occupancy as used
or potentially used/advertised
Boiler Plate terms
These audits could include fire alarms, property line demarcation, rent terms, etc. Owners to
be responsible for all associated costs of certificates and supporting documents.
Intimation:
What is working in favour of the STCR's position is to set lake owners against one another.
Those opposed to rentals vs those who would like to occasionally rent. It basically is working.
Intimation follows by the STCR's threatening to "blow the whistle" on those who are casually
renting or in some cases threatening legal action. The STCR's interest in joining lake associations
is meant to be disruptive and seed the risk of retaliation.

The legal action threat works very well as most property owners are not prepared to risk
a financial loss fighting for their cottage life style.
STCR's have been able to handcuff the Township in a similar way.
Sad that enjoyment of all the north has to offer has come to be a battle with
STCR business entrepreneurs.
Please include us on related matters of township notifications. My understanding is there will
be a Council meeting in April with this issue on the agenda.
John Polkinghorne
94A South Seguin Estates Rd
Cell: 905 630 1414
email: johnpolkinghorne@hotmail.com
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Subject: Re: [Fwd: Short term rental]
From: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 10:53:21 -0500
To: Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>
CC: aryvh@sympatico.ca, Madeline Snow <msnow@seguin.local.net>, Adam Kozlowski
<adam@seguin.local.net>, Craig Jeffery <craig@seguin.local.net>
Hi Ary
Thanks for your interest in the study.
Please add his email to the file.
Regards,

Steve Stone
Director of Planning

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

General Inquiries wrote:
--

General Inquiries

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Subject:
Short term rental
From: aryvh@sympatico.ca
Date: Fri, 12 Jan 2018 19:29:26 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
To: info@seguin.ca
Hello,
Since it appears the majority of Cottage owners do not rent out their property
for short term rental it would be irresponsible from a cost point of view to establish
a program to licence, monitor etc.
If in future there is a noticeable increase in short term rental and complaints are
being received from neighbouring properties then it might be advisable to take another
look at it.
Regards.

Ary Vander Hoeven

1/15/2018 11:49 AM

Re: [Fwd: Short term rental]
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53b Carter’s landing.
Sent from my iPad
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Subject: Rental Regulations
From: Sean Aylward <SAylward@fctholdings.com>
Date: Thu, 15 Feb 2018 08:40:17 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to express my concern with respect to the proposed regulation of short term rentals.
In my view the regulation of noise, occupancy levels etc. is something that should be governed by existing
laws which are in place.
While I am a very infrequent renter at my property it is often an important option to have available. For
example, this summer I was not residing in Canada and, but for the rental of my cottage, it would’ve sat
vacant. As you probably know vacant properties are prone to unwanted attention and in my experience also
tend to be prone to mechanical breakdowns when systems are not turned on, toilets flushed etc.
While there may always be some bad apples in any demographic I don’t think that renters conduct is
particularly more egregious than that of many of the owners, or certainly guests of commercial hotels and
resorts. To the extent there are real infractions there should be ample authority on the part of the police or
other relevant authorities to clamp down. In this regard I understand that many jurisdictions have established
codes of conduct or guidelines for renters which can be incorporated into most contracts.
I also believe that constructively preventing rentals through onerous regulations will diminish the value of the
local properties and the tax base for the Township.
As well, in our family’s experience the arrival of people from Europe and other international origins has made
the general area far more interesting and worthwhile.
I have not previously been actively engaged in the municipal elections however I feel strongly enough about
this issue that I will make a point of recording the vote of my local representative and pursue opposition to
this initiative at the next election should it come into force.
Yours very truly,
Sean Aylward
192 Hamer Bay Road

Sent from my iPhone
logo.gif
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Subject: Seguin Township Short Term Rentals Legislation
From: Mark Otto Baerlocher <mark.baerlocher@alumni.utoronto.ca>
Date: Wed, 14 Feb 2018 23:02:05 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
Hi all,
I’ve heard discussion that the Township is considering introducing short term rental
legislation.
I think that this is a bad idea for a number of reasons.
First of all, in my experience, cottage owners are typically more likely to cause issues
that renters. Renters tend to be very courteous, and cautious, as they realize that they
are guests. Cottage owners are much more likely to feel entitled, and be oblivious to
others’ concerns (or ignore them).
Second, the proposed legislation would likely severely decrease the rentals in the
Township, rentals that bring in significant money during the summer months. Money that
supports local businesses. Many cottage owners would not think that the additional work
would be worthwhile. This has been shown in other, much larger markets, throughout the
world.
Third, I have lived and trained in Southern California. I have seen what overly
restrictive policies does to the atmosphere of wealthy neighbourhoods (think e.g. Carmel,
California). I would not, for the life of me, want us to go down this route.
Please do not pursue the proposed legislation. I am quite certain that it will harm both
the atmosphere, and economics, of the region.
Thank you for your consideration,
Mark Baerlocher
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Subject: Proposed new short term legislation
From: J Scott Beath <jsbeath@live.ca>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 02:31:00 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
Hello,
I have recently learned of a proposed short term rental legislation in Seguin Township.
As a cottage owner in the township I would be opposed to the legislation. Not only for my own reasons but also
those of my significant other who worked in the Tourism office for the Government of Ontario, working with regional
tourism units and understands the added value and the difficulty of attracting new visitors to areas of Ontario.
We stand opposed for many additional reasons. For us as renting helps to pay for upkeep and taxes when we are not
able to use the cottage. Another factor is the convenience. We only rent through an agent who has vetted the clients
and offers end-to-end service and takes care of everything.
A new legislation that would take the convenience and safety away from us would be a serious limitation and not
beneficial to attracting new visitors to the area who could return often, just as we did before we were able to buy.
Thank you for your consideration,
JS Beath
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Input to the Short Term Cottage Rental Study. DPS-PL-2017-138
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Subject: Input to the Short Term Cottage Rental Study. DPS-PL-2017-138
From: Corinne Hagerman <hagermancorinne@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Feb 2018 11:07:34 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
As a cottage owner in the Township in the North Lake Rosseau area for the past 17 years, I have reviewed the
work undertaken by the Township to date with interest. I have not personally rented my property, but am
aware that many of my neighbours have done so. I have not experienced any issues with this and am therefore
reluctant to see the Township introduce unnecessarily restrictive policies that are difficult /expensive to
monitor. On the other hand, I have heard complaints from time to time from other cottage owners in our area
about their negative experiences when their neighbours have rented their cottages. I do not know how large
and pervasive this issue is, though I understand the emotions involved in every case that arises.
As a result, I am in favour of the Township choosing Option 2 - ACTIVELY monitor the situation,
RIGOROUSLY enforce existing by-laws and make information available about the extent of this issue and
the action that has been taken to resolve to interested residents/associations.
If the number of incidents/by-law infractions increases and proves that it cannot be effectively managed in
this way, I would support the careful development of a licensing program as outlined in Option 6.
Ken Bodnar
Red Maple Lane
Seguin
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Subject: Re: Short Term Cottage Rentals
From: BC Osborne <bosbotelshv66@protonmail.com>
Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2018 09:27:33 -0500
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>

Hello
The Otter Lake Ratepayers Association has asked its members to voice their opinions regarding Seguin
Townships' review of the existing rules regarding Short Term Cottage Rentals (STCR).
As a permanent resident of Seguin Township and a member of the Otter Lake Ratepayers Association, I am in
full agreement with OLRA's position regarding short term cottage rentals: That no change in the existing rules
should be made.
Changing the rules regarding STCR to serve the commercial interests of some individuals and
expecting taxpayers to partially fund the cost of licensing and management of a new program is an
ill-conceived idea.
Short term rentals of private homes and cottages have the potential to negatively impact the environment,
property values and quality of life, for owners of surounding properties.
In my opinion, the existing bylaw that prohibits STCR should be upheld and enforced.
Thank you
Brent Osborne
174 Bradshaw Road
Seguin, On.
P2A 0B2
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Regarding council meeting to discuss short term re

Subject: Regarding council meeting to discuss short tent re
From: “Carole burden” <Caroleburdenbmw~grnail.com>
Date: 20 Feb 2018 15:57:43 -0500
To: sstone~seguin.ca

,‘9 ‘7~_—
I

We net as a delegation for the Dec 17 council expressing our disapproval of building
another air 8.8. on Mctaggert lake which would have imposed upon an environmentally
protected wetlands.
Our concerns are that restrictions upon temporary rentals are strong enough to
protect our lakes and wetlands

Origin:
https://www.seguin.ca/Nodules/con:act/search.aspx?s=17FDr:zwKNzuDoLBtcjB9zAeQuAieQuAl

This email was sent to you by Carole burden<Caroleburdenbrnw@gmail.com> through
https: !/www. seguin. ca/.
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STCR comments
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Subject: STCR comments
From: Candy Smith <smithcandy@live.com>
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2018 22:43:23 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
Hello,
Regarding your upcoming process on cottage rentals here are a few comments. We are
getting some rental situations on our lake and at this point due to where our cottage is
located they don’t impact us directly...yet. I believe a rental situation is in the works
with one of our neighbours.
I’m sure my comments will be common among others you’ve received.
*Drivers going too fast on cottage roads
*Too many cars parked at locations and partially blocking road
*Groups coming with multiple ATVs/SeaDoo’s etc and constantly causing excess activity and
noise
*Bachelorlet parties (lewd behaviour)
*General additional boat activity, garbage, road safety, respecting the overall
lake/fishing environment, excessive noise at night etc.
Good luck with your process.
Candy Smith
Sent from my iPad
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Subject: Fw: Short Term Rentals
From: Carol Wildgoose <cwildgoose@rogers.com>
Date: Thu, 4 Jan 2018 14:22:56 +0000 (UTC)
To: "hward@seguin.ca" <hward@seguin.ca>, "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>

Hello
I received the report to Council with regard to the research conducted on what how
other municipalities are handling the issue of short term rentals.
As a property owner I have tremendous concern with allowing short term rentals.
A case in point: It is only because the first renter decided they wanted to purchase the
cottage across Richards Bay from us and made an offer the owner couldn't refuse, that
the dwelling, erected over the winter of 2016/2017, did not become a weekly/monthly
rental enterprise. The property was purchased from a long-time owner in 2016, the old
buildings were removed and a large cottage and garage were constructed. The new
owner was very open about the fact that they were building solely to rent. (as is the
case with several other properties they already own and operate.) As an aside, they
totally built up the waterfront, and no action was taken by the township in this regard.
On other occasions cottages on the Bay have been rented. In some cases the renters
have been totally obnoxious, in others, respectful.
I realize that with the advent of Air B&B, VRBO etc. it is very difficult to control STRs
and they will become even more common.
I suggest that if any by-law concession is made in this regard the rules should be very
strict, a license required, and the time allotted to rentals should be 3 weeks maximum
per year. Violators should face stiff penalties - demerit points would be useless in my
opinion. Penalties should be financial, be very large (exceed the amount of annual
STR rent) and if not paid, should be enforced by legal action and/or added to the tax
bill.
I hope that this email has not arrived too late to be considered part of the 'public
input' being requested on this matter.
Sincerely
Carol
26 Kenozha Road
Sequin Twp.
P0C 1J0
Carol Wildgoose
Phone: (416) 418-5426
1/4/2018 9:32 AM

[Fwd: New Rental Legislation]

Subject: [Fwd: New Rental Legislation]
From: General Inquiries <counter~seguin.local.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 16:21:25 -0500
To: Steve Stone <sstone~seguin.local.net>

I

Original Message
Subject:New Rental Legislation
Date:Fri, 16 Feb 2018 20:13:27 +0000
From:Bill Coady<wi1liarn.coadv(ä~avanade.com>
To:info(~seguin.ca <info~seguin.ca>

Dear Sir,
I understand the township is considering new legislation to regulate rental activity for cottages. Can you help
me understand your thinking?
I can’t understand why the township would want to get involved in this type of activity. Should we not want the
most possible number of people visiting our area and showing everyone the beauty of our region? I have been
a cottager on Lake Rosseau for 20 years and have never seen issues with rental activity and guests joining the
region. I actually love the idea of people visiting the area and don’t see how legislation or Township activity will
support this objective.
My suggestion is the township stay out of this activity as the process isn’t broken and doesn’t need to be
regulated or fixed in any way.
Please keep me up to speed on any discussions/plans that the Township is undertaking so my opinion can be
heard.
Bill Coady

General Inquiries
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Re: On Seguin's position relative to short-term cottage rentals ...
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Subject: Re: On Seguin's position relative to short-term cottage rentals ...
From: Mario Buszynski <mario.buszynski@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 15:44:39 -0500
To: C Ballantyne <vspacat@gmail.com>
CC: General Inquiries <info@seguin.ca>, Kerry Mueller <kerryemueller@gmail.com>
Cathy,
Thank you for your comments. We will take them into consideration at a future Council meeting that
addresses this topic.
Mario
On Wed, Feb 7, 2018 at 3:23 PM, C Ballantyne <vspacat@gmail.com> wrote:
I am aware that The Township of Seguin is requesting public input on Short Term Cottage Rentals. I support the many
arguments-against, which have addressed potential negative impacts to:

the environment,
the infrastructure and services
the tax-base
property values, and
the overall enjoyment of our lake properties.

I do not support allowing short term cottage rentals on Otter Lake mostly because I believe that it undermines the concept of
Community and its inherent security.

I choose to make Otter Lake my home several years ago. My nearest full-time neighbours are five lots away. Closer neighbours are
"seasonals" or "weekenders". In short, days, weeks, months can pass without seeing a neighbour. Even at peak season when we are all
at the lake, we may not do more than wave or nod, if we make eye contact at all. Despite the minimal contact, we are a community.
Over time we have become familiar with each other's patterns or behaviours, enough to recognize when something is not normal and
warrants an inquiry. No car in the driveway but lights on in the cottage ... send a text to make sure. Boat is missing from dock but
haven't see the owner for weeks ... give him a call to check it out. Broken window ... let the neighbour know.

This is the great value of knowing the people who use the property around you. This is the strength of being part of a community. This
measure of security is undermined when people come to the area for a short stay and have no connection to the residents. Even the
most conscientious renter cannot know what is normal, who should or should not be doing what in the vicinity. In short, if your are
temporary, you cannot recognize the unusual.

By its very nature Short Term Rentals absolve the user of responsibility for the long-term well being of the people and the property of
the community.

Respectfully, Cathy Ballantyne
Resident, 174 Bradshaw Road
705-774-3442
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Subject: [Fwd: Concern re: short term rentals]
From: Craig Jeffery <craig@seguin.local.net>
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2017 10:36:46 -0500
To: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>, Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>

Subject: Concern re: short term rentals
From: "Miles Langstaff" <mileslangstaff@sympatico.ca>
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2017 10:24:45 -0500
To: <cjeffery@seguin.ca>
CC: "'Nancy Cohen'" <nscohen@mplanm.com>
Mr. Jeffery
I am writing to express my concern on short term rentals on Lake Joseph. I think the issue could be worse on small
lakes where rental costs are potentially more affordable.
The definition for me would be day rentals ( 2-4 days / weekend), short rentals (1-2 weeks) and long rentals ( 1 or
more months)
In all cases my experience is the lack of concern rentals seem to have of the neighbours let alone their own safety.
The reality of sound travel, fireworks, bad boating practices etc.
Short rentals I think have the potential of being more a “party” use of the cottage.
This year for the first time we encountered the day rental situation 3 times.
To say that there was no concern of the neighbourhood and safe boating practices would be an understatement.
The situation I believe (I cannot be sure) was a parent renting the cottage and the son plus friends using it.
I even think the parents where there at least part of the time but stayed inside all the time in the main cottage.
The others buzzed the waterfront continuously, ran a loud speaker system all day and until 2am with large campfire
(concern in July) and fireworks (not on July 1 st)
Thankfully no one was hurt although they fell off the PWC (rental I think) a couple of times with no life jacket.
My position is there needs to be control on rentals. We should not have a continued parade of day and short rentals.
On the other hand I do understand the rental situation for long terms. It is one way some owners are holding onto
their cottages in the face of costs each year.
Other effects that come to mind.
Garbage control
·
·
Traffic in small cottage roads
·
Multiple tenants. One person rents and 20 people show up and party. This is a high risk on day and short
rentals.
·
Septic load issues with larger than normal occupancy
·
Boating safety. Lack of experience and often rental boats.
·
Noise
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rental (STCR) Study
From: Wayne Corston <wcjcorston@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 18:44:49 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
To: Craig Jeffery, Clerk
Township of Seguin

The options that we support are are:
3. Monitor and Enforce existing by-law 2006-125
4. Amend the Zoning By-law to prohibit clearly defined STCR.
Please confirm receipt of this email and notify us on date of the public meeting on STCR.
Regards,
Wayne and Barbara Corston
222 South Seguin Estates Road,
Seguin, ON
P2A 0B6
logo.gif
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Subject: [Fwd: [Fwd: [Fwd: Cottage Rental Bylaw Input.]]]
From: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>
Date: Mon, 08 Jan 2018 10:13:08 -0500
To: Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>, Madeline Snow <msnow@seguin.local.net>, Adam Kozlowski
<adam@seguin.local.net>
For the STCR study file.
--

Steve Stone
Director of Planning

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Subject: [Fwd: [Fwd: Cottage Rental Bylaw Input.]]
From: Donna McLeod <dmcleod@seguin.local.net>
Date: Thu, 04 Jan 2018 10:08:52 -0500
To: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>

-Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Donna McLeod
Administrative Assistant
Clerk`s Department

Subject: [Fwd: Cottage Rental Bylaw Input.]
From: General Inquiries <counter@seguin.local.net>
Date: Wed, 27 Dec 2017 09:35:04 -0500
To: Donna McLeod <dmcleod@seguin.local.net>

--

General Inquiries

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347
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Subject: Cottage Rental Bylaw Input.
From: Sandro Flaquinti <sandro@lmfasteners.com>
Date: Fri, 22 Dec 2017 21:10:47 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
As cottage owners since 2001, we would like to see the bylaws stay the way they are so that no changes are made to
effect short term cottage rentals.
Over the last two years we have spent over $ 22,000.00 to renovate our cottage. The money we generate form short
term rentals is being reinvested into our property which allows us to keep the cottage at the standards that is
expected in The Seguin Township. The intent is to reinvest a good portion of the rental income in upkeeps every
year. And it also help us pay the property tax on time.
As our situation has changed, we seldom use our cottage and really only enjoy going there in the fall. Without the
right to rent it, we would be forced to sell it. Most certainly, many others within Seguin would follow suit. I am no
real estate expert but as the inventory goes up, prices go down. So at this point, people who today cannot afford to
buy into Seguin would now have the opportunity. Not to be prejudice but perhaps these people may not be someone
you may want as you immediate neighbor. Eliminating cottage rental opportunity will drive down the prices in
Seguin, no doubt about it.
We are proud to use and highly recommend Cottage Rental as the number one cottage rental agency
(http://www.cottagerental.com). They prescreen all their customers and really do a wonderful job in educating them
as to what they can and cannot do during their stay. I firmly believe that more cottage owners break the bylaws
compared to our weekly renter friend. My neighbor a few cottages over is a perfect example. He clearly owns the
best stereo system in Seguin and love to remind the rest of us on the lake. Oh how I wish that cottage was short
term rental under Cottage Rentals.
Please ask the question, is it not better to have occupied cottage in Seguin rather than an empty one. The renters do
not travel far once they arrive and certainly boost the Seguin economy. We love to give families who cannot afford to
buy or are not ready to by a cottage, the opportunity to experience what cottages are about. Perhaps these same
people will fall in love with Seguin and one day they too will become cottage owner in our area. And of course they
will only buy in our area if the cottage they buy can be rented short term to help them with their expenses.

Regards,
Sandro Flaquinti
President & CEO
L&M Fasteners Inc.
416-746-9000
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2 Campbell Drive, Suite 105, Uxbridge, ON L9P 1H6
t 905-862-0252 tf 877-862-0254 f 905-862-0131 e mail@cottagerental.com

Short Term Accommodation Regulation – Seguin Township
Introduction:
My name is Jan Field, and with my partner, Blain Taylor, are owner/operators of
CottageRental.com (Cottage Country Management Services Inc.), a registered
retail travel agency specializing in private cottage rentals in Ontario. We have
been representing privately owned cottages since 1988, in Haliburton, Kawartha,
Bancroft, Muskoka, Parry Sound and Georgian Bay.
In those twenty-nine years, we have represented more than a thousand cottage
owners and arranged literally tens of thousands of rentals on their behalf.
Currently, we represent seven cottage owners in the township of Seguin.
We would like to take this opportunity to provide some input for consideration by
council, and to any committee which may be struck to struck to examine the
concept of short term accommodation regulation in Seguin Township.

The Problem:
As we understand it, the townships are attempting to address the growing problem
of the disruption of enjoyment by cottagers when other cottagers do not observe
community standards in noise levels and/or fire regulations and fire bans.
We also understand that as renting cottages for short term accommodation
becomes more and more popular, and easier to arrange with the access created
by the internet and the development of mega listing services, those problems will
increase.
However, the disruption cannot always be blamed on renters temporarily
inhabiting a cottage. For example, in our experience, we have received many
more complaints from our renter clients about noise issues at neighboring cottages,
than the reverse. And the persons responsible are the cottage owners themselves
or relatives of the owners – not renters.
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Our Approach:
Over the years, we have learned that educating clients about cottage country,
how it’s different than the city environment, and what the renter’s responsibilities
and obligations are with respect to their behavior at the cottage, is the most
effective approach to this issue. Our documentation is quite specific about noise
by-laws, fire bans, etc.
And by and large, that approach has been effective. There will always be people
who don’t think the rules apply to them however, and we do also advise renters,
contractually, what the repercussions will be if they do not observe those
obligations.* We also encourage owners to advise their neighbours about the
rentals and to ask them to contact them (or our agency) immediately, if they feel
someone is not observing those standards, rather than wait until the next time the
owner is up at the cottage. We, or the owner, can then intervene promptly to deal
with the situation.
*a sample copy of our renter booking form, terms and conditions, cottage instructions etc.,
can be provided if of interest

Regulatory Solutions:
Licensing:
We understand that Licensing of short term accommodation providers is being
considered. And that Licensing could be revoked if the accommodation provider
failed to meet the community standards, we assume, after reasonable warnings.
Our concerns:
-

-

-

-

The cost and red tape involved in Licensing. Many owners rent for only a few
weeks…and have indicated to us that having to obtain / pay for a license
would be unacceptable and probably cause them not to rent.
Licensing does not solve the problem of the cottage owner who causes the
disturbances themselves as they would not be required to register.
The cost to the township to administer such a program, and to truly be a
deterrent, the program would have to have penalties if rental activities
continued after revoking the license – with attendant costs to the township.
These are costs, we assume, that would be passed along to the licensees.
Would the Licensing requirement be fairly applied – i.e. Would any short-term
accommodation, located anywhere in the township, be required to register?
How will the township determine when an infraction of the licensing
agreement has occurred? What standards would be applied to determine
what constituents noise disruption?
The subject of requiring re-zoning to enable Licensing has also risen. Such an
onerous (and costly) legal process would certainly deter most if not all,
cottage owners. Not only the process itself, but the repercussions, i.e. Being
2

-

designated ‘commercial’ would involve very costly and truly onerous
changes to insurance coverage, fire and safety regulations etc.
Real Estate values…. Many new owners depend on generating some rental
revenue to help with their purchase costs. If there are zoning by-law
requirements, that would have a serious impact on real estate value of
cottages.

Fines for Infractions:
We know that some, not all, townships have noise by-laws, and fines for infractions.
And most have fines for fire ban infractions as well. In fact, one of our
‘educational’ steps is to advise our renter clients (in writing) that they will be
charged the fee for any such fine they are responsible for incurring.
Our concerns:
-

How does the township issue citations or fines? Clearly, staffing is required,
which we assume, most townships do not have, or at least do not have in
sufficient coverage, considering that the noise infractions can occur over a
large geographic area, and often, late into the night. Staffing and
administering the program will cost money, that cash strapped townships do
not often have.

-

How successful are fines? Is there information from neighbouring townships
that would assist? We have knowledge of a situation where an individual
rented his cottage frequently, without any regard to the impact of his renters
on neighbours, and despite being fined frequently, continues overcrowding
his rental property and not educating or restricting bad behavior of his
renters. This resulted in an owner we have as a client, selling their custom-built
retirement home on the lake and moving into town.
Having said that, we think fines are the only way to include non-renting owners in
the solution. And, that a graduated system of warnings, fines and then significantly
larger fines for non-compliance after reasonable warnings, should be considered.

‘Super Host’Accommodation Certification:
There are townships considering a type of educational and promotional “super
host” designation for short term rental owners. We are not entirely sure what this
would entail, but if it’s primary aim is to educate cottage owners on how to ensure
that their guests observe community standards, we are all for it, assuming the
program is voluntary.
Our Concerns:
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-

-

Would the certification be mandatory for all short-term accommodation
providers or a voluntary program?
If mandatory – see concerns above re: Licensing, cost, red tape etc.
Again – does not seem to cover the cottage owner who does not rent but is
guilty of noise infractions etc.
How would the program be administered? As with most ‘awareness’
campaigns, there are considerable costs to publicize to be even marginally
effective. Again, costs would be a concern.
How far would the certification go? That is, what is the definition of ‘super
host’? My partner and I were both involved in the Ontario Accommodation
Grading Program when it existed…and are aware of the pitfalls, as well as the
cost of administering.

ECONOMIC IMPACT:
While we do think that most residents recognize the value to the local economy of
short term accommodation rentals, we would be remiss if we did not also mention
how valuable this industry is to the “Cottage Country” economies.
Whether a cottage owner rents for a few weeks or several, that revenue generally
stays in the community as the owners are generally covering cottage costs such as
property taxes, insurance, new docks, improvements, payment to local contractors
for repairs, cleaning, etc.
And of course, the guests are spending money in the local economy too restaurants, grocery stores, liquor stores, marinas, attractions, events, etc.

SUMMARY:
We do understand that townships are under pressure to respond to the concerns of
their citizens with respect these issues. As noted above, our owner’s concerns
about any ‘solution’ is that it not be so onerous in terms of cost and administration
as to be untenable for them, and that it addresses all cottage owners, not just
accommodation service providers.
As a final note, having observed and worked in this industry for almost thirty years,
we, as an agency, do not necessarily consider some sort of licensing or ‘super-host
accommodation provider’ designation, a bad thing. It helps to make the
participating providers more credible in the consumer’s perception – and it helps
to weed out ‘the bad apples’ who give all of us a bad image. We would be
pleased to be part of creating a workable and sensible solution!
Sincerely,
Jan Field, President
CottageRental.com
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rentals
From: Sue Coxhead <sue.coxhead@outlook.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 22:59:02 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
Short Term Rentals

My husband and I live next door to one of the rental units owned in part by Mr. Dean Curtis. We don’t
mind having the weekly rentals next door; in fact, there have never been any major issues and only a
couple of minor ones which Mr. Curtis has taken care of immediately. If all short-term rental unit owners
had the same care and attention for the permanent residents neighbouring these properties, it would go a
long way to making the issue less contentious.

In discussing the rental with Mr. Curtis, he has been anxious for more regulations regarding the short-term
rentals so that all of them abide by the same rules. That is occupancy limits, noise levels, activities that
impact the surrounding environment and other remedies for the guests to follow reducing the impact on
the neighbouring permanent residents.

As well, there are other considerations. While this area is lovely and quiet, it is known and understood that
there are “summer people” who own cottages and homes in the area but who only come up on weekends
or for a week or two, or more, during the good weather months. This is a boon to the local businesses who
rely on the summer custom to maintain their businesses. Adding the weekly, or weekend, renters, as the
case may be, especially the ones who rent in the “off-season”, encourages these businesses to continue
through these months. As well, the short-term rental owners employ a number of local residents who in
turn use the local businesses.

I agree with Mr. Curtis that proper regulations be set up for the short-term rentals. In essence, it isn’t very
different from the “summer people”. They only come for a short time, spend money in the area and then
go home. If the rentals were required to have an inspection, perhaps yearly, and a clearly stated set of
rules posted in each property that could outline the expectations of the guests, then that would be a great
start. There should be a list of owners somewhere where the permanent residents could find a number, of
the owner of the property or a “hot-line”, to make their concerns known or to report an immediate
problem. The neighbours need to know that the owners of the property will take action if a problem arises.

This issue has been so contentious that it may take quite a while to come to an equitable solution. There
are many things that can be done to make it a positive for the area rather than an annoyance for the
residents. We can all work together to make it work for all.

Thank you.

2/20/2018 10:18 AM
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Sue and Dave Coxhead
15 Duck Lake Road
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rentals
From: Dolores Creador <dolores4@live.ca>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 21:18:03 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>

“To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for your time in considering input from interested parties concerning the issue of Short
Term Cottage Rentals (STCR). We are present cottage owners and would like the opportunity to rent
our cottage. When we purchased this property the intend was to use this investment as a source of
income in our retirement years. This will definitely put a financial impact to our retirement.
Please note that this cottage is our property that we take very seriously and are very proud of. We definitely want only the most
respectful renters who will take care of our property as if it were their own. Cottage owners like ourselves who desire to

offer our cottage to renters have as much care and concern for our properties and our lake as those who
don’t offer their cottage to renters. Some of the cottage owners have guests and allow some family or
friends to have their cottages for weeks or weekends and may be very disruptive. Renters have more to
lose if they fail to abide by the rules and guidelines presented to them. They will be
thoroughly screened and approved by the Rental Company. They are at risk of being rated poorly if
they are disruptive and not respectful of my cottage which impacts the possibility of renting a cottage in
the following years. They also have invested hundreds of dollars for a week and are liable for any
damages.
This is not only an advantage to us but it is also an economic benefit to the region. The local businesses will also benefit from the renters
who will use the restaurants, groceries stores, local marinas etc. This is clearly a benefit to all and when due diligence is properly adhered
to.
We all want the same thing which is respect for each others properties and enjoy the time at our cot tages but unfortunately whether it's
the owners, guests or renters will in fact be at times disruptive and this is a reality. All I'm sa ying is that as an owner I take this very
seriously and do not want to disrupt our beautiful lake or my neighbors in any way.
The Township is depriving property owners of the freedom to use their private lands and homes as the y see fit, within reasonable limits,
seems overly restrictive and punitive, potentially leading to unintended negative consequences for a n entire region.

Thank you for your dedication in public service.

Dolores and John Creador
416-219-7451

https://serenity-vacationrentals.us3.list-manage.com/track/open.php?u=41b68c9ed396e803627716fe7&id=7c0e
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Subject: Action needed on Short Term Cottage Rentals
From: Joy Crysdale <jcrysdale@sympatico.ca>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 13:08:16 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
Thank you for the opportunity for input on the issue of Short Term Cottage Rentals.
I believe, reviewing what other municipalities have done, and some of the consequences of these
STCR on many communities, it is imperative that Seguin take regulatory action.
Here’s why:
-It is a complex issue, but given the potential for adverse effects on the environment of the lakes,
and on people’s neighbours, there is no doubt it needs to be regulated. Other municipalities have
experienced noise issues, safety issues ( with boating) etc. Let’s not let it go there.
-The competition to resorts is unfair
-Waiting and “monitoring the situation”, as I saw written in one information package, should not be
an option. Trying to regulate after the fact, rather than sending a message that this activity will be
regulated - and sending that message now - will be the proverbial closing of the barn door after the
horse is gone. It will be too late.
-Muskoka Township’s lack of action should not be the role model. I favour regulation along the
lines of McDougall Township, in the examples provided. Some of the other township’s regulations
and licensing could also be taken into consideration. But again, I emphasize, not taking action,
should not be an option. The hazards of these STCRs to communities and environments have
been demonstrated across the country. Let’s get out in front of this, rather than delaying and trying
to play catch up later.
Many thanks for your consideration.
Joy Crysdale
Lake Rosseau
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COMMUNITY INPUT FOR THE SHORT TERM COTTAGE RENTAL STUDY
Dean Curtis
#34 Silver Point Drive
#1 Portage Lake Road
I own two cottages in Seguin Township and am the part owner of two others. I originally
purchased my first property in 2012 after falling in love with the area. The lake and the
proximity to Parry Sound made it the perfect getaway for me and my family to escape from City
life. We love to come here getting back to nature, and to enjoy all of the attractions the area has
to offer. I am not in a financial position to own a cottage outright. Mortgaging the property and
renting out the cottage when it is not being used helps to supplement costs. As a family we use
the cottage as much as we can and I want nothing more than for my neighbours to be happy.
Over time while renting to other families, I have had other owners approach me about helping to
rent out their cottages when it is not being used. It is important to keep my role as an owner and
as a manager separate. I am writing you today as an owner in Seguin Township and my
concerns on any restrictions in renting my property.
I've taken some time to read the Short Term Rental Study. It seems the Township is being
thorough and taking in a lot of information. That said, I think it is important to introduce new and
relevant information that you may not have discovered through your research. I also think that it
is also important to consider the people not directly involved in the debate -- Short term rentals
provide wages to cleaning and maintenance people in the area as well as contractors for larger
working jobs at the cottages. Restaurants, marinas, merchandise stores, and grocery stores all
benefit. Tourist attractions in the area such as Bearclaw adventure tours, Bobby Orr Museum,
Island Queen cruise, Georgian Nordic Ski Club, and Museum on Tower Hill, all benefit from the
visiting guests. House and cottage values continue to increase, not decrease due to short term
vacation rentals. Short term rentals are of great benefit to tourism in Seguin township, and the
full time residents who are owners of the related industries that it supports.
My concern is that councillors hear about the few irresponsible rentals, the “squeaky wheel”, as
opposed to the dozens or hundreds of successful rentals with nice families that come to the area,
having a fantastic vacation and are bringing money to the township, creating no issues with
neighbours or the township.
Current estimates that Seguin Township has between 100 and 150 vacation rental properties.
Concerns that residents have are also the same concerns that owners of vacation rentals have!
There is middle ground to be had!
The three chief complaints of residents against short term rentals, are;
Noise
Large occupancies
Parking

There are ways these concerns can be addressed which would protect the neighbours right to
enjoy their property, AND would still protect the right of owners who choose to rent out their
property responsibly.
An option to consider is for permitting & licensing - Creating a vacation rental permit would
ensure the township is aware of who is renting out their property, and that guidelines and
restrictions are being followed. Maximum occupancy issues are enforced and township
information such as lake health and noise regulations are passed on to renters through the owner
as required. A permit system leads to a revenue component for the local government thru
permitting fees.

The Three main issues……
Noise is often times the top concern because it is the hardest to enforce and can reach over
property lines very easily -- especially on lakes. Possible language includes a "Noise
Management Plan" – This could either be a requirement for all permit holders, or after a first
complaint. For permit holders with confirmed noise nuisance issues, it should be a requirement
to have a Noise Management Plan in place to alleviate neighbours from being de facto noise
monitors and Municipal Services (police and code enforcement) from having to "police" issues
that are preventable if owners take responsibility. Guests are warned of noise regulations prior
to their arrival and risk losing their deposit to municipal fine should there be a violation.
“Noise Monitoring Device” means a device capable of monitoring noise levels and detecting
exposure to noise levels that exceed an acceptable level. A noise monitoring device is capable of
sending real time alerts to property owners, property managers or other individuals programmed
to receive real time alerts as noise levels approach unacceptable levels.
“Noise Management Plan” means a plan that incorporates sufficient noise monitoring devices or
alternate means of monitoring and responding to noise levels that approach unacceptable levels.
All Noise Management Plans shall provide: 24 hour contact information to adjacent neighbours
and city officials; conspicuously post house rules establishing quiet times; and conspicuously
post the Municipal Excessive Noise ordinance and its penalties on site. A Noise Management
Plan shall be capable of responding to a neighbor complaint within thirty (30) minutes.
An example of a noise monitoring device is “Noiseaware”
https://noiseaware.io/
Occupancy – To keep occupancies in check, each permitted short term rental would have
enforceable maximum occupancies. “Enforceable” would be through heavy penalties to the
rental group when violating the posted maximum occupancy, and/or through occupancy
monitoring devices such as “Party Squasher” https://www.partysquasher.com/ or use of
outdoor monitoring cameras such as “Nest Cameras” https://nest.com/ca/cameras/

Parking – To be enforced through normal means – ticketing and towing of vehicles. This
would become self policing. With guests vehicles being towed or ticketed, the owners would be
pressured by their guests to make changes to accommodate parking, or to more clearly state
where parking is available.

If done responsibly, owners should continue to have the right to rent to families offsetting costs,
and providing tourism to the township. I look forward to continuing this conversation!

Dean Curtis
Curtis.2@rogers.com

Request for Community Input on Short Term Cottage Rental

Subject: Request for Community Input on Short Term Cottage Rental
From: Doug Link <doug.link@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Jan 2018 13:06:52 -0500
To: Seguin Township <info@seguin.ca>
CC: Kerry Mueller - President OLRA <kerryemueller@gmail.com>
January 24, 2018
Request for Community Input on Short Term Cottage Rental
Seguin Township
Dear Sir/Madam
My wife and I are permanent residents on Otter Lake. We firmly oppose
short term rental of private homes/cottages on any lake in our
Township. As far as we are concerned a private cottage is exactly that
and it should not be allowed to become a turnstile of renters who
typically have no understanding of lake issues and quite frankly often
do not care. Typically renters see their experience only through their
own eyes and as a purchased right to enjoy themselves to the fullest
without regard for surrounding residents.
There are enough issues facing our Lake Associations for educating the
owners of all properties on our lakes concerning safe and courteous
boating through to proper maintenance of septic systems necessary to
water quality. Renters typically have no vested interest in these
issues and there is very little that can be done to educate an ever
changing turnover of short term renters.
Township infrastructures such as roads, including the hundreds of
private roads and shared laneways which ultimately provide
accessibility to residents on our lakes is an issue which could become
very contentious. Owners would begin to see their taxes and their
personal funds going into road maintenance so renters can roar up and
down with their recreational vehicles without concern for damage or
liability. Most private road access agreements only provide for owners
and their personal guests and not a constant stream of nameless paid
renters.
We encourage the Township to implement firm controls to prevent all
property owners from engaging in exploitation of their private
resident lake properties. There is enough regulated commercial tourism
that provide access to our lakes without allowing commercialized
access to private dwellings on our lakes. Having a private residence
on our lakes is a privilege and it should come with responsibilities
and restrictions.
Regards,
Douglas and Sharon Link
20 Long Arm Lane
Sequin, Ontario
P2A 0B2
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rental Study
From: Susan Eplett <susaneplett@rogers.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 17:36:09 +0000 (UTC)
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
I am emailing with my comments on the Township's Short Term Rental Study.
My husband and I own a cottage on Bass Bay, Lake Rosseau, and since I was a young child I have spent time during all
seasons at cottages in Muskoka.
Last summer, our next door neighbour rented their cottage for various 1-week periods, and we saw firsthand how
unsupervised, short term renters can disrupt the cottage experience for neighbours (in this case, through loud music,
partying, dangerous sea-doing, and fireworks).
I agree with the regulatory approach taken by McDougall Township, where the zoning bylaws prohibit short term rentals of
residential cottages for periods of less than 30 days.
I strongly disagree with the lax approach being taken by the Township of Muskoka Lakes, where they are failing to
implement regulations dealing with short term cottage rentals, and simply plan to increase fines if problems arise. This is
irresponsible government that is avoiding their duties to taxpayers.
Finally, short term cottage rentals will compete with smaller resorts that provide employment and contribute to the local
economy. It is important that small resorts continue to have customers, so there's less chance that they will sell out to
developers who will covert them into residential subdivisions like is happening in the Township of Muskoka Lakes (for
example, Villas of Lake Muskoka, Touchstone/MIST, and Legacy of Muskoka).
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Respectfully,
Susan Eplett
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Subject: Feed back in the short term rental bylaw
From: Kristen Balendra <Kristen@springforwardconsulting.ca>
Date: Sat, 17 Feb 2018 15:28:14 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
We have a cottage on Lake Manitouwaba at 85 Chain of Lakes Road and we would like the
township to please enforce the existing bylaws on short term cottage rentals. We are
very familiar and see what goes on at Lee Valley and it is absolutely ridiculous that
this is being allowed.
We are part of Sera and we intend to pursue this with the
township and we will be at the public meeting in April. Please advise us of the time and
location in writing.
Edna and Barry Forster
289-981-2117
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Subject: Cottage rental property
From: Donnie Fuller <dfuller016@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 12:59:02 -0700
To: info@seguin.ca
“To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for your time in considering input from interested parties concerning the issue of Short
Term Cottage Rentals (STCR). We are present cottage owners and former cottage renters for many
years in the area. It is our desire for cottage owners to be able to offer their cottages for renters.
While we understand the reality of potential problems renters may pose to property owners, we feel
that overall the positive impact far outweighs any possible liabilities. Cottage owners like ourselves
who desire to offer our cottage to renters have as much care and concern for our properties and our
lake as those who don’t offer their cottage to renters. We want the same things and have made
considerable investments in our properties to maintain and improve their sustainability. Renting out
our cottages part of the time makes financial sense and would allow us to enjoy our cottage for many
years to come.
Moreover, as former cottage renters in the area we are thankful we had the chance to enjoy this
beautiful region at a time when it would not have been possible to purchase a cottage. This is true for
thousands of visitors to the area every year. This steady stream of renters offer an enormous economic
benefit to the region. It is hard to imagine the impact on the local economy if the rental market were to
disappear. The positive outcomes seem obvious to local businesses as well as those who make their
livelihood through the cottage rental market (carpenters, plumbers, electricians, builders, landscapers,
rental agencies, property managers, etc.).
It seems that those who oppose cottage rentals are afraid of negative impact on lake quality and
enjoyment (boat safety, noise, property damage, etc.) as if renters are somehow a different type of
person. This seems overly critical and unwarranted. It presumes that cottage owners who choose to
rent their properties aren’t concerned themselves about this issue; which simply isn’t the case. As
cottage owners we care as much as anyone, if not more, about the quality of the cottage experience.
Our renters are screened carefully with numerous criteria to prevent misuse or abuse. We want
satisfied renters and seek to offer them a great cottage experience, but in return we also expect renters
to observe reasonable limitations and show respect for our properties and their lakeside neighbors.
This helps everyone. Furthermore, many cottage owners allow friends and family to use their
properties (rent-free) when they are absent. These folks are just as likely, if not moreso, to display the
unwelcome and perhaps destructive impact feared by some. They face no repercussions since they are
guests, not renters. Thus, the absence of a rental provision for owners does nothing to alleviate this
reality. It would be impossible to know with certainty the instance of renter versus cottage guest
misconduct. So it seems unwarranted to essentially punish cottage owners wishing (needing) to rent
their cottages based on an inaccurate perception.
Likewise, when we are enjoying the cottage ourselves, we observe those same courtesies and expect
our neighbors to do the same. Yes, occasionally there will always be renters, guests, or owners who fail
to do this which is unfortunate. It is a false hope that destroying the rental opportunities would
eradicate this reality.
In fact, our observation over the years would be that cottage owners are more likely to pose these
threats. As owners and not renters, they are less at risk for adverse effects of their conduct. Renters, if
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they fail to observe rental agreements which include a host of parameters regarding their behavior
while renting, will lose $100’s of dollars of their deposit and likely will be disqualified for future rental
opportunities. {Rental entities such as AirBnB impose ratings on hosts as well as guests, so hosts are
made aware of previous track records of renters and are free to turn down risky renters.} Unpleasant
or ill-behaved cottage owners, however, likely face no such consequences except perhaps disgruntled
neighbors. Renters are strongly incentivized to “behave” while owners are not.
In closing, we offer to the Township Planning Department a suggestion that they investigate the
possibility of a provision for cottage owners to rent their properties utilizing standard rental
guidelines (commonly offered by established rental agencies). Owners should not be forced to go
through an agency as they might have no need for one in their particular circumstance. Depriving
property owners of the freedom to use their private lands and homes as they see fit, within reasonable
limits, seems overly restrictive and punitive, potentially leading to unintended negative consequences
for an entire region.
Thank you for your dedication in public service.
Donald Fuller
logo.gif
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Subject: Comments on Short term Cottage Rental Issue
From: "Doug Gammage" <dgammage@bell.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 17:52:03 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>
February 16, 2018
To Township of Seguin Council, Planning Department
RE: Short Term Cottage rentals and Seguin Report DPS-2017-138
Disclaimer: The following are my personal ideas and do not include any influence from, or representation of
members of the Lake Rosseau North Association of which I am currently President. The LRNA has taken the position
that it does not want to become involved with the Township on these matters and has asked its membership to
express their opinions independently.

I do not support the creation of services to police rental properties, or the idea of a rental licensing program. Both
would be too expensive and too cumbersome. However:
Perhaps by-laws should define more clearly the rental of property in a residential zone, i.e. rental of principal
structure, rental of guest cottage as a secondary structure, rental of accommodation over a boathouse, rental of
boathouse space as storage, rental of land for guest campsite etc. and what facilities would have to be in place to
safeguard against property and environmental damage or nuisance.
Our current by-laws, as I understand, outline what is considered the primary structure, what secondary structures are
permitted, and what spacing there has to be for shoreline protection. Rental rules should be created to relate to the
various types of residential structures and spaces. For example, if a residence has 3 bedrooms, the maximum rental
occupancy should be 6, and no overnight guests should the property already be at maximum occupancy. These rules
could be spelled out in the rental agreement and be the responsibility of the owner to enforce. Similarly rental
accommodation in a guest house should be subject to septic sizing including the main residence; boathouse
accommodation subject to the use of kitchen facility in the main house. Vacant land in conjunction with a main house
subject to one guest trailer or camping structure with kitchen and bath facility as per maximum occupancy in the
main house, no occupancy of shoreline allowances etc...to be refined as seen necessary...just my quick proposals.
There should be recognition that
1.)Lakeshore properties are now being declared principal residences from a value consideration, and that
2.) In most circumstances in the province, the ability to rent one’s principal or secondary residence is a given.
3.) A significant portion of Lakeshore property may have been in one family multi-generationally, and the increase in
running expenses, maintenance issues and taxation is outpacing the income growth and financial capability of some
owners.
4.) Long time owners may be great stewards of the land, and should be recognised as deserving relief in taxation...all
from a municipal, provincial and federal standpoint, (from an inheritance standpoint) AND from a rental income
standpoint.
5.) Rental income, to maintain a property should be regarded as tax exempt outside of claimed income, where
documentation can be shown the rental income is used for paying taxes, capital improvement (septic upgrades,
roadway improvement, structural repairs outside of décor, and environmental efficiency) where the property has
been in a family after a certain number of years, and the rental of properties is not primarily for an income
generating perspective but from a preservation standpoint. The lakeshore property owners are supplying the
majority of municipal tax revenue and it should be made easier for taxpayers to come up with those taxes.
6.) This is very different from rental based solely from an investment purpose, where the property is maintained
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solely as a source to generate rental income and real estate value speculation, where the income generated should
be taxed as it is presently.
Therefore, there should be no prohibition in renting a property, as any other homeowner or investor can,
anywhere else in the province.
What should be put in place are restrictions, similar to those as legislated in condominium environments, where the
numbers of people are in accordance with what the property size and facility can accommodate, where the term or
length of time a property can be rented is specified, and rules of occupancy are included in the lease terms. Penalties
outlined could be levied should by-law officers and or police have to be called to investigate noise pollution,
environmental pollution, overcrowding and turnover are violated. Copies of rental agreements could be expected to
be available from all parties. This would place the onus on the property owner to vet renters and oversee use more
closely and have renters sign acknowledgements of the rules of occupancy. If clear expectations derived by the law
can be passed on to the renters via mandatory rental agreements, maybe property owners could pass along the
liability too.
Therefore operation of a commercial high volume rental turnover as Serenity Vacation Rentals would be made
financially impossible. Large cash penalties could be levied and added to municipal taxation, which would cover any
costs to enforce infringements, would serve as deterrents to present operations that have become an annoyance,
and give pause to any others who might consider the idea.
I hope these thoughts may be of constructive use.
Doug Gammage
1 Clifford Street and 19 King Street, Village of Rosseau.
dgammage@bell.net
416 689 7916 cell
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Subject: Short term rentals in Sequin
From: Gary Miller <garytroymiller@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Jan 2018 20:57:41 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
As an owner of a home on Clear Lake road that I frequently rented out from 2016 to 2018 I
have a few concerns?
I’d like to express that I did not appreciate seeing my home on the front page of the
Parry Sound paper with a town Councillor talking negatively about sort term rentals.
I have never had a single complaint from any of my neighbours for noise or parking. And
to my knowledge I have always had a good relationship with the Town. I’m a responsible
renter and I respect the environment around me as do my guests. I was told that my place
was used for the picture because it was close to the town hall but the article clearly
referenced it?
After the article ran in the paper I found it difficult to rent so I have recently sold
the property.
I did employ a cleaning lady, handyman and lawn maintenance person. As well as supported
local charities such as the wildlife sanctuary and encourage my guest to bring items to
benefit the local wildlife.
I brought business to the Town and supported local restaurants and business whenever
possible.
www.muskokapines.com
I just hope that the Town considers both sides and realizes that we are not opposed to
regulations and rules. I know that there are hundreds of homes for rent in the area and
most of those owners are silent because they don’t want to draw attention to themselves
for fear of the Town punishing them.
There are many owners who do not rent but invite their friends and family to their
cottages all summer long. Nobody at the town is saying anything about this being a
problem? I’ve seen over crowding, problem parking, waste being left behind and lots of
noise.
I believe short term rentals are good for the Town they bring business and help the local
economy. It raises home values not the opposite. And if home owners are responsible the
Town need not get involved.
I understand the concerns of the people evolved and I do not want to diminish their
complaints but please make sure that their concerns are factual and not emotional.
Thank you for your consideration.
Gary & Natasha Miller

Sent from my iPhone
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Subject: [Fwd: Short Term Cottage Rental Study]
From: General Inquiries <counter@seguin.local.net>
Date: Thu, 01 Feb 2018 08:35:06 -0500
To: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>, Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>

--

General Inquiries

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Subject: Short Term Cottage Rental Study
From: George Marshall <georgemarshall444@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Jan 2018 18:33:59 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca

Hello,
I suspect the comments of property owners in Seguin Twp. regarding regulating cottage
rentals can be placed in two categories: those who are in favour of regulations and those who
are not. I place myself in the latter category.
I am not in favour of a municipal government expanding its bureaucracy and creating new
jobs at the expense of the beleaguered taxpayer. New bureaucracy invariably means
additional responsibility and corresponding additional salary for one or more existing
bureaucrats.
In addition, I am generally not in favour of governments involving themselves in every
aspect of a citizen's life. Freedom from government intervention and regulation is very
important to me particularly if the proposed regulation does little in terms of value for money
and tangible benefits.
Thank you for considering my views.
George Marshall
136 Maplehurst Rd.
Seguin Twp. (summer address)
georgemarshall444@gmail.com
Short Term Cottage Rental Study.eml
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Subject: Community input - Short Term Cottage Rental Study
From: "Sheila Hill" <smhillman@look.ca>
Date: Thu, 18 Jan 2018 14:13:40 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>

Township Planning Department

Short Term Cottage Rental Study
This is my opinion requested regarding the SHORT TERM COTTAGE RENTAL STUDY.
Stop wasting time and ratepayers’ money on studies that have no useful purpose.
The last time public input on property use was requested, the meeting had to be held in the hockey arena and was
still overflowing. The ratepayers attending were overwhelmingly incensed by the proposed legislation that proposed
to infringe on their property rights and freedoms. It would not have stood up to legal scrutiny and it cost the
Township a fortune in legal fees.
Very few people rent their cottages in Seguin. The Residential Tenancies Act more than adequately covers rented
properties.
I was a landlord for over 30 years and it was not something I would ever do again. The cottage across the bay from
me on Otter Lake was burned to the ground by a disgruntled tenant. This is the risk you would be taking by renting.
A property owner who chooses to loan their cottage to a friend or relative should not be hindered or burdened by
any Township by-laws. It is their property and their right; if they choose to rent it, it is up to them.
Regulating short term rentals would place an unnecessary tax burden on ratepayers who don’t want to fund
unnecessary bureaucracy or impose any new taxes to pay for it.
Please make public the names of those in council who have supported a SHORT TERM COTTAGE RENTAL STUDY so
we can make sure they don’t get re-elected.
Please keep me informed.

Sincerely,
Glenn Speiran
26 Giles Road
Seguin ON P2A 0B2
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rental Study
From: "Lynn Graydon" <lynn.graydon@sympatico.ca>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 17:10:50 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>
To whom it may concern,
Regarding your Request for Community Input for the Cottage Rental Study and the report referenced,
DPS-PL-2017-138 Short Term Rental Study
I have been a cottage owner on Lake Manitouwaba, in Seguin Township for almost 30 years.
What I most appreciate about the lake is its smaller size, quiet, access to nature and limited development. There is a
significant amount of crown owned land around the lake (half?). What development there is, is grouped and lots
generally are not very large.
I have no interest in seeing short term cottage rentals being allowed on such a lake. The lake is too small, the lots too
close together to adequately protect private owners from the higher risk of noise, parking, environmental damage and
privacy complaints that come with commercial rentals over private ownership and rentals.
As such I support regulatory options 3 and 4 outlined in the DPS-PL-2017-138 report. My preference between options 3
and 4 depend on the township’s experience or advice by counsel to date with respect to enforcement. Is an amendment
and more explicit prohibition needed to facilitate enforcement? I am aware of one such short term commercial rental
property on our lake where efforts to enforce the existing Zoning By-Law 2006-125 does not appear to be happening. If
this delay and /or hesitation in enforcing the existing by-law(s) is due to the existing By-Law not being strong enough
then something stronger is needed. The current lack of enforcement is disruptive and sends the wrong message. As
other municipalities have experienced, if a commercial operator feels it can be done, they take advantage.
A short-term cost may be needed to effectively enforce Zoning By-Law 2006-125 or amend it to be more easily enforced
for the longer term gain. This will benefit the longer term tax base, administration and perhaps even policing costs. The
longer such a situation goes unaddressed the more difficult it will be to enforce and rectify the situation. I feel strongly
such a delay will create a loss of value to the existing cottages over the longer term when it becomes known that such
commercial rentals do and can operate.
Looking forward to being notified of the progress of this study.
Regards,
Lynn Graydon
28 Kellington Point Rd
Mobile:
Email:

416-456-4843
lynn.graydon@sympatico.ca
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Trish Gregory & Dave Summerhayes
28 Silver Point Drive
Seguin, ON
P2A 2W8
February 20, 2018
Township of Seguin
S Humphrey Drive
Parry Sound, ON
P2A 2W8
Attention: Mr. Steve Stone, Director of Planning & Development
Re: Short Term Cottage Rentals
Dear Mr. Stone,
As a long-time cottage owner and resident of McTaggart Lake in Seguin, I am
submitting my concerns with respect to Short Term Cottage Rentals and the
negative impact they continue to have on McTaggart Lake. At present, Section C.3
Lakes, the Intent of the Plan contains language that ensures the use of lakeside
properties does not impact the health of the lake and surrounding lands, and
further states that development on a lake does not exceed the capacity of the lake
(as determined in the Plan).
—

McTaggart Lake, as outlined in the official plan, reached maximum residential
capacity in 1989 when the 4th cottage was built. At that time, there were 3
cottages / year-round residences and one commercial property which housed the
White Pine Motel. Since 1990, there have been 3 additional cottages built on the
lake, increasing our capacity to 175% of the planned number of cottages.

Property

Building Type

Shoreline
(approx. ft.)

Built

Zoned

1441 Lake
Joseph Road
1449 Lake
Joseph Road
1457 Lake
Joseph Road
28 Silver Point

Yr-round
home
Motel (out of
operation)
Yr-round
home
Yr-round

400

1960

SRi

Drive

cottage

500
200

1960
1983

Official
Commercial
Plan
Rental
Capacity Business
1
No

Commercial 2

N/A

SRi

No

3

When one considers the potential negative impact of this overcrowding on the
lake, marshlands, forests and community of McTaggart lake, it seems responsible
to also assess the additional negative impacts of Commercial Short-Term Rental
units. At present, the 3 cottage properties that exceed the Official Plan’s capacity
target are being run as short-term rental businesses. The math is important a full
50% of the cottages on our small lake are commercial short-term rentals on lands
that are zoned residential.
—

One of the 3 cottages is being used to run a short term rental business as
advertised on multiple websites including AirBNB, alltherooms.com &
cottagesincanada.com, and is currently booked for the entire 2018 summer
season (July August) with additional bookings in the spring and fall for a total of
~93 days of occupancy. The two remaining properties are available to rent
through a Year-Round Commercial Rental company known as Serenity Vacation
Rentals. The Curtis Cottage is currently booked for ‘~136 days in 2018. The Birth
Grove cottage will be occupied for at least 155 days. Below is a list of additional
websites used to advertise these properties:
—

Serenity Vacations Website
Serenity Vacation Rentals FB Page
Air Bed N Breakfast (Birch Grove)
Air Bed N Breakfast (Curtis Cottage)
Home Away (Birch Grove)
Home Away (Curtis Cottage)
VRBO (Birch Grove)
VRCO (Curtis Cottage)
Cottages In Canada (Birch Grove)
Cottages In Canada (Curtis Grove)

https://www.serenityvacationrentals.ca/inciex.html
https://www.facebook.com/svrserenityvacationrentais/
https://www.airbnb,ca/rooms/10961902
https://www.airbnb.ca/rooms/10457323
https://www.homeaway.ca/cottage.rental/p606494vb
https://www.horneaway.ca/cotta~e-rental/~5a153ovb
https://www.vrbo.com/606494
https://www.vrbo.com/511630
https://www.cottagesincanada.com/curtiscottage
httos://www.cottagesincanada.com/curtiscottage

I am also including a link to a podcast where Mr. Curtis explains the Creation of his
rental business and how he has successfully expanded it in the past number of
years in addition to his two Cottages on McTaggart Lake, he manages a business
of 12 cottages (most of which are in Seguin) all providing Short-Term Cottage
Rentals.
—

His business practices and ideas for expansion are included in the podcast: Cottage
Blogger Website http://www.cottageblogger.com/vrsllS-successfu I-owner-series
dean-curtis/.
At full capacity, assuming each week is rented to different clients, the population
on our lake increases by 30 people. Over a ten-week summer, that amounts to
300÷ different non-residents on our small, once peaceful lake. Since these rental
businesses began, I have witnessed firsthand the misuse of our lake and
surrounding property. There has been a marked increase in boat activity, fishing
without release, water sports, bonfires and parking on Silver Point Drive
(driveways full or inaccessible). On one sunny weekend, renters at the Curtis
Cottage drove up to 100 golf balls into the water from the Curtis dock which, to
my knowledge, are still at the bottom of the lake.
A disturbing incident occurred on another afternoon as I was sitting on my dock. A
renter at the Curtis Cottage was illegally operating a drone which flew over my
dock and cottage, invading my privacy. Our cottage is less than 4 kilometers away
from Parry Sound Municipal Airport I have since learned that, according to
Transport Canada, the use of drones is both dangerous and illegal within 9 km of
any airport.
—

Another incredibly negative and potentially dangerous result of short term renters
on our lake is the constant lighting of fireworks—weekdays and weekends,
anytime from dusk to the middle of the night. The rockets are set off from wooden
docks and fired into the lake. In addition to polluting our water, this greatly
impacts the peaceful use of our property and interferes with our sleep on many
nights. The fireworks are often set off from multiple locations on the same night
with no regard to fire bans during dry summers.
A separate but related incident that may have had a negative impact on the fish
population of our lake occurred in the summer of 2015. On the Northwest shore
of Mr. Curtis’s property, a group of individuals created temporary docks and set
multiple bated lines which they left unattended. An incident was reported to the
Ministry of Natural Resources. It is my understanding that Mr. Curtis subsequently
put up no trespassing signs on his property because of that incident. As his
cottages are rented out year-round to non-residents, an incident such as this
could easily happen again due to a lack of supervision of short term renters.
These are just a few examples of the negative impact of Commercial short-term
rentals on a lake and its residents. At a previous Town Council meeting, these
incidents were discussed, and Mr. Curtis wondered aloud why I had not reported
each of them to him while I was vacationing at my cottage and he was absent
from his. It is not the responsibility of the residents of our lake to supervise the
clients of individuals running illegal commercial businesses on residential lands.
I respectfully ask our Council to enforce the current zoning by-laws to shut down
these illegal businesses. And if required, I would request that our by-laws be
modified to include language that would end the practice of short term rental
businesses on residential lands.
Sincerely,

Trish Gregory and Dave Summerhayes
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Subject: Short term rental Legislation - OWNER INPUT
From: Niki Haley-Scott <niki.haley-scott@bayer.com>
Date: Sat, 17 Feb 2018 22:13:15 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
Hello Seguin Township
This note is to provide input into the proposed changes on short term rental legislation. Thank you for considering my
input.
I am strongly opposed to changes that would restrict the rights of individual property owners on renting our properties
either through an agency or independently.
Overregulation of this would have negative consequences to the economic prosperity for the town of Seguin, the
property owners themselves and would dampen overall property values.
My position, and a proposed solution, is to have stricter laws/bi-laws and increased enforcement of ordinates designed
to ensure respect for neighbors, the town and protect the environment. Enforcement of this needs to be instituted
through rental contracts, setting price points and holding sizable damage deposits to that rule out renters that would be
apt to disrespect the contract or the local bi-laws. For us we are relying on a reputable agency to source and screen
renters, ensure regular check-ins, clean the property, as well as draw up, explain and manage the contract. This is
paramount for our peace of mind that we are leaving our investment, our neighbors and these renters in good hands.
Having been in Muskoka for over 20 years in the towns of Bala, Gravenhurst and now Port Carling, I have seen that
recent years have been far more vibrant and prosperous. I believe this is due in part to the influx of tourists that short
term rentals have brought to the area. My property now resides in Port Carling and I know that luxury rental/vacation
opportunities attract tourists to this town from all over the world on vacation. These tourists spend money with local
businesses and broaden their customer base. Please…lets ensure this continues for the vibrancy of the Seguin area
and property values.
Property owners rely on the income generated from short term rentals to offset the costs of maintenance required to
operate a Muskoka lake front property year round. Also the costs of upkeep of any Muskoka property are inflated over
elsewhere in the province. The short term rental income allows me to continue yearly upkeep and engage local
businesses to assist with that, despite higher prices I may be facing to do this locally. We bought our current property,
at the price point it was, with the plan of renting for 1 month of every year to assist in off-setting operating costs and
property taxes. This was a way to afford, build equity and work to continuously improve our Muskoka property.
In sum, please avoid over regulation and continue to allow short term rentals from well-meaning tourists. And please
consider the solution of adopting stricter ordinances in the town to ensure we are all part of keeping a beautiful,
economically prosperous community that we can share with others wanting to enjoy this part of the world. With this
approach many stakeholders win - the local businesses, the property owners, the properties themselves and respectful
vacationers looking to enjoy Seguin area.
Sincerely
Niki Haley-Scott

Niki Haley-Scott
National Sales Director, Oncology

////////////////////
Bayer Inc.
Specialty Medicine
2920 Matheson Blvd. East
Mississauga, ON L4W 5R6
Canada
Tel:
+1 905 282-5903
Mobile: +1 416 434-6458
E-mail: niki.haley-scott@bayer.com
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Subject: Re STR Study
From: "Jo-Anne Scott" <craigandjo-annescott@sympatico.ca>
Date: Wed, 10 Jan 2018 12:52:05 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>
This is in regards to the short term cottage rental study.
So glad to hear this is being discussed. Something definitely has to be done. I have a few ideas, but not sure how
they would be enforced. I have seen that some cities have made it only possible to rent out a residence that is the
landlord’s primary residence, that the landlord get a business licence to rent and there’s a limit on the number of
nights that a residence can be rented. I see also that some places require a residence to have a business licence and
register with the township, which could be done online making it easier to do.
Our neighbour rents all year long, only arriving there in the spring and later in the fall to physically check on her
place. There is a cleaning lady that comes and I’m assuming she also checks the place. We have had issues with their
septic leaking, people washing in the lake, and generally way too many people staying there week after week for the
septic to handle. It’s basically being used as a hotel in an area not zoned for that.
Hopefully something can be done to address everyone’s concerns.

J. Scott
Rankin Lake
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Subject: COMMUNITY INPUT FOR THE SHORT TERM COTTAGE RENTAL STUDY
From: Howie Johnson <r.howie.johnson@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 14:29:09 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca, mario.buszynski@gmail.com, rodfosborne@gmail.com, ted@customboatworks.ca,
sstone@seguin.ca

My personal (not as a SERA member) response to the Seguin Township request for input on the
DPS-PL-2017-138 Short Term Rental Study, and the options presented..

I Robert Howie Johnson of address 105 Chain of Lakes Road, Seguin Township, P2A 0B6 wish to express
OBJECTION to the existance of Short Term Commercial Rentals (STCR's) in Shoreline Residential zones.

I favour the option of ENFORCEMENT of the existing by-laws to eliminate and prevent such practices that
are existing now or attempt to operate in the future. STCR’s are not a permitted land use activity in any of the
zones detailed in Zoning By-law 2006-125. In addition, I feel Seguin Township needs to PUT FORWARD A
DEFINITION to classify commercial short term rentals, and situate the definition in the commercial zone
classification to prevent such organizations from operating in Shoreline Residential Zones. This will create a
stronger case for enforcement situations as they arise.

In short I believe a combination of options 3 (Enforcement) and 4 (Create a Definition) are applicable.

Below I have outlined some characteristics that are typical to a STCR that may assist in the development of a
by-law definition under option 4.

1) STCR’s have a calendar on a website(s) presenting rental opportunity 365 days a year.
2) STCR's advertise on a website(s) clearly depicting the purpose of the property to be vacation rental.
3) STCR's are run by absentee landlords - typically they manage more than one property - neighbours rarely if
ever meet the actual property owners.
4) STCR owners do not typically attend residence at the property but reserve the property for rental use.
5) STCR’s typically purchase cottages in Shoreline Residential Zones, however they operate for profit and
should be restricted to Commercially Zoned areas.
6) STCR’s require a contract from the rental party to formalize the business deal.
Definition of a business relationship from the Business Dictionary - An association between individuals
or companies entered into for commercial purposes and sometimes formalized with legal contracts or
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agreements.
Definition of advertising from the Oxford Dictionary - the activity or profession of producing
advertisements for commercial products or services

Summary
Seguin Township needs enforce existing by-laws and to put forward a definition to classify short term
commercial rentals, and situate the definition in the commercial zone classification to prevent such
organizations from operating in Shoreline Residential Zones where they do not belong.

I do not advocate the restriction of private cottage owners who wish to rent their cottage on occasion. I
reference the above criteria to make the distinction between private and commercial rentals.

I also include this as an attachment.

Best Regards,
Howie Johnson
logo.gif
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Subject: Short Term Rental Cottages
From: Greg Johnston <gjohnston33@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2018 09:34:59 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
Hi
I understand there will be discussion and decisions on the impact of short term rentals on Lake Manitouwaba.
I am only concerned about the impact of large groups on a property that was was not designed or built with
this in mind.
I would suggest that the township maintain and enforce it's existing bylaws to ensure the owners are
complying with these.
Best Regards.
-Greg Johnston
Cottage Owner
Lake Manitouwaba
logo.gif
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Subject: Input to Short Term Cottage Rental Study
From: Karen & Mike Edwards <medwar1636@rogers.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 01:18:44 +0000 (UTC)
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
We own a cottage on Rankin Lake (53 Haystead Bay). Our neighbor next door rents out their
cottage all Summer as well as many weekends in the Fall and Winter.
As per the on-line advertisement for this rental property:
"Come bedtime, there’s plenty of space for up to 14 guests to lay down their heads in this 5
bedroom cottage (2 king, 3 queen, 1 dbl, 2 singles, plus a lovely loft with a large pull-out), as well
as 2½ bathrooms."
The Summer rental price is $5,250 per week. Financially this is not an option for one family,
therefore multiple families share the rental each week. Every Saturday another 4 or 5 cars pull in,
and if we're lucky only 14 people arrive. It is nothing to have 8 children under the age of 6 running
around screaming. We repeatedly have to ask the renters to get off our property. We can be sitting
on the deck and someone will walk over and go onto our dock. We have been charged at and
growled at on our own property by the renter's dogs, and are constantly cleaning up dog poop,
which we don't appreciate since we have a 2 year old granddaughter.
Since renters are only there for the week and are sharing time with friends they are out to get the
utmost out of their week. Therefore, it's loud music and late nights. Many bring jet skiis or the
occasional speed boat.
One weekend we counted 14 teenagers on the dock and only saw two adults (this group parked on
the weeping tile system since there wasn't enough parking). Another weekend when we weren't up
our neighbor told us that the renters had 15 cars, some of which were parked on our property.
We no longer feel comfortable going for a boat ride and leaving our cottage unlocked. We have no
idea who these people are, and it's a different crowd each week.
The other issue is that the septic system is not equipped for that number of people. Over 14 people
using the bathroooms, plus two washing machines (as advertised), as well as a dishwasher.
Numerous times this summer the system has overflowed and been running down the road. I
personally sent pictures to the North Bay-Mattawa Conservation Authority and another neighbor
reported it to the township. The owner was told every time and only this Fall when pictures were
sent to her did she have Adams come out to pump the tank.
We feel like we live next to a KOA. Seguin is zoned as single family residences. The properties on
Haystead Bay are not zoned for commercial use and that is what the cottage at 55 Haystead Bay
is being used for.
We would greatly appreciate if Seguin Township would ban short term rentals, or at least regulate
them.
We would be happy to discuss further if you would like more input or have any questions. Our
contact information is:
Karen & Mike Edwards
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(905) 891-2401
I would appreciate if you could acknowledge you received my email.
Thank You.
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Short Term Cottage Rental - Thoughts from a STCR owner.

Subject: Short Term Cottage Rental - Thoughts from a STCR owner.
From: Lou Kotsopoulos <loukots@rogers.com>
Date: Sun, 28 Jan 2018 19:57:51 +0000 (UTC)
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
Hello. My name is Lou Kotsopoulos. I own two cottages in Seguin. One of the cottages (immediately next door to our
cottage reserved for family use) is used as a STCR. Please accept the following thoughts and do consider my views as
part of the larger summary.
I can tell you whole-heartedly that I am not in favour of controls/regulations or outright ban of STCRs. This would be a
disaster for my family. Allow me to explain further... My family has enjoyed time in Seguin since I was a child myself.
When an opportunity came up to own our own cottage, my wife and I jumped at the opportunity. Several years later when
the opportunity came up to own the cottage next to us, we jumped at that opportunity as well. Could we completely afford
it with no worries? I would say owning a cottage, period, is difficult to afford for a family raising two small children no matter
what.
We have invested our life savings into our STCR. To take this kind of leap, you really have to be in love with nature, the
environment and Seguin in general. That's our family....in love with Seguin. We purchased our STCR so we can try and
get-ahead for our two children and provide them for a future in cottage country and a chance to live amongst nature. We
envisioned my daughter owning one and my son, the other we they get older. As for our STCR clients....we are strict as it
is. We screen and analyze who is coming into our beautiful township and renting our property. Equally important is that I
want a pleasant experience for my existing neighbours who should not have to deal with noisy, polluting renters. We
ensure the shoreline is respected and no amendments, fires or anything untoward happen at the shoreline (and equally
anywhere on the property). We purchase firewood so no trees are damaged by less than knowledgeable renters. We
scrutinize and makes sure our neighbours will have a respectful experience with our renters.
As I read the current summary of the STCR plan, I noticed that you have been dealing with 2 complaints. One complainant
has moved and the other complaint remains unresolved. This can be managed without sweeping changes to STCRs and
their owners. Not hat any complaint is appropriate and in fact, even 1 complaint is too many. That said, we are
responsible owners and there are many more like me. I ask that you put the volume of complaints into perspective and
pursue action against frequent offenders but for heaven-sakes, DO NOT regulate my experience and choice to invest in
Seguin. We would be forced to make some critical choices if you make the STCR structure not functional for my family
and I. We would be forced to make a choice of staying or not. This would be a shame as Seguin is part of the fabric of
my family. We do our best to provide an "experience" for our renters and we are ambassadors of Seguin for them. My
neighbours surrounding my cottage rental will even vouch for the steps I have taken into consideration as we host
tenants.
Lastly, I see you have given a few recommendation or paths to consider:
1. Do nothing (Archipelago);
2. Monitor the STCR issue and use other means like the Noise By-law to address neighbourhood nuisances (Muskoka
Lakes);
3. Continue to monitor the STCRs issue and enforce the regulations of Zoning By-law 2006-125 as they exist today on a
complaint basis (Carling, Georgian Bay);
4. Amend the Zoning By-law to prohibit the STCRs in all Zones (McDougall);
5. Amend the Zoning By-law to permit STCRs only by site specific zoning by-law amendment (Puslinch); or
6. Amend the Zoning By-law and establish a Licensing By-law to permit STCRs, subject to specific regulations and
licensing requirements (Niagara Falls, Niagara on the Lake, Blue Mountain).
I urge you to consider points 1, 2 and 3 ONLY. Option 4 would be a disaster for many including Seguin township itself.
As a responsible owner we need this to remain an operational option that options 1 to 3 provide. I would be more than
happy to address your study panel at a live meeting in the future. Please let me know if I can. Should you need more
information from me, please do not hesitate to reach-out.
Lou
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17 February, 2018
To: Seguin Township Planning Department
From: Sandy Kucharsky
RE: Short Term Cottage Rental Study Feedback
To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for your time in considering input from interested parties concerning the
issue of Short Term Cottage Rentals (STCR). We are present cottage owners and
former cottage renters for many years in the area. It is our desire for cottage
owners to be able to offer their cottages for renters.
While we understand the reality of potential problems renters may pose to property
owners, we feel that overall the positive impact far outweighs any possible
liabilities. Cottage owners like ourselves who desire to offer our cottage to renters
have as much care and concern for our properties and our lake as those who don’t
offer their cottage to renters. We want the same things and have made considerable
investments in our properties to maintain and improve their sustainability. Renting
out our cottages part of the time makes financial sense and would allow us to enjoy
our cottage for many years to come.
Moreover, as former cottage renters in the area we are thankful we had the chance
to enjoy this beautiful region at a time when it would not have been possible to
purchase a cottage. This is true for thousands of visitors to the area every year.
This steady stream of renters offer an enormous economic benefit to the region. It
is hard to imagine the impact on the local economy if the rental market were to
disappear. The positive outcomes seem obvious to local businesses as well as those
who make their livelihood through the cottage rental market (carpenters, plumbers,
electricians, builders, landscapers, rental agencies, property managers, etc.).
It seems that those who oppose cottage rentals are afraid of negative impact on lake
quality and enjoyment (boat safety, noise, property damage, etc.) as if renters are
somehow a different type of person. This seems overly critical and unwarranted. It
presumes that cottage owners who choose to rent their properties aren’t concerned
themselves about this issue; which simply isn’t the case. As cottage owners we care
as much as anyone, if not more, about the quality of the cottage experience. Our
renters are screened carefully with numerous criteria to prevent misuse or abuse.
We want satisfied renters and seek to offer them a great cottage experience, but in
return we also expect renters to observe reasonable limitations and show respect
for our properties and their lakeside neighbors. This helps everyone. Furthermore,
many cottage owners allow friends and family to use their properties (rent-free)
when they are absent. These folks are just as likely, if not moreso, to display the
unwelcome and perhaps destructive impact feared by some. They face no
repercussions since they are guests, not renters. Thus, the absence of a rental
provision for owners does nothing to alleviate this reality. It would be impossible to

know with certainty the instance of renter versus cottage guest misconduct. So it
seems unwarranted to essentially punish cottage owners wishing (needing) to rent
their cottages based on an inaccurate perception.
Likewise, when we are enjoying the cottage ourselves, we observe those same
courtesies and expect our neighbors to do the same. Yes, occasionally there will
always be renters, guests, or owners who fail to do this which is unfortunate. It is a
false hope that destroying the rental opportunities would eradicate this reality.
In fact, our observation over the years would be that cottage owners are more likely
to pose these threats. As owners and not renters, they are less at risk for adverse
effects of their conduct. Renters, if they fail to observe rental agreements which
include a host of parameters regarding their behavior while renting, will lose $100’s
of dollars of their deposit and likely will be disqualified for future rental
opportunities. {Rental entities such as AirBnB impose ratings on hosts as well as
guests, so hosts are made aware of previous track records of renters and are free to
turn down risky renters.} Unpleasant or ill-behaved cottage owners, however, likely
face no such consequences except perhaps disgruntled neighbors. Renters are
strongly incentivized to “behave” while owners are not.
In closing, we offer to the Township Planning Department a suggestion that they
investigate the possibility of a provision for cottage owners to rent their properties
utilizing standard rental guidelines (commonly offered by established rental
agencies). Owners should not be forced to go through an agency as they might have
no need for one in their particular circumstance. Depriving property owners of the
freedom to use their private lands and homes as they see fit, within reasonable
limits, seems overly restrictive and punitive, potentially leading to unintended
negative consequences for an entire region.
Thank you for your dedication in public service.
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Subject: comercial uses in residental zoning
From: "joe laplante" <joelaplante2@hotmail.ca>
Date: 6 Feb 2018 18:21:38 -0500
To: cjeffery@seguin.ca
I have reviewed councils options and favour option #3 and #4 . option 3 could be used to
clarify that daily weekly rentals where rejected to favor R1 when the existing zoning was
approved.
As for option 4 is the best,Carlings bylaw was up held by the OMB ,you don't have to
reinvent the wheel!
I thank council for your support.
------------------------------------Origin:
https://www.seguin.ca/Modules/contact/search.aspx?s=l7FDrzzwKNZJDoLBtdB9ZAeQuAleQuAl
------------------------------------This email was sent to you by joe laplante<joelaplante2@hotmail.ca> through
https://www.seguin.ca/.
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
Department of Marketing and Consumer Studies
November 12, 2017
Mayor, Mr. Bruce Gibbon
Township of Seguin, 5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, Ontario, ON P2A 2W8
RE: Short Term Vacation Rentals
Dear Mayor Gibbon and Councillors,
My name is Dr. Lefa Teng, I am a full professor in the Department of Marketing and Consumer
Studies at the University of Guelph. I am writing to you as a “concerned citizen” regarding the
ongoing issue of short vacation rentals in the township of Seguin.
As you are aware, Seguin has had an increase in the number of total visitors in the past couple of
years. Seguin is becoming well known for its beautiful views and reputations and the township
is gaining excellent recognition as a ‘must visit’ destination from tourists locally and
internationally. More short term vacation rentals will further attract tourists and entertain
business leaders for possible local business opportunities. This new development will have a
very positive impact on the township by increasing industry improvements, expanding business
commodities, both foreign and domestic operation increases, and an increase in visitors.
Solid evidences strongly support that short term vacation rentals significantly support the local
economy such as tourist attractions, restaurants, stores, etc. The increased income for local
residents, vacation rental owners, trades people, cleaners, etc have also greatly contributed to the
overall revenue of the township itself. The more tourists Seguin can attract, the more benefits
these above benefits can increase. There is no doubt that banning and/or restricting short term
vacation rentals will not only significantly damage the good images that Seguin has built
through many generations, but also demonstrate that the current political leaders in Seguin are
conservative and lack a long term perspective for the township. Finally, the current government
has the potential to lose numerous fundamental supporters within its citizen population.
It is true that there is nothing perfect; there are a few concerns (noise, maximum occupancy,
etc.) with these vacation rentals. These matters easily be addressed by educating cottage owners
and tenants, or through municipal regulations. By making a combined effort to address these
concerns, we can ensure that the full-time residents can maintain their quality of life on their
property. There is significant evidence to support that most rentals are done responsibly. Thus,
there should be no reason to restrict or handcuff the owners that are doing everything right and
bringing their business to your community.
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I would like to draw attention to my contribution to the Ontario icewine industry; I was invited
to be part of the former Premier’s (Dalton McGuinty) mission to China in January 2013, which
secured over $800 million in new partnerships and business contacts. This mission’s purpose
was to strengthen economic ties with China and generate more jobs within the province with
primary focus on the agri-food sector – including icewine, one of my areas of
research. Similarly in Seguin, I am very confident that the profitability of the short term
vacation rentals will result in increased jobs in the hospitality and retailing sectors, as well as
increased revenue for the township.
I really hope you address this matter carefully and seriously from a long term perspective of
Seguin’s development and produce a smarter solution that satisfies the majority of citizens and
business sectors. Thank you very much in advance!
All the best,

_________________________
Lefa Teng, Ph. D. in Marketing
Professor
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February 16th, 2018
By e-mail to info@seguin.ca
Re: Request For Community Input For The Short Term Cottage Rental Study

We have surveyed our members and received enthusiastic and detailed responses
from over 200 individuals making up the majority of our membership. A summary of
the responses is attached.
The survey results reveal that our members see a clear distinction between traditional
rentals of primarily owner-occupied cottages and short-term rentals of cottages that
are purchased for or are primarily dedicated to short-term rental activity of a
commercial profit making nature.
Traditional Owner-Occupied Cottage Rentals: Almost every respondent believes
the long-standing tradition of occasional rentals of family cottages should continue to
be allowed. Although a minority (18%) of our members actually rent their cottages, a
majority of the written survey responses indicated strong support for this type of
traditional cottage renting. Because problems are not perceived to be widespread
there was virtually no support for regulating or eliminating these types of rentals.
However, many survey respondents stressed the importance for owners and renters
being made aware of existing noise and nuisance by-laws as well as boating rules,
regulations and etiquette. (i.e. Safe Quite Lakes Boater’s Code and Seguin
Township’s Good Neighbour Guide). To aid enforcement we recommend a “renters
code” be developed and suggest cottage owners require potential renters to agree to
the terms. The Guide should also include a “how to report” section and number to call
or website to visit. For boating concerns the OPP number should be given.
Short-Term Commercial Rentals: An 80% majority of the LJNA survey respondents
indicated concern about how short-term commercial rental operations could affect
them. The majority or our respondents support some type of regulation and
enforcement that would eliminate these types of rentals in shoreline residential zones.
However, most do not support any type of licensing regime that allows commercial
rental operations to exist.

We recommend that Seguin Township use existing by-laws or if not sufficient, modify
them to expressly prohibit “short-term commercial rentals”. The term “commercial”
should be defined as cottages that are not principally occupied by their owners and
“short-term” as less than 5 days. In order to keep enforcement costs to a minimum it is
suggested that, if an infraction complaint is received by the Township, the onus be
placed on the cottage owner to keep records that show the terms and conditions
under which their property is being rented or used.
Examples of Survey Comments:
“Short-term rental should be allowed but not as a PRIMARY use. I would not want
residential properties on Lake Joseph to be purchased (or used) primarily for rental purposes, but
I understand the need for some rentals to supplement the cost of cottage ownership.”
“At the end of the day I would not like to see one of my neighbours have to sell their property as
they depend on some rental to cover taxes etc”.
“From our experience of renters of the cottage beside us we do not recommend short term
rentals. However if this is going to happen there should be very strict rules followed by the renters.”
“As an owner of lake front property I feel I should have the freedom to rent our property for a
chosen period. We are not always available to enjoy our cottage and renting it off sets the high
taxes and maintenance that is required. I do feel it is my responsibility to ensure the renters are
made aware of the bylaws and obligations and respect for the property and the environment.”
“If a property is being used exclusively for renting on a profit making basis then I agree this should be
prohibited. If the Township proceeds then it needs to define commercial
short-term rental operations in such a way that it does not also place occasional resident owner
rentals in jeopardy.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We look forward to working further with
you on this initiative.
Sincerely,

Nancy Cohen
President

Lake Joe North Cottagers views on Short Term Rentals in Seguin

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Do you or your family own property on Lake Joseph?
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SurveyMonkey

Q2 What statement below best describes how you enjoy your lakefront
property now?
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SurveyMonkey

Q3 If you rented out your cottage in 2017, for how long did your rent it
out?
Answered: 164
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SurveyMonkey

Q4 If you rented out your cottage in 2017, choose the information about
which you informed your renters.
Answered: 27

Skipped: 181
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How to be a good steward of the lake (i.e. respecting the wildlife, not bathing with soap in the lake, keeping wakes small)
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Seguin Township's by-laws regarding noise and fire bans
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Total Respondents: 27
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Q5 In 2017, was a neighbouring lakefront property to yours (or a property
in the vicinity) rented out? If so, to your knowledge, how long was it
rented?
Answered: 165

Skipped: 43
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TOTAL

165
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Q6 When the property in your vicinity was rented out, indicate all that
apply re: the renters.
Answered: 111

Skipped: 97
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Other comments:
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Total Respondents: 111
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Q7 If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a short-term rental
property, how do you expect that would impact your enjoyment of your
property?
Answered: 165

Skipped: 43
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TOTAL
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Q8 If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a short-term rental
property, how do you expect that would impact your long term intentions
to invest in your property?
Answered: 167

Skipped: 41
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TOTAL

167
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Q9 If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a short-term rental
property, how do you expect that would impact your aspirations to
become a full-time or near full-time resident on the lake?
Answered: 166

Skipped: 42
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TOTAL
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SurveyMonkey

Q10 Choose all the impacts to life at the lake that you feel would apply if
the commercialization of cottages into short-term rentals was to increase
on Lake Joseph
Answered: 173

Skipped: 35
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SurveyMonkey

Q11 Some municipalities have enacted by-laws to regulate or prohibit the
commercialization of residential lakefront properties into short-term
rentals. Should Seguin do so too?
Answered: 168

Skipped: 40
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Subject: Short Term Rent Study
From: Pam Lloyd <ronpamlloyd@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 22:13:42 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
We have owned and cottaged in North Lake Rosseau for 20 years. Unfortunately we have had
a neighbour rent their cottage for short periods of time and the result has been
disasterous. They rent to people who don't understand that noise travels over water, they
don't care about the neighbours, they party into the early hours of the morning. They
sometimes hold weddings and other large functions on the property. We pay huge taxes to
enjoy 10 weeks of summer. Our neighbours rent for 1 week at a time several times in the
summer. They get to cover their taxes and we endure 3 - 4 weeks a summer listening to a
bunch of uncontrollable renters who don't care about Muskoka or their neighbours. It's
wrong. Period.
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Subject: Short term cottage rentals
From: Martin <martin@chepesiuk.ca>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 17:07:48 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
To Whom it May Concern:
My personal position about short term rentals is that once a commercial service (like Air
BNB) or advertising is used to rent out your place it becomes a business.
Seguin should insist that commercial activity is not a permitted use of a residential
zone and forbid business use of a residential property. I do not support licensing of
properties to allow short term rentals as this would have an adverse impact on the lake
and other property owners.
Martin Chepesiuk, Otter Lake
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Subject: Proposed Seguin Township Short Term Rental Legislation - Horrible Idea
From: McArthur <ramcarthur@rogers.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 09:30:39 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca

Dear Township Representatives,

I am a property owner of a new four season home on Lake Rosseau and am deeply concerned to hear that you
are considering legislation that negatively affects me and my family. I first learned of this through a friend and
was shocked that, we as tax payers, were not contacted directly regarding the proposed Short Term Rental
Legislation you are considering. We are strongly opposed to any government legislation in this area.
Here are some of the many reasons why we are 100% against any form of short term rental legislation:
- renting helps us pay for your upkeep and taxes
- many owners would seriously consider not renting due to the added bureaucracy, red tape and fees
(just another tax in reality)
- property values will decline if owners are restricted from renting
- economic prosperity of the region would decline, resulting in significantly less tax revenue for region.
We understand there are over 2000 rentals in the Muskoka area and the economic impact of losing
many of these high value rentals would be felt across the region (by local businesses especially)
Legislation that impacts the entire population is overkill and we feel government would be far better to focus
their resources on dealing with the few troublemakers through enforcement. The discourteous renters are few
and far between. We’ve rented cottages ourselves for many years and now rent our own property and have
never encountered the wrong type of behaviour. We wouldn’t rent our own home out if we felt there was
serious risk to having people behaving badly in there. Punishing all of us in the region is not the way to manage
any issues with the < 1% of renters who have been discourteous.
Please consider alternatives to the proposed legislation such as establishing a code of conduct and extending the
neighbourhood watch programs. These are more suitable and effective to get at the 1% rather than installing
sweeping legislation that harms the entire region’s economic prosperity.
Please DO NOT pass this legislation.
Yours truly,
Annette McArthur
119 Little Morgan Bay Rd.
Rosseau, ON
(416) 450-6491 cell
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Subject: VOTE NO: Seguin Township Short Term Rental Legislation
From: Ron McArthur <RMcArthur@KIKCORP.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 13:52:57 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
Dear Township Representatives,
As a property owner who pays >$10,000 annually in taxes, we are strongly opposed to any government legislation in
this area. Punishing all of us in the region is not the way to manage any issues with the < 1% of renters who have
been discourteous.
Please let me outline some of the many reasons why we are 100% against any form of short term rental legislation.
We feel:
- renting helps us pay for your upkeep and taxes
- many owners would seriously consider not renting due to the added bureaucracy, red tape and fees
(additional taxation)
- property values would diminish if owners were restricted from renting (many real estate agents put the
rental potential in the listing)
- economic prosperity of the region would decline, resulting in less taxes for region
- With over 2000 rentals in the Muskoka area, the economic impact of losing these high value rentals would
be felt across the region (local businesses especially)
We think legislation is overkill and that government would be far better to focus their resources on dealing with the
few troublemakers through enforcement to punish bad conduct (renters and OWNERS since owners can be bad as
well). Please do not punish the entire community with sweeping legislation. Establishing a code of conduct and
extending the neighbourhood watch programs are far better actions for you to consider than legislation that harms
the region’s economic prosperity.
Regards,
Ron
Ron McArthur | Chief Operating Officer | KCB Division & Corporate | KIK Custom Products | 33 MacIntosh Boulevard,
Concord, ON, Canada, L4K 4L5 | ( Office 905 660 8333

| ( Mobile 416 704 2635 + rmcarthur@kikcorp.com | 8 www.kikcorp.com
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Subject: Short term rental
From: Gerald McDole <mcdole@sympatico.ca>
Date: Sun, 11 Feb 2018 13:26:34 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
Seguin Township:
We are owners of property on Otter Lake and would like to raise our objection to allowing
short term rentals on our lake.
In our experience on other lakes short term renters do not respect the lake the
environment or the neighbours. They tend to be short term visitors who may never come
back and tend to enjoy their time to the limit with noise,parties and watercraft. It was
not uncommon to see them bathe and wash their hair in the lake.
In addition we understand that a licensing program would be required and would not likely
be self funding putting additional taxes on the ratepayers who don't want the system in
the first place.
We strongly urge Seguin not to embark on such a program.
Sincerely,
Judy & Gerald McDole
48 Alice Lane
Otter Lake
Sent from my iPad
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Subject: Short Term Rentals in Muskoka
From: Cathie Mostowyk <cathiemost@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 29 Nov 2017 11:03:13 -0500
To: sstone@seguin.ca
CC: Lake Joseph North Association <info@ljna.org>
Hi Steve - Nancy Cohen from the Lake Joseph North Association forwarded me your email address with
respect to the report you are working on that relates to short term rentals in Muskoka.
We live full time at 125 Steeles Road. In 2016 the property next door was sold and the new owners razed the
old cottage and rebuilt a new one. They took down a huge number of trees, and built as close to our property
line as they legally could. The air conditioning unit is actually on our lot line.
That being said - we would have taken everything in stride and created a neighbourly environment until we
discovered their plan was to build and advertise for short term rentals. The website is
www.rentourloghome.com. Accordingly, we had various sets of renters next door all summer. To their
credit - none of them created any issues.
In the meantime, the owner was approached by one of his renters who subsequently purchased the cottage in
September of this year, so the problem has disappeared.
I called the Building Department at the Township of Seguin to discuss this last year, and was told basically
there was nothing that could be done. I asked about zoning, as clearly the property is zoned residential, yet
was being used for commercial purposes. But again was told that at this point, there were no regulations that
would prohibit the activity.
I understand that the occasional short term rental happens in Muskoka, but to allow properties to be built for
the sole purpose of rental for profit goes against everything we cherish and value in Muskoka. I hope the
report you are working on addresses this issue. I would be happy to discuss further.
Thanks Steve.
-Cathie Mostowyk
416.433.7891
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Subject: Comments regarding the Short Term Rental Study
From: Marat Mukhamedyarov <mukhamedyarov@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2018 11:25:05 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
Hi,
I'm a resident of Seguin township 197 conc 10th, Seguin.
Please find below my comments re impact of short term rentals.
IMPACT OF SHORT TERM RENTALS
Short-term rentals are good for the community because guests renting these houses bring on more money to
the town. They spend money on entertainment, restaurants and local stores; and by renting their house to
other families; owners see an increase in their monthly income.
Business owners have more revenue;thus bringing more taxes to the township.
Make it a great day,
Marat Mukhamedyarov / Managing Partner
mukhamedyarov@gmail.com / 416-356-5918
GoodNewsVentures
http://goodnewsventures.com/
Twitter LinkedIn Skype
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Seguin County Town Council,

February 19th 2018

My name is Ross Halloran and my wife Maryrose Coleman and I are the founders of Muskoka District
Rentals Inc. (www.muskokadistrictrentals.com). Muskoka District Rentals (MDR) provides rental agent
services for cottage owners seeking a trusted partner to safely manage the entire process. For guests we
offer premium cottage rental experiences. We have been serving local cottage owners in Muskoka and
Seguin county for the past 6 summers and currently manage approximately 100 short-term rental
cottage properties to help owners offset some of their costs of ownership when they are not personally
using their cottage.
Indeed, our cottage owners choose to work with MDR because we have a reputation of safely providing
much needed rental income for them while at the same time providing other vital full service of other
short-term rental services such as guest screening, property photography and virtual tour videos,
marketing and advertising and pre-check-in/guest arrival orientation materials and site tours as well as
post-check-out inspection, cottage cleaning services, accounting & reporting.
It should be noted for the record that, none of our owner clients who own or have purchased and rent
out their cottage do so as a year-round commercial venture but simply use our company’s services to
help them safely generate occasional short-term rental income to offset some of their ownership
expenses such as property tax, annual or deferred maintenance & repairs, fuel and hydro costs etc.
The reality of cottage ownership today is that even long-standing cottage owners who have historic
legacy properties in Muskoka and Seguin do not have the opportunity to use their properties all
summer. Indeed, families who own these long-standing legacy cottages use occasional short-term rental
income to help the family retain their family cottages where the annual expense might have otherwise
forced them to sell the cottage to avoid the annual expenses of ownership.
While more affluent cottage owners may still choose not to rent out their cottages from time to time
due to the fact they can afford the annual expense, the reality is that the vast majority of cottage
owners in Muskoka and Seguin have come to rely upon and expect this nominal cottage rental income
to help them keep their family cottages and not sell them due to financial duress.
I am happy to provide a signed petition if required from several of our owner clients if necessary to
underscore the above concern and respectively ask that your Council not establish any new bylaws
prohibiting short-term cottage rentals that will both negatively impact these families who desperately
need this rental income to keep their cottages financially viable and the dedicated rental agencies (Like
MDR) that provide this vital service for owners, inexperienced or too busy to take on this short-term
rental work themselves..

Respectively Ross J. Halloran-Founder of Muskoka District Rentals Inc.
(Past 3 year Board Member and financial sponsor of Safe Quiet Lakes)
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Subject: Comments Regarding Short Term Rental Study
From: Nicole North <nicolekatnorth@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Jan 2018 14:22:57 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
CC: Linda North <northlinda1@gmail.com>, Tom North <thomasnnorth@gmail.com>, Jeff McMillan
<jmcmillan@hotmail.com>, kenanderson34 <kenanderson34@gmail.com>, Ruth Henderson
<gruth3@gmail.com>
Hello,
My name is Nicole North and I own a parcel of land with two cottages on Lake Dube (A
small lake with only two other properties on it) just outside of Orrville. We purchased
this property in October 2016 after I had rented these cottages for years with my
girlfriends.
My husband and sister and brother-in-law purchased these cottages for our own use and are
able to do so by supplementing the costs through short term rentals as the previous
owners had done for over 10 years. Without these short term rentals we would be unable to
afford to keep this property and maintain it effectively.
We also employ a number of people local to the area to assist with: property management,
cleaning, snow removal, plumbing, water, dock repair, painting so that we can keep the
cottages in excellent condition for ourselves and our guests.
We take a lot of care to screen our clientele to ensure noise and use of the area is in
line with nature and what we all love about Muskoka. We also have excellent relations
with our neighbours to ensure that they always know that they can reach out to us at any
time to resolve any issues that arise. As we also use and enjoy the property personally
(even when guests are in the other cottage) we are inclined to maintain a relaxing and
respectful environment for the area.
Limiting, reducing, or eliminating short term rentals in this area would be a huge hit to
our two families (as well as all the vendors and local folks that we support) and we
would likely need to sell our property.
We feel that the entire region is one that not everyone has access to, and sharing it
with our guests is something that we really enjoy and take pride in. We feel that we are
NOT the corporate entity who owns many cottages and doesn’t care about the behaviours of
their guests. We do not operate that way and feel that we should not be punished for the
lack of diligence of others. We also feel that on our small lake and tiny cottages do
not attract a party crowd that seems to be irking the other lake associations. We
purchased this property based SOLEY on the fact that it had an existing clientele and
that we could use rental websites to assist us in generating additional revenue. If
there were regulations in place before our purchase, we would not have been able to make
this purchase at this time in our lives. It seems unfair that we are so greatly impacted
by things that are not happening on our lake or our properties and that other cottage
owners have been able to take advantage of this in the past.
Thank you kindly for allowing us to provide insight into this study. Please do feel free
to contact me at any time with questions or requests for additional information.
Best,
Nicole North
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168 Bradshaw Road
Seguin ON, P2A 082

Otter Lake Ratepayer& Assodati.on

February 16, 2017
Township of Seguin
S Humphrey Drive
Seguin On P2A 2W8
Attention: Seguin Planning Department
Re: Short Term Cottage Rental Report DPS-PL-2017-138

The Otter Lake Ratepayers’ Association (OLRA) would like to give its input on the topic of Short Term
Cottage Rentals (STCR) as per the Seguin Report DPS-PL-2017-138 and the survey OLRA undertook of its
members in November of 2017 on this topic (see attached OLRA Survey Nov 2017 on STCR).
—

This issue arose in particular because of the recent commercialization of a handful of residential zoned
cottage properties in Seguin, which were advertised as full-time vacation rentals and the issues that
renting activity caused for neighbours. Such a commercial renting activity in a residential
neighbourhood can bring a revolving door of vacationers using the property for short stays, much like a
mini-motel.
The OLRA Board decided to survey our members on this topic. 120 OLRA members responded to our
survey. Here is a summary of the main results:
96% said they do not rent their properties.
Of the 4% who said they have rented, none of them rented their properties full-time. Most said they
took measures to educate their renters on how to be good lake stewards and on Seguin’s by-laws (i.e.
re: noise by-laws and fire bans).
96% said it would decrease their enjoyment of their property if a neighbouring property was turned into
a commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel). (Q7).
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72% said it would decrease their intentions to invest in their property if a neighbouring property was
turned into a commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel). (08).
84% of respondents said Seguin should enact a by-law to regulate or prohibit the commercialization of
residential lakefront properties into short-term rentals.
48 comments were also submitted as to “why or why not” (012) Some of the comments expressing the
common sentiments are listed below.
please! reduce the rentals. they don’t core ot all about the lake and are very disruptive
We love the lake because we take good care of it and the environment surrounding it. I would
like to enjoy many more years of this area and hope that my grandchildren and theirs will be
able to as well.
Regulations are required to ensure ecological levels and overall enjoyment to those who have
invested to be on the lake.
People should be able to rent their place to help offset casts of owning a cottage
I recently completed a major addition at a cost of over $200,000.00. I would nat have considered
the addition if any of my neighbors turned their cottage into rental cottage.
We are planning to retire at the cottage and neighbouring commercial, short term rental
business would have a significant impact. Furthermore we are seeing lake water quality issues
already and the added load of more people would add even more stress.
-

Otter Lake is at it’s capacity and we have enough people an the lake who have no clue on how to
boat.
My experience with renters elsewhere has not been positive. They are generally rowdy fun loving
guests who don’t respect others as they probably won’t be back.

Based on the feedback of our members, OLRA recommends proceeding with the following Regulatory
Option in the Seguin report: Option 3. Continue to monitor the STCRs issue and enforce the
regulations of Zoning By-law 2006-125 as they exist today on a complaint basis (Carling, Georgian
Bay).
OLRA specifically does not support Option: 6. Amend the Zoning By4aw and establish a Licensing By-law
to permit 5TCRs, subject to specific regulations and licensing requirements (Niagara Falls, Niagara on the
Lake, Blue Mountain).
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Seguin is very unlike the above three jurisdictions that have chosen to create short term licensing
programs for residential properties. These three jurisdictions have large tourist attractions (i.e. the Blue
Mountain ski hills and Niagara Falls), which may not be harmed by more intensive use of residential
zoned properties through short term renting.
96% of OLRA’s members surveyed do not rent. It makes no sense to potentially increase the taxes for all
Seguin property owners by creating and maintaining a licensing program to regulate so few.
In addition, Seguin could lose what makes it special. As the “The Natural Place To Be”, Seguin’s main
attraction is its natural scenery and clean lake waters. These attractions are why OLRA’s members
invest in their cottage properties and love being at the lake with theirfriends and families.
Otter Lake is a lake trout lake that is already deemed to be over its recreational carrying capacity
according to the Seguin Official Plan. In short, the attraction and value Otter Lake has for the property
owners surrounding it is in a delicate balance between the health of the natural ecology and the
negative impact humans have on it. Increasing human impact on our lake through short term cottage
rentals is clearly not what OLRA members want, nor is it good for the long-term health of our lake.
Therefore, as well as supporting Regulatory Option 3, OLRA asks that Seguin undertake an education
program to raise the awareness of all lake shore property owners of Seguin’s existing by-laws and who
to call when issues do arise. Such educational material would help OLRA and other lake associations in
our efforts to educate all those who enjoy time at the lake as to the best ways to do that and would
complement the existing Seguin brochures: Blue Green Algae What You Need to Know and Good
Neighbour Practices and Lake Stewardship Program.
—

Regards,

tei~ A~e/&r
President! Communications Director
Otter Lake Ratepayers’ Association (OLRA)
519-463-5454
kerrvemueller@gmail.com
info@olra.ca
www.olra.ca
OLRA Otter Lake on fb
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OLRA (Otter Lake Ratepayers’ Association) Survey Results
re: Commercialization of Residential Cottage Properties as Rentals
Question I
Do you or your family own property on Otter Lake or Little Otter Lake?
Answer Choices
Responses
Yes
100 00%
120
No
0.00%
0
Answered
120
Skipped
0
_____

Do you or your family own property on
Otter Lake or Little Otter Lake?
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%

~! Responses

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
Yes

No

—

November 2017

Question 2
If you answered yes to the above, please continue. What statement below best describes how you enjoy your lakefront property now?
Answer Choices
As a seasonal resident who does not rent out their property
As a seasonal resident who rents out the property at times
As a full time resident who does not rent out their property
As a full time resident who rents out their property at times
My property is available for short term renting (less than 28 days in a
row) throughout the year

Responses

85.00%
150%
10-83%
167%

102
3
13
2

OflO%

0
120
0

Answered
Skipped

If you answered yes to the above, please continue. What statement
below best describes how you enjoy your lakefront property now?
90.00%

80.00%
70.00%
60,00%
50.00%
40.00%

-

30.00%

-

stResponses

20.00%
10,00%
0.60%
As a seasonal resident who As a seasonal resident who As a full-time resident who
does not rent out their
rents out the property at
does not rent out their
property
times
property
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As a full-time resident who My property is available for
rents out their property at short-term renting (less than
times
28 days in a row)
throughout the year
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Question 3
If you rented out your cottage in 2017, for how long did your rent it out?
Responses
1.83%
OMO%
0.00%
2.75%
0.00%

Answer Choices
I -2weekends/year
3-7weekends/year
1 -2 weeks / year
3 7 weeks! year
My property is a full-time rental so I rent out it as much as possible
N/A because I don’t rent out my property
-

95.41%
Answered

2
0
0
3
0

104
109

Skipped

11

If you rented out your cottage in 2017, for how long did
your rent it out?
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
~-

~:

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

~

1-2 weekends!

3-7 weekends /

year

year

~i Responses

--

1-2 weeks / year 3-7 weeks / year

My property is a
N/A because
full-time rental so I don’t rent out my
property
rent out it as much

as possible
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Question 4
If you rented out your cottage in 2017, choose the information about which you informed your renters.
Answer Choices
How to be a good steward of the lake (i.e. respecting the wildlife, not
bathing with soap in the lake, keeping wakes small)
Seguin Township’s bylaws regarding noise and lire bans
How to be a good lake neighbour (i.e. proper disposal of garbage.
keeping noise low, picking up pet waste)
How did you inform your renters?

Responses
80.00%
80.00%

100.00%

4
4

5
10

Answered
Skipped

5
115

If you rented out your cottage in 2017, choose the information
about which you informed your renters.
120.00%
100.00%
80,00%

E~JZ

-~

-

60.00%

----_

40.00%

r~

20.00%

~w4~
flA&~

0.00%

—

-

-

How to be a good steward of the lake (he. Seguin TownshipTs by-laws regarding noise How to be a good lake neighbour (i.e.
respecting the wildlife, not bathing with
and fire bans
proper disposal of garbage, keeping noise
soap in the lake, keeping wakes small)
low, picking up pet waste)
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I~ Responses

Question 4 comments:
How did you inform your renters?
I Through a personal email to the renters. Also left a list of instructions regarding cottage operation including septic system.

5 verbally
6 direct contact, e-mail package, and on-site information package
7 Screening and house rules.

10 folder in the cottage
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Question 5
In 2017 was the neighbouring lakefront property to yours (or a property in the vicinity) rented out? If so, to your knowledge, how long was it rented?
Answer Choices
Responses
1 - 2 weekends
6,03%
7
3-7weekends
4.31%
5
1 2weeks
431%
5
3-7weeks
10.34%
12
A property in my vicinity is a full-time rental
12.07%
14
_________
N/A since no properties in my vicinity are rented out to my knowledge
62.93%
73
Answered
116

I_________

Skipped

4

In 2017 was the neighbouring lakefront property to yours (or a
property in the vicinity) rented out? If so, to your knowledge, how
long was it rented?
70.00%

‘—-

_____

60.00%

______
————‘--~--—~—-~—-——

50.00%

——--____

40.00%

—_________________

30.00%
2000%

—______________

________

—_______

sResponses

_____ ~——

‘~J~ZJZ
1-2 weekends

3-7 weekends

1-2 weeks

3-7 weeks

A property In my
N/A since no
vicinity is a full-time
properties in my
rental
vicinity are rented out
to my knowledge
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Question 6
When the property in your vicinity was rented out, indicate all that apply re: the renters.
Answer Choices

Responses

Good lake stewards (i e respected the wildlife, did not bathe with soap in the lake, kept boat wakes small)
Obeyed Seguin Township’s by-laws re noise and fire bans
Good lake neighbours (i e properly disposed of garbage kept noise low picked up pet waste)
Not good lake stewards
Did not obey Seguin Townships by-laws re noise and fire bans
Not good lake neighbours
Other comments

65.85%
46.34%
48.78%
12.20%
21.95%
19.51%

27
19

20
5
9

Answered

S
19
41

Skipped

79

When the property in your vicinity was rented out, indicate
all that apply re: the renters.
70,00%

50.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

4/

;

r~
—--——~

~/__~_<,~4

—

4/

1s

Good lake stewards Obeyed Seguin
Good lake
(i.e. respected the Township’s by-laws neighbours (i.e.
wildilfe, did not
re: noise and fire properly disposed
bathe with soap in
bans
olgarbage, kept
the lake, kept boat
noise low, picked
wakes small)
up pet waste)
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Not good lake
stewards

44/
4

a
Did not obey Seguin
Township’s by-laws
re: noise and fire
bans
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4/4

~I Responses

44/>

Not good lake
neighbours
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Question 6 cont’d:
Question 6 Other comments:
many renters are repeat
-

Generall true

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

-

Sunny Point Resort is an excellent neighbour.
Messed with our boat and gas caddy
They were not in viewing access to us
we believe a shore property near our island is constantly rented, it appears as a business on google
maps. always has crowds of very noisy people, huge dangerous bonfires, constant boat traffic.
Land owner should be held accountable for the behaviour of those using their property as well as those
making the disturbance. That way there will be more incentive to educate any new people to our lake on
how to be good lake stewards, obey the by-laws and be good lake neighbours thus helping to avoid
issues.
did not nottice
Too many dogs.
Wake boat almost tossed me out of the boat after dark, caused damage to items on dockdock
no issues
If renters or cottage owners are not respectful of the environment, then they should complain to the bylaw
office
Although not disruptive I have concerns about infrastructure capacity on the property.
very loud and disruptive
Renters should be made aware of fire bans and noise issues and good lake stewards
Some renters very good and others were not
Most renters are reasonably respectful but not all, some need to be reminded. Problems increase with
the number of people who turn up as invitees of the renters.
Lots of boat noise and boat speeding in our bay
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Question 7
If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel)
how do you expect that would impact your enjoyment of your property?
Answer Choices
Responses
Decrease my enjoyment somewha
24 56%
28
Decrease my enjoyment a lot
71.05%
81
Not affect my enjoyment at all
3.51%
4
Increase my enjoyment somewhat
0 88%
1
Increase my enjoyment a lot

0.00%
Answered
Skipped

0
114
6

If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a
commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel) how
do you expect that would impact your enjoyment of your
property?
80.00%
70.00%

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%

e Responses

20.00%

10,00%
0.00%

Decrease my enjoyment Decrease my enjoyment

somewhat

a lot

Not affect my

enjoyment at all
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increase my enjoyment Increase my enjoyment

somewhat
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Question 8
If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel)
how do you expect that would impact your long term intentions to invest in your property?
Answer Choices
Responses
Decrease my intentions to invest son]ewhat
2143%
24
Decrease my intentions to invest a lot
50,89%
57
Not affect my intentions to invest
27 68%
31
Increase my intentions to invest in my property somewhat
0 00%
0
Increase my intentions to invest in my property a lot
0.00%
0
Answered
112
Skipped
8

If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a commercial
short-term rental property (like a mini motel) how do you expect
that would impact your long term intentions to invest in your
property?
6000%
50.00%
40.00%

30.00%
20.00%

~:

Responses

10.00%
0.00%

Decrease my intentions
to invest somewhat

Ot.F~I\ ~3~vey

: ~Dorn

Decrease my intentions Not affect my intentions increase my intentions to increase my intentions to
to invest a lot
to invest
invest in my property
invest in my property a
somewhat
lot
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Question 9
If you are a seasonal resident on the lake now, do you aspire to being a full-time or near
full-time resident on the lake in the future?
Answer Choices
Responses
Yes
3714%
39
No
62.86%
66
Answered
105
Skipped
15

If you are a seasonal resident on the lake
now, do you aspire to being a full-time or
near full-time resident on the lake in the
future?
70.00%

—

-~_________________

60.00%
5000%

~Iu____

—

—

——______

—______

—Pippqq-—---—

40.00%

30 00%
2000%
10.00%

M Responses

Jiiiirzzz.
Yes

çø~Zfl~i

No

________
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Question 10
If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel)
how do you expect that would impact your aspirations to become a full-time or near full-time resident on the lake?
Answer Choices
Decrease my aspirations somewhat
Decrease my aspirations a lot
Not affect my aspirations
Increase my aspirations somewhat
Increase my aspirations a lot

Responses
23.64%
50.00%
26.36%
0.00%
0.00%
Answered
Skipped

26
55
29
0
0
110
10

If a neighbouring property to yours was turned into a
commercial short-term rental property (like a mini motel)
how do you expect that would impact your aspirations to
become a full-time or near full-time resident on the lake?
60.00%

5 0.00%
4000%
30.00%
~ Responses

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Decrease my
aspirations somewhat

Decrease my
aspirations a lot

rc (Dornn~erci aiizaf ion ct

Not affect my
aspirations

~:On.

9c~

Increase my
aspirations somewhat

C~ttonc~

Increase my
aspirations a lot
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Question 11
Choose all the impacts to life at the lake that you feel would apply if the commercialization of cottages into
short-term rentals was to increase on Otter lake and Little Otter Lake.
Answer Choices
Responses
Increased boat traffic
90.68%
107
Decreased boat traffic
2 54%
3
Improvement of lake water quality
0.85%
1
Degradation of lake water quality
77.97%
92
Increased Lake Trout population
ftOO%
0
Decreased Lake Trout population
61 02%
72
Increased noise
9237%
109
Decreased noise
0 85%
1
Increased stress on the ecology
79 66%
94
Decreased stress on the ecology
0 85%
1
Increased fire ban infractions
67 80%
80
Decreased fire ban infractions
0 85%
1
Increased trespass issues
68 64%
81
Decreased trespass issues
0 00%
0
Increased parking issues
4831%
57
Decreased parking issues
0 00%
0
Increased garbage disposal issues
72 88%
86
Decreased garbage disposal issues
0.00%
0
Answered
118
Skipped
2
_________

I_________
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Question 12
Some municipalities have enacted by-laws to regulate or prohibit the commercialization of residential
lakefront properties into short-term rentals. Should Seguin do so too?
Answer Choices
Responses
Yes
83 90%
99
No
16 10%
19
Please comment further as to why or why not.
48
118
Answered
2
Skipped

Some municipalities have enacted by-laws to regulate or
prohibit the commercialization of residential lakefront
properties into short-term rentals. Should Seguin do so too?
90.00%
80.00%
7000%
60.00%
5000%
Responses

40.00%
30.00%

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Yes

No

F
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Question 12 Comments:
Some municipalities have enacted by-laws to regulate or prohibit the commercialization of residential
lakefront properties into short-term rentals. Should Seguin do so too?
Please comment further as to why or why not.
1 I suspect many rentals today are ‘under the table” bylaws would have little or no effect
2 Rental Landlords should be licensed to ensure they take responsibility for their renters. A graduated licensing program that recognizes the frequency of renting could be
implemented that would not penalize a property owner from renting their property occasionally.
-

3 1. In addition to the concerns indicated above, co-operative neighbouring can be an important part of life on the lake responsibilities for shared driveways or roads,
watchful neighbouring for security, systems malfunction, tree damage. run-away docks etc is important to us on the lake. Renters, even conscientious ones, presumably
would not share this sense of community, or even know who to contact if trouble was observed. 2. Full and part-time residents could be at the mercy of property owners
who do not spend time here and therefore do not have a stake in the quality of life on the lake: it is concerning when decision-making is driven by how much money can be
made, rather than life quality factors.
--

4 Renters would probably not be good lake stewards
5 It depends on too many factors such as the protocols followed by the rented units. Cannot paint everyone with the same brush.
6 I believe it is possible to rent ones cottage out to others providing that all rules and regulations are followed. Permits be required and a monitoring system is put in place.
7 Short term renter have no invested iterest in the lake. A short stay with party intent would disrupt the the peace we relish on our lake.
8
9
10
11

If you deny the right to rent out a cottage, the property value will be decreased compared to other areas that would allow it.
More people shorter visits inevitibly make for less respect for property or nature
Most short term renters do not really care about the quality of cottage life and have little or no respect for neighbors or residents on the lake.
I answered no because I think prohbition is not the measured response. People occasionally rent their vacation homes (I don’t) but I also don’t see this as a problem.
However, establishing a commercial activity of just renting out vacation properties is something entirely different and while I think it would be wrong to prohibit such activity,
I think it needs to be tightly regulated and limited to areas that are zoned for such activities.
12 I would like more information before forming my opinion such as info from lakes that did allow the short term rentals.
13 I feel that renters in a commercial property would not have the same respect as residents, seasonal and full time, have. We love the lake because we take good care of it
and the environment surrounding it. I would like to enjoy many more years of this area and hope that my grandchildren and there’s will he able to as well.
14 Unless Seguin enacts by-laws to regulate or prohibit commercialization of residential lakefront properties, who your neighbours are becomes unpredictable. This raises
anxieties about personal security, especially for older residents. It increases stress re fire and noise violations. (We had one instance where a campfire was not
extinguished before bedtime and where excessive noise took place late at night. To be fair the renters responded positively after it was brought to their attention, and the
owners (renters) informed future tenants of these issues. However, lake residents should not have the stress of watching for these kinds of infractions or for bringing the
infractions to the attention of renters or owners or for contacting the municipality for by-law enforcement.)
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Question 12 Comments Cont’d:
IS If any of the neighbours who use our private road were to begin renting there would be very frosty issues taken up with them. We don’t maintain our private roads so they
can be used by renters who know nothing about private road protocols.
16 Don’t want to lose what otter Lake is today.
17 Regulations are required to ensure ecological levels and overall enjoyment to those who have invested to be on the lake.
18 It’s the only way to protect the water quality of Otter Lake, maintain the serenity of the environment, and allow the call of the loon to continue. As well, lighting controls would
enable us to still enjoy darkness and star-gazing.
19 please! reduce the rentals. they don’t care at all about the lake and are very disruptive
20 Not sure. Under some circumstances, properties could be rented for one short term each season and have little or no impact on neighbouars or ecology--for example, a 2
week period. Also cottage owners can also be ‘unfortunate” neighbours disobeying all the rules.
21 Seguin should severely limit or ban short-term cottage renting Otter Lake and Little Otter lake. Our lakes are already over capacity and in addition, Otter is a Lake Trout
lake whose natural population is rebuilding. We should be seeking to reduce our human impact our lakes. Short-term renting increases that human impact which
decreases the long term sustainability of the lake ecology as well as the enjoyment of the lake by neighbouring property owners. The next generations deserve to enjoy a
sustainable Otter Lake environment, not one that is being further degraded due to over use.
22 Long term residents need to come first in their enjoyment of the lake
23 OLRA should do everything in its power to prevent these short term rentals from becoming a bigger problem on Otter Lake than it already is. Please stop this menace.
24 I do not have an issue with cottage owners renting their cottages. I feel we should have the right to rent out our cottages. However I also suggest that the cottage owner
make sure their propety is taken care of, the pet waste is picked up and garbage disposed of properly. Your note above stating “mini hote
I disagree with this
statement
if one of us cottage owners choses to rent out our cottage that does NOT make our cottage a mini motelll A motel is much different than a single detached
residence/cottage. You need to make your questions above more clearly defined. A mini motel means that the property is zoned ‘C’ ‘C4’ etc meaning commercial zoning.
therefore permittomg, many more uses than just a residential home/cottage. So if residential homes decide to rezone their property to commercial and then built it into a
‘mini’ ‘mote!’ that would mean two or three small living units on the one property, that is much different than just renting out a single residential family home/seasonal
cottage. I would object to any commercialized mini motel / hotels being developed on Otter Lake as we already have two commercial zoned resorts which is enough. But if
cottagers who have a cottage want to rent their cottage I do not have a problem with that at all.
25 Its the wake boats that is the major issue. I think another loon nest on the long arm is a bad idea. The wake boat operators don’t get it. the long arm at the narrowest
diameter is about 450’ near the public launch. The waves are instense enough from the ski boats. Wake boats should not be allowed on the Long Arm and be restricted
for use only on the main portion of the lake so the wake can disapate somewhat
26 Short term rentals will attract large groups of people to rent properties. Mostly young adults with partying in mind.
27 People should be able to rent their place to help offset costs of owning a cottage
28 most areas of lake are for peaceful enjoyment and have been purchased on that basis not on basis that there will be unpredictable assault on that issue
29 A limit should be placed on the amount of time a property can be rented out. I would suggest no more than four weekends.
30 I have owned my cottage since 1897 and recently completed a major addition at a cost of over 5200000.00. I would not have considered the addition if any of my neighbors
turned their cottage into rental cottage. Tenants (visitors ) do not have the same respect for ecology/water quality/boat traffic/noise etc. as property owners. I have notice a
substantial decline in our fish population and water qualty over the past several years and I don’t support any policy which would result in increased pressure on our lake I
say “our’ lake to make the point that a tenant would never consider Otter “his” lake.
-
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30 I have owned my cottage since 1897 and recently completed a major addition at a cost of over 5200,000.00.1 would not have considered the addition if any of my neighbors
turned their cottage into rental cottage. Tenants (visitors ) do not have the same respect for ecology/water quality/boat traffic/noise etc. as property owners. I have notice a
substantial decline in our fish population and water qualty over the past several years and I don’t support any policy which would result in increased pressure on our lake
say “our” lake to make the point that a tenant would never consider Otter “his” lake.
31 To protect the lake and fulfill Seguin’s motto “the natural place to be”Rentersare much less likely to respect the environment
32 In our experience with renting, we have found that more people are introduced to Otter Lake than might be through any other means. This promotes long term interest in
our little lake in a larger demographic. Without exception, to date, renters have proven to be respectful of the environment, our property, and our neighbours. They tend to
be friendly and inquisitive, and often bring young playmates for neighbour children to make ‘summer friends’ with. The very few renters that have enjoyed the use of power
boats or seadoos, have rented them from the Otter Lake Marina. Small rental boats. making small wakes, used mainly for fishing, help to protect and promote the natural
environment of our lake, and the health and welfare of our Lake Trout and Loon populations. There is often an assumption that renters are young adults that arrive simply to
party and make noise, but through “Responsible Renting” we can share our lake with responsible renters in search of the same cottage lifestyle that has drawn us as
owners, to Otter Lake. In cases where owners are not acting responsibly, (in any of the examples listed in this survey) the municipality already has bylaws and regulations
in place to control and correct that behaviour. In cases where owners are renting their property to renters who do not act responsibly, the municipality needs to have
sufficient power to control and correct those behaviours as well. Either through contact with the owner and renters directly, or in the case of multiple infractions with a given
property, then directly at the owner level. A bylaw to restrict renting completely. may leave many loopholes and gaps through which owners can continue to ‘share’ their
property with people who may act irresponsibly. What we really need at the end of this process, is to help all owners either remain or become responsible in the
stewardship of their property, in relation to both the natural environment and our local neighbourhood
33 The positives outlay the negatives and reasonable people should be able to do as they wish with their personal property.
34 In many case these short term rental are required to offset the increasing property taxes and utilities cost This survey does not provide me with all the option as in many
case the response is not always Yes or No.
35 We are planning to retire at the cottage and neighbouring commercial short term rental business would have a significant impact. Furthermore we are seeing lake water
quality issues already and the added load of more people would add even more stress.
36 I would support increased regulation and monitoring hut not an outright prohibition
37 Otter Lake is at it’s capacity and we have enough people on the lake who have no clue on how to boat.ihe Boating Proficincy is a lark as it does not malce peole any
mmore courteous or water wise Having more people would just increase this problem as well as noise and possible disrespect of the environment and neighbouring
cottages.
38 Renters seldom have the same pride of ownership that ownership. It is currently bad enough that boat speed and wakes are not monitored, commercialization would make
things worse. With the lake at max carrying capacity, increased human traffic would accelerate its degradation.
39 If there is no accountability it is open to huge problems as indicated in No. 11.
40 Not too sure at this point would need more information
41 Renters are not owners, they have no awareness and do not care for the Lake as owners do
,
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Question 12 Comments Cont’d:
42 Commercialization of private residences will increase conflict and have negative impacts on the environment.
43 not to add levels of more governing, but who would regulate/enforce this? if you own a cottage, you should be able to rent it, question is how long and how many times.
Fulltime ‘mini hotels” don’t think should be allowed, owners should occupy their cottage at least a certain amount, but again how does one enforce/facilitate without over
stepping~.
44 Short term renters have nothing to lose if they cause problems for neighbors or the ecology because they can just go elsewhere next hme. That is why some rules and
regulations must be established and made enforceable to prevent abuse and disturbances. Owners who rent out their property must be held accountable for their renters’
actions.
45 Ownership comes with responsibility. Rentals come and go without any accountability and often without understanding or knowing the norm of cottage life and
environment.
46 My experience with renters elsewher has not been positive, They are generally rowdy fun loving guests who don’t respect others as they probably won’t be back.
47 Regulate only
48 We depend on income from our property to be able to maintain it.
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Date: February 7, 2018
Subject: Short Term Cottage (Commercial) Rental Study
To: Mayor Bruce Gibbon, Councillor Susan Adams and Councillor Rod Osborne. Copy to
Hailey Ward, Planning Assistant, Planning Department
From: Peter Herbert, Resident, Seguin Township, Ontario
It was a pleasure to see all of you at the Lake Joseph North Association (LJNA) meeting last
summer. We appreciate you taking the time to keep in touch with your constituents and to
continue to focus on the efficient operations of Seguin Township.
If you recall, one of the items on the LJNA agenda was “Commercial Renting of Cottages”. If
I recall, one or two of you spoke and explained there had been a complaint from other
Seguin lake associations about cottages being purchased for the express purpose of short
term profit making rentals. Reportedly, these cottages are not owner occupied and are made
available for short term rentals all year and advertised as such. I also recall, that there was
little discussion in our meeting and no questions relating to the topic as presented. I would
take this to mean that there was some sympathy by LJNA members that "commercial rental
operations" could be problematic and no one had a problem with addressing this at future
Council meetings. However, it now appears the Seguin Planning Department has prepared
a study and regulatory alternatives that addresses the broader issue of all short term cottage
rentals by any cottage owner not just “commercial operators”.
It is my thinking that the tradition of cottage owners occasionally renting out their cottages
goes back almost to the beginning of cottaging itself and there is no need to regulate or
restrict this practice. For some people (such as myself) being able to rent my place several
weeks now and again helps greatly with property taxes and other high ownership costs. For
some people this could mean the difference of keeping their cottage or having to sell. Also, it
has been my experience that families who have rented my place in the past make good
neighbours because they would like to be invited back in the future. This fact and existing
noise and nuisance by-laws are certainly enough to address most situations. Cottage renters
also support the local economy by spending money in the area. Having grown up and gone
to school in Bracebridge and now being a full time Seguin resident, I know how important this
is to supporting employment for full time residents.
So far, I have not spoken to any fellow cottage owners who think restricting occasional
rentals of a family cottage needs regulation. In fact, most would like to continue to have that
alternative open to them or their children in the future. It is also my understanding that the
lake association that originally raised the issue of "commercial rental operations" has
specifically clarified that they never had any intention of asking for regulations that prevent
occasional rentals by their neighbours.
It is my hope that Council will take a similar approach to Muskoka Lakes Township and
determine there is no need to complicate things with onerous regulations. If regulations (or
improved by-law definitions) are needed to reign in commercial operators then the definition
should be narrowly aimed at this activity and not at cottage owners who occasionally rent
their places.
Respectfully, Peter Herbert
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Subject: COMMENTS ON SHORT TERM RENTALS
From: Simon Pym <simonpym66@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 31 Jan 2018 09:02:32 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
COMMUNITY INPUT FOR SHORT TERM RENTAL STUDY
We are full-time residents (not seasonal cottagers) of Seguin who live on Lake Rosseau. Neighbours around
us are increasingly renting out cottages during July and August to short term renters, sometimes
comprising 3 families at once sharing the cottage simultaneously.
Significant rents are charged so yet these properties are not zoned commercial.
In addition, we have concerns over the population density these rentals create. Noise, dangerous boating
activity, and environmental issues are created threatening our lifestyles.
We strongly suggest it’s in the Township’s best interest to implement controls and restrictions over
residential rentals to protect legitimate resort business, and to preserve our environment in accordance
with the Seguin Official Plan.

-Simon & Marilyn Pym
simonpym66@gmail.com
logo.gif
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RANKIN LAKE PROPERTY
OWNERS’ASSOCIATION, INC.
R. PEZZENTE 1459 BIRCHWOOD DR. MISSISSAUGA
ON L5J 1T3 PH.: 416-473-0069E-MAIL:
pezzente@rogers.com
\ R.L.P.

February 14, 2018
Township of Seguin
Attn.: Mr. Craig Jeffery, Township Clerk
R.R. #2, 5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, Ontario, P2A 2W8
Dear Sirs:
Re:

Short Term Cottage Rental Issue

After reviewing the results from a 10 question Short Term Cottage Rental (STCR) survey with
Rankin Lake property owners, the Rankin Lake Property Owners’ Association (RLPOA)
officially endorses a ‘do nothing and just monitor STRCs’ approach from the Township on this
issue.
To summarize we had 59 respondents for a 57% return rate. Respondents indicated that only
4.17% rent out their properties and 14.58% may intend to rent out their property in the future.
The survey revealed that most would prefer for the Township to do nothing and just monitor
STCRs at this point. However it should be noted that respondents were prone to being more
restrictive to investment type properties that are rented 365 days/year as compared to those
owner occupied cottages that are rented out only occasionally. Lastly, 31.25% of respondents
also noted that their interactions with renters are worse when compared to seasonal/full time
residents.
To review the complete survey results please visit:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-VSZQ2B5G8/

Yours truly,
RANKIN LAKE PROPERTY OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
Remo Pezzente
2nd Vice President
e-cc

Mr. Steven Stone, Director of Planning
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Subject: Re: Short Term Cottage Rental - Jayne's Cottages Feedback - further feedback
From: jaynes cottages <jayne@jaynescottages.com>
Date: Sun, 21 Jan 2018 13:36:35 -0500
To: jaynes cottages <jayne@jaynescottages.com>
CC: <info@seguin.ca>, "robyn" <robyn@jaynescottages.com>

Hello - I thought I would just add this article from the San Francisco Chronicle which supports my email below that
cottage rental inventory will shrink if regulations are enacted.
AirBnB Loses Thousands of Hosts in SF as Regulation Rules Kick In
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Airbnb-loses-thousands-of-hosts-in-SF-as-12496624.php

Airbnb loses thousands of hosts in SF as registration
rules kick in
By Carolyn Said January 13, 2018 Updated: January 14, 2018 6:00am

35

Gustav Choto (left) talks with Omar Masry, senior analyst at
the short-term rental office. Hosts in San Francisco for Airbnb
and other services must register properties by Tuesday. Photo:
Carlos Avila Gonzalez, The Chronicle

Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez, The Chronicle
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Gustav Choto (left) talks with Omar Masry, senior analyst at the short-term rental office. Hosts in San Francisco for Airbnb and other services must register properties by
Tuesday.

Thousands of San Francisco hosts on Airbnb and rival home-stay sites have stopped renting their homes and rooms to
tourists. Many others are scrambling to register their vacation rentals with the city as a Tuesday deadline looms for Airbnb
and HomeAway to kick off unregistered hosts.
“If you look at the sites, you’ll notice a substantial reduction in the number of
listings,” said Kevin Guy, director of the San Francisco Office of Short-Term Rental
Administration and Enforcement.
The rush to register is the result of an agreement between the city and the sites,
which had fought San Francisco’s efforts to strengthen registration requirements
and rental limitations imposed in 2015. After a court battle, San Francisco, Airbnb
and HomeAway reached a settlement in May that required the sites to register all
hosts in phases starting in September.
By Tuesday, all hosts must be registered. Airbnb and HomeAway won’t allow
unregistered hosts on their sites, and other services, like FlipKey, which

MOST POPULAR
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observed in early August. (That count excludes more than 2,500 listings
exempt from the rules.) An additional 737 have submitted applications and

Colin Kaepernick a phone call away from being
Raiders’...

can host while those are pending. About 15 percent of them have more than
one listing, such as two rooms in their home.

Park Chow to close after 20 years in Inner Sunset
Warriors’ Chase Center arena rising from the
ground in SF

The number is in flux: Some pending applications may be rejected, while
about two dozen applications a day are still arriving. Hosts can still apply after
Tuesday, but any bookings will be canceled until they are registered.

Feds planning massive Northern California
immigration sweep to...

A sign points the way for renters like Marcy Lipton to get help with paperwork from senior analyst
Omar Masry. Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez, The Chronicle
Photo: Carlos Avila Gonzalez, The Chronicle

A sign points the way for renters like Marcy Lipton to get help with paperwork from senior analyst Omar
Masry.

Airbnb, which got its start in San Francisco
just under a decade ago and is still
headquartered here, is by far the city’s biggest
vacation-rental site. It says that most hosts are

residents who rent out spare rooms, or their entire home when they are away, making them compliant with city laws.
In addition, the company has about 2,650 listings in San Francisco that are
exempt from the registration requirement, including rentals of 30 or more days,
bed and breakfasts, and hotels.
“Over the last few months, we’ve focused on educating our host community about
the registration process, and will continue our outreach efforts in the final days to
ensure hosts have all the information they need to register,” said spokeswoman
Mattie Zazueta.
Airbnb has removed more than 2,600 listings since September. It doesn’t yet know
how many more it must ax Tuesday. Many listings had little activity, so their
removal won’t hurt its local business, she said.
Airbnb said it booked the same number of nights in San Francisco in the 30 days after Dec. 5 as during the same period a
year earlier. Worldwide, its business soared during the same time frame. It booked 3 million guests globally for New Year’s
Eve — up 50 percent from the last night of 2016.
HomeAway and VRBO, both owned by Expedia, and FlipKey, owned by TripAdvisor, showcase many second homes, which
San Francisco does not allow to be offered as vacation rentals.
“FlipKey looks like a massacre happened, there are so few listings now,” said Omar Masry, senior analyst at the Office of
Short-Term Rentals. “On VRBO, you can see that the map of San Francisco is no longer covered in pins (of available
properties). A shakeout is happening.”
FlipKey has removed 498 San Francisco listings and has only 57 remaining,
excluding those exempt from the registration requirement such as hotels,
timeshares and B&Bs, the city said.
TripAdvisor spokeswoman Laurel Greatrix said FlipKey worked closely with the
city to comply with the regulations, and noted that it offers a variety of
accommodations in San Francisco, such as hotels, hostels and B&Bs.
Data for HomeAway and VRBO were not immediately available. In May 2016, they
had about 1,300 local listings, a Chronicle investigation found.
“HomeAway remains committed to working through the law’s implementation plan with the city and hope to continue our
partnership on reasonable public policy and enforcement in the new year.” said spokesman Philip Minardi.
Airbnb and HomeAway sued San Francisco in 2016 over a strict new law passed in June of that year. A U.S. district judge
rejected the companies’ arguments that their rights were being violated and ordered them to work with San Francisco on a
registration system. Such registrations were part of the “Airbnb law” enacted in early 2015, but the requirement was widely
ignored. Only about 1,800 hosts registered.
San Francisco wants hosts to register to ensure compliance with such requirements as hosts being permanent residents who
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do not rent entire homes for more than 90 days a year. The law seeks to prevent landlords from removing housing stock by
turning homes into full-time hotels.
Listings dropped off for several reasons:
Dormant properties: About 2,000 people listed their homes but never rented to tourists. Many were lured by the hope of
quick riches from Super Bowl 50 and America’s Cup guests who didn’t materialize.
Tenants and condo owners who can’t sublet: When renters register as
hosts, the city notifies their building owner. “We think a good number of folks
might meet city eligibility requirements, but may be renters with ‘no subletting
clauses’ in their leases,” Guy said. Similarly, some condo associations bar
subletting.
Ineligible properties: San Francisco permanently bars some properties from
vacation rentals, including below-market-rate units and public housing, buildings
subject to Ellis Act evictions after Nov. 1, 2014, and a kind of in-law residence
called an accessory dwelling unit. Funkier places, such as recreational vehicles,
tree houses, tents, shipping containers and boats, are also verboten for tourists
here. Properties with building-code violations can’t register until they clear those up.
Ineligible hosts: Only people who live in their homes at least nine months a year can rent to tourists. That excludes those
who have a pied-à-terre in San Francisco, or who travel more than three months a year. Some hosts who listed more than one
property or who had guests stay almost year-round were rejected by the city because they appeared to be operating illegal
hotels.
Infrequent hosts: San Francisco charges a $250 registration fee plus a $90 business registration fee for all hosts. For those
who only rent a week or two while they are on vacation, this could be a deterrent.
Procrastinators: “It’s human nature that people wait until the last minute,” said Airbnb’s Zazueta. Chicago, which went
through a similar registration process several months ago, saw a surge of last-minute registrations. Likewise, San Francisco
says applications have been increasing in the past week.
Some hosts complain that the city is draconian with rejections, and said the
number of pending applications means it takes longer to get a decision.
“I was rejected because someone filed a completely bogus complaint saying I
have three units that are all Airbnbs,” said a host who asked not to be named.
“What evidence do they have? It’s not true.” He plans to appeal the decision.
In fact, rejections are rising. From February 2015 to August 2017, 26 percent
of applications were rejected. Since September, 38 percent have been rejected,
from a smaller pool of 293 applications.
“We’ve always closely scrutinized applications,” Guy said. “Now that people
are really required to register, there may be incentives for some to submit
applications that may be fraudulent, so it would be natural to see an increase
in the rejection rate.”
Applicants have 30 days to appeal a rejection and will receive a decision within
another 30 days.
There is a loophole for hosts who don’t want to register: renting for a month or
longer.
“A lot of people are switching to 30-plus-day listings, but it’s harder for them
to get renters,” Benkert said.
Carolyn Said is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer.

MORE BY CAROLYN SAID
Alex Ghenis, right,
shows Accomable
co-founder and CEO
Srin Madipalli the
roof during a tour of
his apartment for
the Chronicle
August 23, 2017 in
Berkeley, Calif.
Ghenis is putting his
apartment up on
Accomable.

Airbnb buys Accomable,
home-stay marketplace for
accessible

Eritrean refugee
Efrem Asefaw
Gebregergis, holds
his son Yafet , 2, as
his daughters,
Delina, 12, and
Betal, 6, wait to head
to the park in
Oakland, Calif., on
Tuesday, June 27,
2017.

Refugees find temporary
havens on Airbnb

Airbnb co-founder
and CEO Brian
Chesky speaks
during an
announcement in
San Francisco,
Tuesday, April 19,
2016. (AP Photo/Jeff
Chiu)

Airbnb offers hosts
greater role in company
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Vacation rentals in San Francisco
2,168 hosts are registered with the city.
737 hosts have applications pending.
8,453 Airbnb listings in San Francisco in early August, prior to the strengthening of registration requirements.
That does not include 2,650 Airbnb listings in San Francisco that are exempt: 30-day-plus rentals, bed and breakfasts, and
hotels.
2,680 hosts were removed by Airbnb between September and December.
That left 5,900 nonexempt Airbnb listings as of early December; all remaining unregistered listings will be removed on
Tuesday.

---- On Thu, 18 Jan 2018 15:55:01 -0500 jaynes cottages<jayne@jaynescottages.com> wrote ---Hello and thank you for allowing my company to submit our input for your research.
We are opposed to any legislation in this area. This email will outline the reasons why.
Jayne's Cottages launched in 2015 with 25 cottages. In 2016 we expanded to 60 cottages and last summer we had
over 120 cottages. We have doubled our new cottage inventory every year because we fill a niche for owners since we
offer a end-to-end service - we take care of everything from before the rental until after the rental ends. This includes
meeting the rental Guest upon arrival, providing cleaning and cottage checks during the Guest's stay (this is to keep an
eye on the owners' cottage) and then we fully clean and turnover the cottage after the rental and prepare it for the next
rental or the return of the owner. We take large security deposits and have very sound contracts that is biased to the
protection of the owner. The owners feel secure that we have their best interests at heart and that we have 50% of the
weekly rental value as a Security Deposit incase there are any damages. Our main client is our owners, not the rental
Guest. The Guests will come and go but it is the Owners that we want to please for the perpetuity of the business.
The owners of these luxury cottages allow Jayne's Cottages to rent their cottage when they can not use it. They money
that they get is secondary to the fact that they feel confident that someone is taking care of their property. The money is
a bonus but they would not rent if Jayne's Cottages didn't take care of every little thing. The owners count on us to be
their eyes and ears and enforcing their rules while they are not there and if they need to get involved then that would be
an inconvenience to them and they would reconsider if they want to rent at all. Their time is more important than the
money and any time and level of stress is something that would make owners rethink renting. It has to be super easy
for them and foolproof.
The average rental value of the cottages on Jayne's Cottages is $15,000/week yet we do not have enough inventory to
meet the rental demand. Every year we sell out of cottages in the summer. Over 50% of our revenue comes from
outside of Canada, Germany, UK, Israel, Hong Kong, US, Dubai, France, Switzerland, Russia etc. The business is now
a multi-million dollar business because of the luxury cottages inventory we have on hand to cater to the international
tourists.
I am certain that the economic results of atleast the last 3 years, since 2015, in Seguin/Muskoka have also been in a
high growth economic situation. This economy must be booming - I have returning international Guests every year that
love the cottages I have on hand and the concierge services that my company provides, such as private chefs, water
skiing instruction, shopping services, boat rentals, etc. I would think that Seguin township would not want to do
anything to not have these tourists come and spend the money they have been spending.
Any sort of legislation enacted that requires our owners to do anything would have a serious affect on the inventory at
Jayne's Cottages. Jayne's Cottages owners would simply stop renting. They would have no interest in going through
the red tape of what is involved. I strongly suspect that many other rental agencies and do-it-yourselvers on AirBnB and
VRBO would not want to go thru the hassle of the rules of short term rental legislation and simply not rent.
Seguin township is largely a community for families. It is not a Collingwood weekend party place for teenagers and
single people. There is no Tyrolean Village in Muskoka where young people congregate and known for wild all-night
parties. Seguin township has private beautiful lakefront cottages. There is no comparison between the demographics
of the typical Collingwood tourist and the Seguin/Muskoka tourist.
There have been a few incidents of poor behaviour of rental Guests in some cottages in Seguin which has resulted in
Seguin Township to investigate legislating this region. I feel that with possibly over 2000 vacation rentals in the
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Muskoka/Seguin/Georgian Bay community (through AirBnB, VRBO, smaller rental agencies, property owners doing it
themselves) that it is not the way to deal with these few complaints of poor behaviour. Putting controls on the industry
when 99.999% of the short-term rental industry operates successfully for all - the Guest families love their holiday, the
economy enjoys the benefits of tourism (and International tourist) and the owners of the cottages enjoy extra income regulating is not the way to manage these bad incidents. Legislation will make the rental inventory shrink drastically,
especially at the upper end.
So I believe that we need to control these bad incidents with more enforcement of the problem offenders. With stronger
penalties and more enforcement patrol. Not involving a whole industry when there are only a handful of problems. This
is not equitable, the solution here far surpasses the problem in hand.
Jayne's Cottages educates our rental Guests on township bylaws relating to noise, garbage, occupancy limits, parking,
firebans, through our contracts with Guests and Cottage Rules that are at each of our cottages. Jayne's Cottages can
enforce contractual agreements that will help ensure that our rental Guests know the rules and remain respectful in our
community. In the Jayne's Cottages contract, if a Guest breaches any term of our contract, they risk forfeiting 100% of
their Security Deposit. We also work with Safe Quiet Lakes and our Concierge staff that meet our rental Guests at the
rental cottages must educate them on expectations of clean waters and proper boat etiquette.
So instead of legislation, Jayne's Cottages supports a Renter Code of Conduct document and better enforcement.
Lastly, I have attached how Michigan State looks to be handling this issue in their state. I believe that the same
principles should be used in Muskoka.
*************************************************************

How to Regulate Vacation Rentals in Michigan
And why property rights need to be secured
Posted by Jarrett Skorup on November 20, 2017 at 3:00pm
The Michigan Legislature is debating how to regulate vacation rental properties in the state. For as
long as the “cottage up north” has existed, property owners have allowed others to rent their
property and websites like Homeaway, VRBO and Airbnb have made this process easier than
ever. But local governments in some Michigan communities are starting to overregulate and even
ban short-term rentals like these.
From a free-market perspective, the government should not be preventing people from using their
property as they see fit, as long as they aren’t violating the rights of others. Some local government
officials and homeowners argue that renters are having loud parties, parking illegally or disrupting
the neighborhood in other ways.
Two bills, House Bill 4503 and Senate Bill 329, try to tackle this problem. They prevent local
governments from banning short-term rentals, but they explicitly allow them to regulate them in
other ways. This is typically done by passing and enforcing ordinances related to noise, traffic,
parking, advertising, litter, etc. This has led to opposition from local governments and others.
Stay Engaged
Receive our weekly emails!
An article from Holiday Vacation Rentals, a property management company in northern Michigan,
written by Jeremy and Alan Hammond does a good job summarizing some of these issues. The
post analyzes private property rights for homeowners and neighbors, the economic impact of
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vacation rentals and tourism and the impact the bills are likely to have.
In sum:
It is important to find solutions to address communities’ legitimate concerns about vacation
rentals and other short-term rentals. However, solutions must be found that are equitable and don’t
violate homeowners’ property rights. Municipal officials already have regulatory authority to
address concerns arising from some guests’ behavior without resorting to zoning ordinances.
Furthermore, restricting vacation rentals is harmful to the economy at both the local and state level.
Professional vacation rental management companies are an important part of the solution as they
use and can enforce contractual rental agreements that help ensure rental guests remain good
neighbors who are respectful toward others within our communities.
One of the most important individual rights is the ability to have ownership and control of your
private property. The right to use your property as you see fit can be bothersome to others and
governments can create regulations to help manage these issues. But those regulations should be
fair and limited. The bills under consideration in the Michigan Legislature successfully navigate
these issues and protect property owners’ rights while maintaining local governments’ ability to
regulate when necessary.
Related Articles:
Short-Term Rentals Are Good for Michigan
Detroit Receives Friendly Airbnb Ranking
Let People Rent Out Their Property
How to Strike a Balance on Short-Term Rentals
Statewide Ridesharing Regulations
Permission to reprint this blog post in whole or in part is hereby granted, provided that the author
(or authors) and the Mackinac Center for Public Policy are properly cited. Permission to reprint any
comments below is granted only for those comments written by Mackinac Center policy staff.
Comments

Luxury Muskoka Rentals
Jayne McCaw
Jayne's Cottages
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Subject: Requested Comments for Cottage Rental Study
From: Kitty Peck <akittyoriginal@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 15:42:34 +0000
To: "cjeffery@seguin.ca" <cjeffery@seguin.ca>, sheila johnson <sheila.0924.johnson@gmail.com>

To: Craig Jeffery, Clerk ,The Corporation of the Township of
Seguin/Council and Sera
Comments: Reguested by February 19th 2018
Regulatory Options:
#3 ...Enforce the regulations of Zoning By-law 2006-125...
#4 Amend the Zoning By-law to prohibit STCRs in all zones.
Regards,
Kitty Peck
78 Chain of Lakes Road
Seguin, Ontario
P2A 0B6
705-732-1604
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Subject: Re: [Fwd: STCR]
From: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 10:54:33 -0500
To: Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>, Madeline Snow <msnow@seguin.local.net>, Adam Kozlowski
<adam@seguin.local.net>, Craig Jeffery <craig@seguin.local.net>
CC: richardhood3@gmail.com
Hi Richard
Thanks for your interest in the study.
Please add his email to the file.
Regards,

Steve Stone
Director of Planning

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

General Inquiries wrote:
--

General Inquiries

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Subject:
STCR
From: Richard Hood <richardhood3@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Jan 2018 13:19:32 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
To: info@seguin.ca
I'm a cottager on Otter Lake. While in theory I'm in favor of as many as possible enjoying the
benefits of nature and water, I'm concerned that short-term rental occupants won't know the
'rights and responsibilities' of boat usage, clean water ecology, noise and light pollution, etc. The
cottage 'season' can be a short one. I think most cottagers practice respectful conduct towards
neighbors and the ecology. My concern is that short term rental occupants may have less of a stake
in this conduct. This kind of respect is almost impossible to legislate and enforce from external
sources.
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Regards,
Richard Hood
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Subject: Re: [Fwd: Request for community input for the short term cottage rental study.]
From: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 10:43:27 -0500
To: Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>
CC: rmcfaul@gmail.com
Rob McFaul
Thank you for your interest in the study.
Please add his email to the STCR file.
Regards,

Steve Stone
Director of Planning

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

General Inquiries wrote:
--

General Inquiries

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Subject:
Request for community input for the short term cottage rental study.
From: "Rob McFaul" <rmcfaul@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 14 Jan 2018 12:50:04 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>
To: <info@seguin.ca>
CC: "'Tara McFaul'" <tlmcfaul@gmail.com>

Hi.
I am a long term resident (Since 1974) on Otter lake and I am writing to
provide feedback on the above stated matter.
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My wife and myself moved to Otter Lake on a full time basis just a few years
back and we have no issues with anyone who wishes to rent out their
cottage. I realize that there might have been some issues with regards to
people renting for single nights or single weekends but I have never heard of
any complaints from people regarding renters being on this lake.
Some people perhaps rely on this extra income to help pay for their cottage
expenses and I absolutely see nothing wrong with this. I personally do not
rent my place out but it would be nice to know that I could should I run into
any financial problems where I might need some extra funds to cover the
costs to maintain my home.
I am also not in favour, as is our rate payers association of any tax increase
that a licensing program could bring to the tax payers. This would not be fair
to the tax payers who don’t rent out their cottagers especially when 94% of
the people surveyed on the lake don’t rent out their cottages.
In conclusion, I hope you reconsider this motion and allow cottagers to feel
free to use and rent out their cottages as they wish.
Thanks
Rob McFaul
416 450-9588
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Subject: Comments/input - Submission on short term Cottage rental Study - Robert Ryan, Ferris Road
From: Robert Ryan <robert.j.ryan12@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 10:42:44 +0000
To: info@seguin.ca
I have been resident and taxpayer in Sequin (formerly Foley) since 1994. I have always
found the township to be quite practical and reasonable in all my dealing with them. I
hope the same sensibility will apply to this issue.
I fundamentally question whether it is appropriate for the township to attempt to
restrict what private individuals do with regards to their private property. In a
capitalism society, I should be able to rent out my property as Iong as I obey all
reasonable requirements and regulations, including being a good and courteous neighbour.
Given the high costs of running and maintaining a cottage property today, it is becoming
more common for owners to supplement their costs by renting out their property,
particularly in this era of skyrocketing house prices.
I am considering renting out my property as I have been unemployed now for more than 18
months and as man in my 50’s I am finding that age discrimination plays a big factor in
gaining employment later in life. My decision whether to rent or not will be driven by
basic economics and I would like to be able to keep my cottage for retirement and not be
forced to sell in order to pay my bills and fulfil my responsibilities to my family. I
think that any attempt to restrict my right to rent would be unjust and unfair as a long
term private owner, especially as financial circumstances would be driving this decision.
If I should rent my property, I plan to hire a proper Ontario based cottage rental
listing service where they thoroughly screen all potential renters and ensure that the
cottage is NOT occupied by more people than is appropriate for the septic system and
number of beds and bedrooms. In my case that would limit occupancy to 6 or 7 maximum, as
I have a three bedroom cottage, which would only accommodate one family or two couples. I
would also need to hiring a local person (cottagekeepers) who would help to supervise and
ensure that any problems (unlikely with proper screening) including overcrowding or noise
violations were dealt with immediately. The cottage rental companies include an eviction
clause should renters break any of the key requirement such as excess noise, disobeying
fire regulations or over crowding from the maximum occupancy that they agreed through the
rental contract. I would not be using an internet service like AirBNB where there is no
screening or formal vetting process.
It is not clear to me that there is actually a problem that the township needs to address
with regards to long term private owners renting out their properties. There may be an
issue regarding commercial businesses buying waterfront properties and operating as a
commercial business, which is different to individuals renting out their properties. On
my lake (Rankin) this is not problem that I am aware of.
I do think that potential private renters need to do things properly. They need to ensure
that any renters abide by fire, wildlife and safety requirements and do not cause
unreasonable problems to their neighbours. If I do rent and I have a tenant who is a
problem, I will empower the local person/company (like Cottagekeepers) to go immediately
to the property and deal with whatever problem/complaint. If I find a renter was a poor
guest/neighbour, I would not rent to them again, under any circumstance. Once again, this
is just being a good neighbour and seems like common sense to me. Why would anyone want
to upset and anger their long term neighbours. I have discussed my situation with my
neighbours and how I would go about any plan to rent, and they are comfortable and
understanding of my circumstance.
I do think that if over time there appears to be a problem developing with the behaviour
of renters, some guidelines by the township could in some circumstances be appropriate. I
very strongly believe that all renters should have to hire a proper rental company that
vets and polices the applicant and have someone locally that can respond to emergencies
or serious complaints with the authority to evict a tenant if necessary.
However, I do not think that more restrictive regulation is required or right and I am
not in favour of any additional taxes or charges imposed by the township on me to rent
out my property. I pay enough in taxes and I think that hiring the pricer and more costly
professional renting firms and hiring a local professional to help manage and police the
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property is enough additional expense.
I hope that township realises that attempts to restrict or forbid the ability to rent out
one’s private property is not right or acceptable.
Thank you for allowing me to submit my thoughts.
Kind regards,
Robert Ryan
Ferris Road
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rentals
From: Sandra Wilton <sandra_wilton@live.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 18:20:16 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
In response to your request for opinions about this I have to say I would be totally against permitting short term
rentals in Seguin Township. A great many renters are younger adults that have no regard for the environment, the
wildlife or the neighbours. Their main objective is to party without any consequences since they do not have any long
term investment in the area.
In addition, we have a private road into our cottage and if cottagers that use that road start renting, we would incur
extra expenses to cover insurance for non-owners using that road. Also, there are the added costs of maintaining a
program to monitor cottage rental licensing which would result in an increase to everyone’s taxes.
Let’s forget about allowing short term rentals and let us continue to enjoy are cottages without any extra burdens.
Sandra Wilton
102 Link Dr.
Otter Lake
416 510-2912
Sandra_wilton@live.com
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Subject: Rental legislation
From: Corey Sax <corey@diamondlaw.ca>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 01:16:35 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
I am a resident cottager of Seguin.
I reside at 98 Woodland Drive on Sucker lake.
I rent the cottage a few weeks/summer to cover some costs associated with carrying the
property.
I always thoroughly research who rents my place and have never had any issues.
I believe the new legislation will significantly impact the economy of Seguin leading to
reduced tax dollars. I also believe it will negatively impact property values for all
residents.
The legislation would add so much Hassle that I would stop renting my place.
I urge you not to pass this legislation.
Thank you for your time.
Sent from my iPhone
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Subject: [Fwd: Short term vacation rentals - property owner input]
From: General Inquiries <counter@seguin.local.net>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 09:03:45 -0500
To: Steve Stone <sstone@seguin.local.net>, Hailey Ward <hward@seguin.local.net>, Madeline Snow <msnow@seguin.local.net>,
Adam Kozlowski <adam@seguin.local.net>

--

General Inquiries

Township of Seguin
5 Humphrey Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
www.seguin.ca
phone: (705) 732-4300
fax: (705) 732-6347

Subject: Short term vacation rentals - property owner input
From: "Scott, Errol D" <Errol.Scott@td.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Feb 2018 17:26:18 +0000
To: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
CC: "jayne@jaynescottages.com" <jayne@jaynescottages.com>, Scott Family <nikiandduke@rogers.com>

I believe, short term vacation rental is good for both the local community and local business.
Short term vacation rentals allows for an otherwise vacant property to have people in it so as to keep an eye on the
property: which is good from a security prospective for the area. Furthermore, short term vacation rental provides
local businesses with new customers that the local businesses would normally not have access to. As well the rentals
provide property owners with a source of income to offset yearly operating and maintenance cost. In addition, the
income earned from short term vacation rentals is reinvested back into the property and with local businesses.
The financial press is bulging with reports of over leveraged Canadians and the high price of real estate, especially in
the GTA which is close Muskoka. The important question is what happens to the price of recreational real estate and
thus to local businesses if the pool of available buyers of existing properties were to be reduced? From where would
the 'marginal' purchaser emerge? Many long time recreational property owners were first introduced to Muskoka
through a weekend visit to a friends cottage or engaging in a short term vacation rental of their own; from this first
exposure, many current long term recreational property owners have made the decision to ultimately purchase a
recreational property of their own- this is what has made Muskoka so special- once you visit, you will never forget it.
From a long term prospective, short term vacation rental is a net positive to the area as both National and
International visitors, who normally would not have access to the area, are able to experience the area while
providing new customers to local businesses and be a potential market for resale of properties, especially for families
that are selling for estate planning purpose.
Thank you for considering this input as a township.
Sincerely,
Errol scott
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Amended Novermber 20, 2017
Dear Mayor, Seguin Council and Staff,
This letter represents all voting members present at the last Seguin Estates Ratepayers
Association (SERA) annual general meeting. This letter is to serve as SERA’s position and input
to the Policy and Regulations Report to council coming up on November 20, 2017.
We are aware that council is looking at the Blue Mountain model, and commend the efforts to
move forward. Having looked at the Blue Mountain approach, we are concerned that this will
allow Serenity Vacation Rentals and other similar commercial organizations to be grandfathered
and allowed to continue, or get a license to operate. Be advised SERA’s position is not to help
ANY short term commercial rental organization operate in ANY capacity in Shoreline Residential
Zones in our township either existing or in the future. We do not believe the short term
commercial rental business belongs in residential zones and would like to be rid of the
operations that have crept in under the radar and protect ourselves from future threats.
We purchased our properties knowing we were zoned SR1 believing the designation residential
would keep our neighborhood just that, residential. We now trust council to uphold the trust we
put in them and defend the intent of the zoning by either finding the appropriate model, or
designing a new by-law.
To be clear, it is not SERA’s intent to prevent private owners (who occupy their cottages
regularly) from occasionally making a little money to help make ends meet. We want to prevent
Commercial Short Term Rental organizations who operate in shoreline residential zones with the
sole intention of making a profit and advertise availability 24/7/365. This has always been
SERA’s position, and we wish to make the distinction clear to avoid any misunderstandings.

Howie Johnson
Committee Chair representing SERA
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Subject: Short Term Rental Study
From: Sheila Johnson <sheila.0924.johnson@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2018 11:10:08 -0500
To: Township Clerk <cjeffery@seguin.ca>
Good Morning:
This my personal response to your request for individual comments on the short term rental study. I believe
the township needs to enforce their existing by-laws and amend the zoning by-laws to prohibit the STCRs in
all Zones. We need definitive wording that leaves no doubt what constitutes a STCR. A local realtor told me
if your property is beside an STRC your property value is less. Diminished value along with a litany of other
issues from environmental (over septic use, unwashed boat entering our waters) to absentee landlords does
not present a pleasant picture. Seguin Township has the slogan " A Natural Place To Be". Let us uphold this
statement.
-Sincerely,
Sheila Johnson
705-732-2828
105 Chain of Lakes Road
Sequin, Ontario
P2A 0B6
logo.gif
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Date: February 16, 2018
To: Craig Jeffery, Clerk, and Township of Sequin
Re: Community Input for the Short Term Cottage Rental Study
To whom it may concern
I would like to provide my opinion about the plans Seguin Township has regarding
the short-term cottage rentals. I categorically oppose instating any measures that would
limit or prohibit cottage owners from renting their properties in any way shape and form.
Common sense justification
It is not acceptable to penalize citizens for things they did not do. If apple tree has a
few bad apples would farmer cuts down the tree? If Hwy 400 has a few potholes would you
invest public funds to “research” a potential permanent closure the highway? If few cottage
renters/owners make noise or disrespects the nature should cottage rentals for all be
disallowed within the entire Township? And so on and on… this does not really make any
sense. The measures already exist to deal with listed above issues, farmer may use
preventive measures a pesticide to get rid of the problem, road repair crew can be
dispatched to fix the potholes and law enforcement can be call in to address noisy
renters/owners. So, means exists to address the issue and once again I’m strongly opposing
application of extra measures to all citizens, just because few complains.
Negative economic impact on local community
In mid-January, few weeks ago, I had a small water leak at my cottage. I called local
plumber to fix it. When he arrived, I mentioned to him about Seguin Township taking steps
to prohibit cottage rentals due to some reported issues “…no way in hell, they can’t do
that…” he said in disbelief “I did not know that…my business relies on it, I have couple new
cottage building for rentals…nobody gonna build here now…” then he add ”… I guess those old
xxxx who complained, forgot how much noise and trouble they caused when they were
young…” and finally he said”…there is no way they gonna pass such law…”
Later that day, I went to Home Depot in Parry Sound to get some parts, when I walkin to the store, I noted few staff gather around and chatted, I think there was maybe only
few other customers in the store at that time. One thing led to the other and for a moment I
spoke with one of the staff, older gentlemen, I mentioned about the Seguin Township plans.
To my surprise he had no idea about it. He just rolled his eyes and said to me “…as you can
see there is almost nobody in the store so, if they take away the new cottage development they
will let us go…”
I did not find what I was looking for so, I went the Hardware Store across from LCBO.
I thought the store was closed as parking lot was empty. I walked in and lovely lady
welcomed me, since I couldn’t find the part and again there was nobody in the store we
started to talk. Again, she was not aware of the Township plans at all. She mentioned that
there were only three of them in the store as business is so dead; she was completely
surprised in her disbelief that Township would even consider this.

artur.siemienie@gmail.com
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Poor community awareness
So, what does this tell me…well, first, the township has not communicated
sufficiently their plans to local businesses as local citizens whose employments could be at
risk have no idea about it? On top of that those were not people who I met on street; those
were employees who work in home improvement industry, which in my view will suffer
first. After them the local restaurants, entertainments, golf course and other will suffer. Well
ask yourself if all those people, and probably many others, would want you to disallow the
century long cottage rentals tradition? And of course, would they ever vote for you again? If
you want people’s opinion just talk to them, open debate on local radio and communicate by
letter when you send out a property tax bills, as large portion of cottage owners lives
outside of the cottage region.
On top of this…
Right around that time I was browsing the seguin.ca website and to my surprise I’ve
stumble upon employment opportunity in Seguin Township, job title was “Business
Development”! So, in other words, Township considering plans to get rid of short time
cottage rentals that bring business to the area and at the same time hires resource to
develop business. How ironic is that! Cottage owners like me will shut down rentals; renters
will go elsewhere to spend their vacation money. Since many businesses will suffer you will
have to raise property taxes to pay for “hard” working business developer… I may not be
able to sustain raised taxes and eventually sell my brand-new cottage…to some retired
couple who moves there after downsizing and would never spends or invest a penny in your
township since they are on fixed budget…
I strongly believe that if such prohibiting law will pass, it will directly violate point 12
among others of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms as I will be punished, yet I
have done nothing wrong. I will exercise all legal means available to me to for justice. I hope
that entire township staff reads this letter and truly re-think this damaging and completely
un-necessary plan and finally please stop wasting my tax payer’s money.
Thank you,
Concern citizen and lifelong tax payer.
Artur Siemieniec

artur.siemienie@gmail.com
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Subject: RE: Short Term Cottage Rental Study - General Comments
From: Mark Skrtich <markskrtich@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 24 Jan 2018 09:25:04 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
I have no issue with using short term rentals to help pay the escalating costs of owning and maintaining
cottages, although I think it's important for the safety, security and respect for neighbors that property
owners do not entirely abandon their cottage so others may use it. In other words, property owners should be
on premise the entire time or at a minimum do a daily drop-in when you have strangers staying at your
property. This significantly reduces, if not entirely eliminates, any possibility of negative experiences.
Furthermore, with the above comments still applicable, if the property is your principal residence and you live
there full-time, it should be your absolute right to do whatever you want.
Mark Skrtich
905-719-5198
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Subject: short term rentals in Seguin Township
From: Winnie Spinney ~wbespiirney~gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 16:45:16 -0500
To: Sstone~seguin.ca
Dear Mr. Stone
I currently live in Seguin Township on Portage Lake Road. I have lived in this area basically all my life
and have witnessed this area grow. My husband and I have had our concerns of short term rentals
directly in our area. We are currently trying to prevent a property from rezoning and the owner building
another home on a very small lake. I have my concerns with having short term rentals as we have had
incidents with current rentals with the individuals disrespect to the land owners and privacy of our own
properties. I also have concerns of the disrespect to the environment with the influx of people not
knowing the environmental issues of waters and swamps etc for the habitation of animals, birds and
aquatic life. It also hinders us from knowing who is in these short term rentals as to our safety at all
times. At least with long term rentals we get to know the people around us and know their habits.
Please consider us as long term residents and taxpayers that keep our homes clean and safe.
Kind regards,
Bonnie Spirniey
Concerned year round resident
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Subject: Short term Rentals on Lake Joseph
From: Sue sutin <suesutin@sympatico.ca>
Date: Tue, 23 Jan 2018 14:03:12 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
I feel that this issue must certainly be addressed. As a cottage owner that does not rent
out their property, I would be very upset if the cottage next to me was to be rented out
on a weekly basis. The noise and disturbance that would be created would most likely be
very annoying. There is a cottage close to us that has in the past been rented out to
several different people over the course of a month . This created unwanted noise and
disturbance to the peacefulness of the bay as they have no respect for the noise level
that is created as it’s not their cottage and they are there for a good time and to
party. I am all for having a good time at the cottage but as a good neighbour we are
careful as to the amount of noise and disturbance that we create in respect for our
neighbours because we know them all...
So please look at this very closely and set strict guidelines and penalties so as to
keep the beauty and peacefulness of the Muskoka area. The last thing anyone wants is it
to be party time central that will diminish the beauty of the area and affect water
quality and increase boat traffic which is an issue in reality .
Thanks...Sue Sutin
Sent from my iPad
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Subject: FW: Cornrnents-DPS-PL-2017-138
From: <rnccashrwre~grnail.corn>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 09:46:21 -0500
To: “Steve Stone’ <sstone~seguin.ca>
CC: “Bruce Gibbon” <gibbonbruce~gmail.corn>, “Rod Osborne”’ <rodfosborne~grnail.corn>, “Mario
Buszynski” <rnario.buszynski~grnail.corn>, “Jack Hepworth” <hepworthjack~grnail.corn>, “Dale
Graves” <dalegraves 1 ~grnai1.com>, “Councillor Ted Collins” <ted@custoinboatworks.ca>, “Susan
Adams” <susanadarns05@hotrnail.com>, “Brian Bobbie” ~bbobbie~altech-group.corn>, “Bryant
Holinaty” ~btgh20 1 2~grnail.corn>, “Catherine Byers” <catherine@5 11 foodservice.corn>, “Claudette
Holinaty” <cholinaty~grnail.corn>, “Gary Punfield” <jgp2~syxnpatico.ca>, “John Stern”
<stemsj c~grnail.com>, “John Hennigar” <johnhennigar~grnai1.com>, “Bruce Mills”
<brnills@lexrnark.com>, “Kathryn McCash” <kathrynrnccash~gmail.corn>, “Howie Jolrnson”
<r.howie.johnson~grnail.com>, “Trish Gregory” <trish.m.gregory~grnail.corn>
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Hi Steve:

In accordance with “Terms of Reference and Work Plan for the Short-term Cottage Rental Study”, please
accept this email as our additional input concerning this issue which is deemed to be extremely important
by our membership.

Mayor Gibbon and Councillor Rod Osborne were in attendance at our 2017 Annual General Meeting
September 2m1 and can express clearly to you the emotions expressed by our membership over this
issue. Following a presentation by Howie Johnson, spokesperson for Seguin Estates, outlining expected
and obvious concerns over syndicated rental operations of Serenity Properties in Seguin, one of our
members stated that that there are two issues that arise from the commercialization of residential
properties:

‘I.

That it’s happening in Seguin when it should not; and

2.

That a commercial group is violating many by-laws and the Township should be enforcing these.

After a thorough discussion of the matter by our membership, a motion was moved by John Flynn,
seconded by Wayne Martin authorizing the Executive of TLRA to take further action, as required, in
support of the Township’s enforcement of by-laws and of efforts to control the commercialization of
residential properties. As the Mayor and Rod will attest, a vote was taken and the motion passed
unanimously by all 134 people in attendance.
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Subsequently our association has expressed to Council that such commercial activities are not a
permitted use in existing SRI and LSR lake shore residential zones and we have asked that the by-law be
rigidly enforced.

Report DPS-PL-2017-136 identifies:

1. Seguin’s Official Plan, “Policy C.3.1 .3.7 (Resort Commercial Uses) states that the resort commercial
uses permitted in the Shoreline Area designation shall be limited to existing and appropriately
zoned tourist establishments and resorts”;
2. That Zoning By-law 2006-125 states, “Section 13 of By-law 2006-125 defines a cottage as a
residential dwelling unit used or intended to be used as a seasonal recreational building pursuant
to Section 9.36 of the Ontario Building Code. The By-law further defines a Dwelling Unit as a room
or rooms which function as a housekeeping unit used or intended to be used as a domicile by one
or more persons, in which a kitchen, living quarters and sanitary facilities are provided for the
exclusive use of the residents and with a private entrance from outside the building or from a
common hallway or stairway. And, a resident is commonly understood to be a person
who maintains residency (domicile) in a given place.”; and
3. That Seguin staff has responded to short-term cottage rentals (STRC) complaints by informing the
owners of the properties in question that the rental of a cottage for short term overnight guest
accommodation is not a permitted land use activity in any of the Zones detailed in Zoning By-law
2006-125.

The regulations are clear, but we recognize that all possible legal challenges need to be dealt with
consistent with the intent and desires of Seguin resident.

Notwithstanding that you and your staff have offered your review of this issue by looking at other
municipalities, including a legal opinion offered to the Township of Muskoka Lakes which concluded that
short term rentals of cottages should be considered residential, not commercial, and their Zoning By-law
is currently of no assistance to prevent the activity, we respectfully submit that Seguin’s ability to deal
with the complexities of this issue in a way that will reflect the stated desires of Three Lakes residents can
be found in the fact that the Town of Blue Mountain successful defended its regulatory approach to STRs
at the Ontario Municipal Board as well as the Superior Court of Justice in 2012.

We also respectfully submit that the six “Regulatory Options” presented in the report fail to adequately
address our ratepayers significant concerns with respect to short term rentals. Doing nothing is simply
not an option. If a pragmatic hybrid of options 2-6 is necessary to address our ratepayers concerns, so be
it. It is extremely important that current ordinances be immediately fortified and or amended to address
the conflicts between long term owners vs. short term renters and immediately extinguish the threat of
any further proliferation of this most unwelcome land use. Our concerned ratepayers need to be
immediately assured that new short term rentals do not occur on their iieighbouring properties and that
efforts be commenced immediately to prosecute those that already exist illegally. If contrary to our
current belief, short term rentals are not currently prohibited by Seguin’s existing Official Plan and Zoning
By-law because they are not specifically defined as a land use, then we encourage Council to take all
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EW: Comnients-DPS-PL-2017-138
necessary actions to have such uses immediately defined as a prohibited use.

To accommodate the expressed desires of our membership above, as well as the possible need for you
and your staff to further study the problem in building an unchallengeable planning regulatory framework,
we ask that you immediately enact an Interim Control By-law that will prohibit any new Short Term
Accommodation Uses as well as take all requisite actions including official plan and zoning by-law
amendments, subsequent Local Planning Appeal Tribunal appeals and or decision to Courts, if any.

Obviously, the additional environmental pressures on Seguin’s lakes and rivers, always a primary concern
of our Association, underlie our concern with this most unwelcome illegal land use. In approaching this
STA question, it is hoped that Mayor Gibbon and Councilors recognize that non-residential assessment is
only responsible for a relatively insignificant amount of property assessment (less than 5%) upon which
municipal revenue is based. The actual impact of STA’s and the sharing economy towards the economic
vitality of our unique community remains to be clearly established.

However, the urgency of this matter must not be overlooked, given the rates of change we have all
witnessed in other markets impacted by the application of internet platforms. It is quite disheartening to
read in your report that one of our neighbours, a short term rental complainants, elected to relocate. We
have pointed out that there is litany of by-laws that Commercial Short Term Rentals disobey. In my mind,
Seguin must simply enforce these by-laws! If this is done, we believe it will have the effect of shuttering
existing operations and dissuading any other commercial enterprises from engaging in this activity in
Seguin Township. Effective enforcement hopefully might avoid any additional necessary legislative
requirements and the potential costs that may accompany them. If, and only if, enforcement of existing
by-laws is not successful should Council consider some of the other options that you have proposed in
Report DPS-PL-2017-138.

In conclusion, and for what it is worth, my brother-in-law, a long term ski chalet owner in Craigleith since
1971 relocated to a quieter more tranquil setting in Blue Mountain. We need not be reminded of the
negative changes that took place over time in the vicinity of Blue Mountain with traditional chalets being
increasingly commercialized, leading to higher levels of disruption to the community. The
commercialization of shoreline properties in our Township is a real threat and the social, economic and
environmental consequences of more intense use of existing shoreline properties is predictively negative.

If you have any questions regarding these comments please reply or give me a call. Once again, our
Association wishes to assist in any way possible in bringing this most unfortunate situation to a
conclusion acceptable to our membership.

Regards
John McCash
President

—

The Three Lakes Ratepayers Association Inc.

28 Todd’s Road
Township of Seguin
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rentals - our opinion
From: <andrewvitch@sunnypointresort.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 05:00:17 -0700
To: info@seguin.ca
CC: kerryemueller@gmail.com
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To Whom It May Concern:
As one of the few properties with Commercial zoning on Otter Lake permitting Tourist rentals I think
it is important that we make a comment about the issue of Short Term rentals on private cottages
which is up for consideration and discussion.
I believe the allowance of private cottage rentals is detrimental to the property values, long term
sustainability, safety, privacy, cleanliness, quiet and peacefulness that we enjoy on Otter Lake.
I consider ourselves to be an outstanding stewart of all the above on the lake because I demand the
same from my guests. I currently turn away about 1/3 of the inquiries that I receive, or should I say
that they reject me, when I tell them I will evict them on a moments notice should they violate any of
my overcrowding, noise, smoking, partying, campfire or good behavior policies. Most times even at full
capacity (about 100 guests on our 80+ acres) you would think that my place is empty because it is so
quiet. In fact, a cottager across the lake from me, who rents their cottage shared a story with me last
summer. She told me a potential renter saw our resort on the "google map" across from them and was
concerned about partying and noise issues emanating from our side. She laughed and told them
Sunny Point is so quiet that at night only lights on at the cottages indicate anyone is there. This is
exactly the type of guest I have spent 15 years keeping here.
Unfortunately I can't say the same about the cottages nearby that I know are renting. There was a
neighbouring cottage rental to my property just this past Labour Day where I encountered their guests
trespassing on my property in my rec centre. There were 5 dads and 6 kids. At this cottage I later
counted 5 cars overflowing down the driveway. It's pretty easy to figure that this 3 bedroom 1 bath
cottage had at least 16 people in it. In my cottages almost exclusively I allow 2 people to a bedroom
and most times there are less. Had this been my cottage on my property I would have evicted these
guests immediately. My neighbour, who is a nice guy, told me this guest told him they only had 6.
So consider the impact on the lake. Consider the impact on the septic systems. Consider the noise
and the garbage. Also understand that in general I discourage family reunions. Why? 3 cottages each
separately rented to a non-related couple and their 1,2 or 3 children (and family pet) are a significantly
quieter and respectful group, in general, than 3 cottages rented to a group. Now consider that the
above example last summer jammed what should have been a 3 cottage rental into 1!!
Also consider who's liability it becomes if tragedy happens. Is it the guest, the property owner or
the town? I carry 20 million dollars liability and my insurance premium, at greater than $20,000, is my
largest expense. Do private cottages carry insurance for renters? Would an insurance company cover
a renter's claim if tragedy occurs and there is a township bylaw in place not permitting rentals? Would
the township be dragged into a law suit by tacitly permitting cottage rentals because they do nothing
to enforce their bylaw?
Almost exclusively either my wife or myself is on our property throughout the summer and every
night. This is, by definition, never the case in private rentals. I am inspected by Seguin Fire Dept and
my hotel meets Fire Retrofit requirements. Ask Patrick Shoebottom, Seguin Fire Inspector, how
diligent we are to fire safety requirements. I have a fire alarm system, smoke alarms, heat sensors,
pull stations and fire extinguishers. I pay annually for a private fire inspection company to inspect our
property and make this information available for the Seguin Township as inspected. What do the
private cottages do about fire protection?
My water system is an upgraded version that was mandated by Ministry of Health after Walkerton.
I actually have 7 of these upgraded systems on our property. Our cost to install was over $30,000.
Our water passes through 3 filters before a computerized reading will shut the system if the clarity
doesn't reach 70%. All this happens before the UV filter. My water almost always is coming through at
95-99% clear. And this water, from each water system, is tested as required by law at an accredited
lab. I am also subject to unannounced visits from the Public Health Official, as recently as last
October, to see my systems and records. What do the private cottages do about drinking water?
I have an onsite property manager who is, among all of us, constantly on surveillance for issues
relating to safety. How does a private owner, somewhere, but not on his property, keep things safe
when there is a rental? How does he keep the noise to a respectable level from his home in Toronto?
I collect and submit HST on every rental that comes into my property. What do the private cottage
owners do about tax?
The bottom line is private cottage rentals on Otter Lake don't affect my business revenues but they
do affect me, my family and my business from all the issues above? What is the benefit to Seguin and
Otter Lake? Is it worth the cost?
Sincerely,

Andrew Vitch
Sunny Point Resort, Cottages & Inn
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Subject: Re: Short Term Cottage Rental Study
From: "Walker, Jim" <JWalker@hoopp.com>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 17:45:42 +0000
To: Susan Eplett <susaneplett@rogers.com>
CC: "info@seguin.ca" <info@seguin.ca>
I agree completely with the below.
I also believe that is would be prudent to address the issue of boathouses. If one and
one-half story boathouse are allowed every 300 or so feet of frontage then the lakes long
term will be destroyed. I believe we should grandfather existing boathouses in fairness
to those owners (We have not put in a boathouse so we are not trying to serve our own
interests in saying that). However, the Lake of Bays rules relating to boathouses should
be considered. The alternative is to dramatically increase the frontage required to say
1,000 feet. It would be irresponsible to do nothing and simply allow the current
boathouse development rules to continue.
Sincerely, Jim
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 19, 2018, at 12:36 PM, Susan Eplett
<susaneplett@rogers.com<mailto:susaneplett@rogers.com>> wrote:
I am emailing with my comments on the Township's Short Term Rental Study.
My husband and I own a cottage on Bass Bay, Lake Rosseau, and since I was a young child I
have spent time during all seasons at cottages in Muskoka.
Last summer, our next door neighbour rented their cottage for various 1-week periods, and
we saw firsthand how unsupervised, short term renters can disrupt the cottage experience
for neighbours (in this case, through loud music, partying, dangerous sea-doing, and
fireworks).
I agree with the regulatory approach taken by McDougall Township, where the zoning bylaws
prohibit short term rentals of residential cottages for periods of less than 30 days.
I strongly disagree with the lax approach being taken by the Township of Muskoka Lakes,
where they are failing to implement regulations dealing with short term cottage rentals,
and simply plan to increase fines if problems arise. This is irresponsible government
that is avoiding their duties to taxpayers.
Finally, short term cottage rentals will compete with smaller resorts that provide
employment and contribute to the local economy. It is important that small resorts
continue to have customers, so there's less chance that they will sell out to developers
who will covert them into residential subdivisions like is happening in the Township of
Muskoka Lakes (for example, Villas of Lake Muskoka, Touchstone/MIST, and Legacy of
Muskoka).
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Respectfully,
Susan Eplett
-----=====-----=====
HEALTHCARE OF ONTARIO PENSION PLAN
1 York Street, Suite 1900
Toronto, ON, M5J 0B6
www.hoopp.com
This e-mail may contain confidential information and may be subject to legal privilege.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by phone or return e-mail
and delete this communication and all copies immediately.
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Subject: Cottage Rentals
From: Walter Schneider <wschneider@remaxintegra.com>
Date: Tue, 23 Jan 2018 13:20:38 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca

Dear Sir/Madam,

I have been a property owner in Sequin since the 1970’s with my parents and today with my
wife on Lake Joseph. We spent nearly 30 years on Lake Manitowaba
which is just west of Orrville. A charming little lake which reflects the true Canadian cottage
lifestyle. I understand this is one of the problem sites right now.
Today cottaging for many families can be a challenging financial undertaking . Taxes are
high. Energy costs are prohibitive. Insurance costs are a factor.
And then there is the ongoing maintenance costs for what is a generally short season. All
that being said having a cottage retreat to go to is one of t
the things that define us as Canadians. Also cottage families today are being redefined with
blended families, new Canadians who are discovering this beautiful
country , and so on. Many owners today have inherited their cottages and do not want to
let it go although it causes for some a financial strain.
So what is their solution. By renting part of the year it helps to offset the operation costs
and thereby allows family ownership to continue as well as lightening the economic
burden of its use. This is the reality for many seasonal cottagers not just in Sequin but
throughout the country.
I would oppose any by law that prohibits choice by an individual to rent his or her property.
The issue here is policing behavior. As well the landlord must own some of the responsibility
for renters behavior and be clear prior to renting what is acceptable and not acceptable.
Renting a cottage to a “family” that suddenly becomes 20-30 people with trailers and tents
is a breach
and gives the Landlord rights to evict. There are at present many highly professional
agencies in Muskoka that rent cottages and do a great job of screening potential renters.
A landlords who’s sole agenda is to put as many people through a property as possible with
no regard for noise, strain on septic fields, boat traffic, etc should be held responsible.
Sequin township must also
participate in this and could deter improper behavior.
Renting of property is a reality as much for many is a necessity. There needs to be a strategy
around this challenge and not a knee jerk reaction to some unfortunate events that
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have transpired in recent months. I welcome the opportunity to offer more thoughts if you
wish.
Walter

This message is confidential and intended only to be viewed by named addressee. If you have received it by
mistake, please notify us immediately and know that you should not disseminate or distribute the content of
the message in full or in part.
logo.gif

logo.gif
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Subject: Short Term Rental
From: "Hamish Webster" <shwebster@rogers.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Feb 2018 21:07:33 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>
Dear Councillors,

Good Morning
I have read some of the letters to council referring to the utilization of short term rentals in Seguin Township.
I would like the opportunity to pass on a few of my thought concerning this matter..
There has been some statements that long time local cottagers are now seeing more activity on the lake’s: ie)
increased amounts of Canoeing, kayaking and swimming. As an ex-Airforce Pilot and a retired Air Line Captain, I
have seen the world, its good and its bad. I am grateful we have the ability to peacefully embrace our lands natural
environment. This is a treasure and one I’m inspired to share with all Canadians.

My entire family enjoys our time at the Lake and we spend every spare minute we can up there. I have full time
rentals nearby my Cottage, and if I have concerns about the activities of my neighbouring land owners - I would go to
them and discuss it with them. I have never had the need to do that.
As Sequin Township becomes more attractive for new property owners, Investment and development are sure to
follow - stimulating primary and secondary employment, thus kick starting Sequin’s economy. There are many
Cottagers that may have been the sole inhabitant or had been quite isolated in the past, but with the interest growing in
Seguin Township, we all have to adapt to sharing our lakes with other cottagers. I feel compassion for those who are
now facing more activity and neighbours. Adapting to this progress and growth is difficult. We have to be vigilant
that we don’t start placing blame in the wrong area.
I support “smart” short term rentals. I may choose to rent my property for a couple of weeks or one or two months of
the year, That would be something I don’t want to do, but if economic demands dictate using short term to keep our
Sequin retirement home, it should be my decision and ultimately my responsibility to do it in a way that respects my
neighbours.
Regards
Hamish Webster
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Subject: [Fwd: Short Tent Rental Input]
From: General Inquiries <counter~seguin.1ocaI.net>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 10:03:42 -0500
To: Steve Stone <sstone~seguin.1ocal.net>, Hailey Ward <hward~seguin.1ocal.net>
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Subject: Short Tenn Rental Input
From: Leslie Webster <leslie080862@hotrnail.com>
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 14:56:30 +0000
To: ‘info~seguin.ca” <info~seguin.ca>
Dear Mayor Bruce Gibbon and Seguin Town Council,
I am writing you today as a Seguin Township Cottager.
I am aware that the Seguin Council is considering the possible regulation or ban of short term rentals.
The banning of this type of short term rental will have a negative effect on several aspects of
cottaging, including a negative effect on the property values in the area, as well as the affordability for
some to own a cottage.
We purchased our Cottage over a year ago, and although we enjoy it primarily as a family getaway, we
would not have purchased it if we did not have the ability to rent it at our own discretion.
Cottage rentals provide employment in the area for handy-men, cleaners, landscapers, plow drivers,
etc. A Cottage ‘renter’ will visit the area and frequent local businesses for any items they require
while visiting, including gas, groceries, restaurants, souvenirs, tourist entertainment locations, to
mention a few. This provides valuable income to individuals and businesses in the area.
There are many very responsible Owners and Renters who abide by all laws and do not cause
disruption or negatively affect others. They should not be punished because of the reckless behavior
of a few. I believe any disruptions that are a result of a Renter can and should be handled by the
current noise by-laws.
We have a cottage beside us which rents out regularly. We have not found this to impact our ability
to enjoy our on property at any time. And, for interest, if we did find there was an issue, we would
discuss it with the property owner to resolve it in a rational way, just as we would with any neighbor.
If Seguin is not willing to provide them a place to rent, the tourist dollar will be happy to go
somewhere else and spend their money.
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We love our family cottage and enjoy it as often as we can with our friends and family.
Regards
Leslie Webster
30 Silver Point Drive
Seguin, ON P2A 2W8
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Subject: Short Term Cottage Rental
From: "Wendy Hill" <wendyhill@rogers.com>
Date: Mon, 15 Jan 2018 17:00:44 -0500
To: <info@seguin.ca>
I personally do not have a problem with cottage home owners renting our their cottage privately. It is part of Ontario’s
tourist activity and is extremely popular. There are families for generations that have rented the same private cottage
year after year and look forward to that being their annual vacation time.
I do not think regulating, or forcing private cottage owners to ‘obtain a license annually, and pay a fee annually’ is fair.
If a person can afford to purchase a cottage / home on the water / seasonal house on waterfront etc., I feel that is their
priviledge. The cottage home owner should be able to rent their property if they want to. They should be responsible to
clean up after each tenant, to make sure the septic is well maintained, to make sure the water is potable, to make sure
the grounds and forest and water are well taken care of and respected, AND to make sure the wildlife is respected.
I don’t fell the township should charge the home owner a fee for the home owner wanting to rent out their cottage.
Many home owners rent the cottage because they don’t want to go there all the time, plus it helps is supplementing the
mortgage and utility payments, plus it gives another family that can’t personally afford to purchase a cottage, the
opportunity to enjoy Ontario’s beautiful north country.

Regards;

Referrals are the greatest compliment you can give!
* It's Your Move ! *
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY:The information contained in this message is legally privileged and confidential. In the event of a transmission error and if you
are not the individual or entity mentioned above, you are hereby advised that any use, copying, or reproduction of this document is strictly forbidden.
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Subject: Short term rentals
From: mark wenn <hipman06@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 14:42:29 -0500
To: info@seguin.ca
We are present cottage owners. It is our desire for cottage owners like myself and my wife to be able
to offer their cottages for renters.
While we understand the reality of potential problems renters may pose to property owners, we feel
that overall the positive impact far outweighs any possible liabilities. Cottage owners like ourselves
who desire to offer our cottage to renters have as much care and concern for our properties and our
lake as those who don’t offer their cottage to renters. We want the same things and have made
considerable investments in our properties to maintain and improve their sustainability. Renting out
our cottages part of the time makes financial sense and would allow us to enjoy our cottage for many
years to come.
Moreover, as former cottage renters in the area we are thankful we had the chance to enjoy this
beautiful region at a time when it would not have been possible to purchase a cottage. This is true for
thousands of visitors to the area every year. This steady stream of renters offer an enormous economic
benefit to the region. It is hard to imagine the impact on the local economy if the rental market were to
disappear. The positive outcomes seem obvious to local businesses as well as those who make their
livelihood through the cottage rental market (carpenters, plumbers, electricians, builders, landscapers,
rental agencies, property managers, etc.).
It seems that those who oppose cottage rentals are afraid of negative impact on lake quality and
enjoyment (boat safety, noise, property damage, etc.) as if renters are somehow a different type of
person. This seems overly critical and unwarranted. It presumes that cottage owners who choose to
rent their properties aren’t concerned themselves about this issue; which simply isn’t the case. As
cottage owners we care as much as anyone, if not more, about the quality of the cottage experience.
Our renters are screened carefully with numerous criteria to prevent misuse or abuse. We want
satisfied renters and seek to offer them a great cottage experience, but in return we also expect renters
to observe reasonable limitations and show respect for our properties and their lakeside neighbors.
This helps everyone. Furthermore, many cottage owners allow friends and family to use their
properties (rent-free) when they are absent. These folks are just as likely, if not moreso, to display the
unwelcome and perhaps destructive impact feared by some. They face no repercussions since they are
guests, not renters. Thus, the absence of a rental provision for owners does nothing to alleviate this
reality. It would be impossible to know with certainty the instance of renter versus cottage guest
misconduct. So it seems unwarranted to essentially punish cottage owners wishing (needing) to rent
their cottages based on an inaccurate perception.
Likewise, when we are enjoying the cottage ourselves, we observe those same courtesies and expect
our neighbors to do the same. Yes, occasionally there will always be renters, guests, or owners who fail
to do this which is unfortunate. It is a false hope that destroying the rental opportunities would
eradicate this reality.
In fact, our observation over the years would be that cottage owners are more likely to pose these
threats. As owners and not renters, they are less at risk for adverse effects of their conduct. Renters, if
they fail to observe rental agreements which include a host of parameters regarding their behavior
while renting, will lose $100’s of dollars of their deposit and likely will be disqualified for future rental
opportunities. {Rental entities such as AirBnB impose ratings on hosts as well as guests, so hosts are
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made aware of previous track records of renters and are free to turn down risky renters.} Unpleasant
or ill-behaved cottage owners, however, likely face no such consequences except perhaps disgruntled
neighbors. Renters are strongly incentivized to “behave” while owners are not.
In closing, we offer to the Township Planning Department a suggestion that they investigate the
possibility of a provision for cottage owners to rent their properties utilizing standard rental
guidelines (commonly offered by established rental agencies). Owners should not be forced to go
through an agency as they might have no need for one in their particular circumstance. Depriving
property owners of the freedom to use their private lands and homes as they see fit, within reasonable
limits, seems overly restrictive and punitive, potentially leading to unintended negative consequences
for an entire region.
Thank you
Mark Wenn, Melanie Valentine
logo.gif
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Research and Consultation with Municipalities:

a) Seguin Township – There has been two complaints in as many years in
regards to short-term cottage rentals (STRC). Staff has responded to
these complaints by informing the owners of the properties in question
that the rental of a cottage for short term overnight guest
accommodation is not a permitted land use activity in any of the Zones
detailed in Zoning By-law 2006-125. Furthermore, the property owners
were advised that the continued rental of the cottages for overnight guest
lodging may constitute a violation of the Township Zoning By-law and will
be dealt with accordingly. In addition to these actions, staff have also
asked the advice of the Township’s solicitor and sought the direction of
Council on how to deal with this ongoing issue. In this regard, Council
directed staff to monitor the situation and encourage the property owners
to actively address the concerns of the neighbours. In the first instance,
the complainant moved away while the second case remains unresolved.
Prosecution remains an option accordingly to the Township’s solicitor.
Most recently, Council directed staff to undertake the Short-term Cottage
Rental Study.
With respect to Zoning By-law 2006-125, there are nine residential zones
with cottages and dwellings being permitted in all the Shoreline
Residential (SR1 - SR6) and Limited Service Residential (LSR) Zones.
The By-law defines a cottage as a residential dwelling unit used or
intended to be used as a seasonal recreational building pursuant to
Section 9.36 of the Ontario Building Code. And, a dwelling unit means a
room or rooms which function as a housekeeping unit used or intended to
be used as a domicile by one or more persons, in which a kitchen, living
quarters and sanitary facilities are provided for the exclusive use of the
residents and with a private entrance from outside the building or from a
common hallway or stairway.
Furthermore, there are five Commercial Zones of which the Resort
Commercial C4 Zone is typically and most prevalently found in lake
fronting locales. This Zone permits such commercial uses as existing
hotels, existing motels, summer and tourist camps and cabin rental
establishments. As an example, a cabin rental establishment means a
tourist establishment comprised of two or more housekeeping cabins
owned by the same person and rented to members of the travelling or
vacationing public.
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b) McDougall Township – Deputy Mayor Kim Dixon noted that early in 2017,
they added a definition for Short Term Accommodation (STAs) in their
Zoning By-law. They consider STAs to be commercial land uses which are
prohibited in their Zoning By-law. Short Term Accommodation is defined
as a use of a building or structure or part thereof that operates or offers a
place of temporary residence, lodging or occupancy by way of concession,
permit, lease, license, rental agreement or similar commercial
arrangement for the travelling or vacationing public for any period less
than thirty (30) consecutive calendar days, throughout all or any part of a
calendar year by any individual, organization or corporation either
continuously or as an aggregate in any given calendar year. Short Term
Accommodation shall not mean or include a motel, hotel, bed and
breakfast establishment, tourist establishment, cottage resort, rental
cottage establishment or commercial resort. A residential or seasonal
dwelling unit that rents, leases, or assigns the said dwelling for a period
greater than thirty (30) consecutive calendar days through all or any part
of a calendar year to the same tenant is not considered a “Short Term
Accommodation” unit. STAs are also listed as not being a permitted use
in any Residential (RR) Zone, or any Waterfront Residential (WF1 – WF6)
Zone. McDougall has had some difficulty investigating complaints in the
past few years but they have not pursued prosecution to date.
c) Carling Township – CAO/Clerk Kevin McLLwain noted that they have
taken the position that this is a commercial activity as identified in the
Blue Mountain case and that it is not a conforming use in the
Residential/Waterfront zonings. There has been one significant STRC
occurrence in the past six years but it never was prosecuted. Initially,
the property owner agreed to stop renting the cottage but he has since
started renting it again and, as such, it remains an open case. There are
a few other violations out there but when Carling has let the owner know
that they cannot have a STCR, they seem to comply for the most part.
The Township investigates the operation of a STCR solely on a complaint
basis. This is a very sensitive matter for Carling and currently not much
has been produced in the way of documents or reports.
d) Whitestone Township – Deputy Clerk Jennifer Wadden noted that they
have By-law 20-2014 for the licensing, regulating and governing of rental
units in the municipality. A Rental Unit is defined as a detached dwelling
that is offered as a place of temporary residence, lodging or occupancy by
way of lease, Rental Agreement or similar Commercial arrangement. A
Rental Unit does not include lodging found in any Tourist Commercial
(C2) Zone, including a Motel, Hotel, Rental Cottage, Tourist Cabin, Bed
and Breakfast, nor does it include a property rented for two weeks or less
in any calendar year, and it excludes any Rentals that exceed 30
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consecutive days or more to the same tenant, throughout all or part of a
calendar year. Their licensing requirements include the following:










Proof of Ownership;
Survey or Site Plan (sketch);
Copy of Property’s Sewage System Permit;
Open Building Permits must be finalized;
Registered Owner is responsible for Rental Unit Insurance;
That all Realty Taxes have been paid;
Confirmation that all Adjoining Properties have been informed of
License Application;
Confirmation that the Property complies with all Laws or
Regulations;
Applications filed shall be accompanied by a $200.00 Fee.

They indicated that process 2-3 new rental unit licenses a year and renew
about 15 existing licenses annually. They noted that they do not have a
STCR enforcement problem at this time.
e) Township of the Archipelago – Manager of Planning Cale Henderson noted
that they have not addressed or seriously dealt with short term rentals.
f) Muskoka Lakes Township – Director of Planning David Pink noted that
they began investigating the STCR issue in 2016 with Report Short Term
Cottage Rentals. The matter was raised again in March of this year
wherein staff noted that STCR issue continues to be difficult to tackle.
They noted that staff does have concerns that STCRs may represent
unfair competition against resorts and may jeopardize neighbourhood
character and enjoyment. However, they also want to be careful not to
enact burdensome (both on the public and Township) and difficult to
enforce regulations, that mainly serve to correct what may be only a few
troublesome owners/operators. In Muskoka Lakes’ case, staff is of the
opinion that more diligent enforcement and where needed additional Bylaws or strengthening of existing By-laws (noise, parking, property
standards, etc.) together with increased fines may be successful in
addressing concerns, while still supporting a long standing practice that
does contribute to the growth of our region and benefits a number of
ratepayers.
g) Georgian Bay Township – Anna Dankewich, Senior Planner at the
Township, noted that they have had a couple of recent compliance issues
to date. However, steps to enforce their Zoning By-law regulations have
been letters to the property owners to meet with staff to discuss how the
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use of the property can be brought into compliance. No prosecutions
have been initiated.
h) Puslinch Township – In 2017, the Township initiated a review of its
Zoning By-law as noted on their web site. It is their intention to add a
definition and regulations for Short Term Accommodations. The draft
regulation states that STAs are a prohibited land use unless specifically
permitted by an amendment to this By-law. Where specifically permitted
by an amendment to this By-law, no land, building or structure shall be
used for short term accommodation, unless the land, building and
structure is in compliance with the following regulations and any other
applicable provisions of this By-law:
i.
ii.
iii.

Maximum occupant load – 8.
Minimum distance from any other short term accommodation or
bed and breakfast establishment - 120 metres.
Short term accommodation shall not occur on the same lot as a
home business, in an accessory apartment or accessory building or
structure.

Short term accommodation is defined as an use of a building or structure
or any part thereof that operates or offers a place of temporary
residence, lodging or occupancy by way of concession, permit, lease,
license, rental agreement or similar commercial arrangement for any
period less than thirty (30) consecutive calendar days, throughout all or
any part of a calendar year. Short term Accommodation uses shall not
mean or include a motel, hotel, bed and breakfast establishment,
hospital, or similar commercial or institutional use.
i) City of Niagara Falls – The City’s web site identifies itself as a major
tourist destination with many forms of accommodations which includes
Cottage Rental Dwellings. The web site has a definition of a cottage rental
dwelling which is a residential house that is rented out by the owner for
short stays (traditionally, less than 28 days). The City’s web site advises
that only a handful of Cottage Rental Dwellings are licensed by the
municipality and have been appropriately inspected.
j) Niagara on the Lake – In 2013, Shirley Cater, Manager of Planning for the
Town noted that they amended their Official Plan via Amendment 55 to
introduce new policies governing, among many things, Cottage Rentals.
These policies are intend to ensure cottage rentals, villas and vacation
Apartments are appropriately located, licensed and controlled to mitigate
potential conflicts and maintain the character and stability of
neighbourhoods. This action was taken following the Town of Blue
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Mountain’s successful defense of its regulatory approach to STRs at the
Ontario Municipal Board and Superior Court of Justice in 2012.
In addition to NOTL OPA 55, the Town amended their Zoning regulations
via By-law 4316Al-13 wherein they established rules for permitting
cottage rentals, villas and vacation apartments. These regulations specify
that a cottage rental is the commercial use of a single detached dwelling
unit with up to three bedrooms that may be rented for periods up to 28
consecutive days for a use as temporary accommodation and used as an
occasional or seasonal residential dwelling for recreation, rest or
relaxation, but not occupied continuously as a principal residence. A villa
is similarly defined but is a dwelling having four or more bedrooms.
Other regulations for a cottage rental include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Minimum of two off street parking spaces;
Minimum on site amenity space of 135 sq.m;
Fully serviced with water and wastewater;
Frontage on a public road;
Maximum of one cottage rental per lot; and,
Cottage Rental must be licensed.

A summary of some of the Cottage Rental Licensing Requirements as per
Municipal By-law 4634-13 include:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

Eligible houses must have been occupied for at least four
consecutive years;
Pass all required inspections before licensing and maintain
compliance with the requirements of the Official Plan, Zoning Bylaw, Building and Fire Codes, Noise and Public Nuisance By-law,
Clean Yards and Property Standards, and Signage;
Copy of Licence and all municipal by-laws on site;
Copy of floor plan and emergency exit routes on site;
Contact information for property manager and maintenance
staff;
Guest registry and daily journal of guests and their vehicles;
Upon request, inspection of premises by By-law Enforcement
staff;
No special events such as weddings are permitted;
Proof of Liability Insurance ($2,000,000);
Duration of Licence (4 years) which ceases immediately should
the STR be sold before the licence expires;
Remediation of complaints and violations within 72 hours;
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xii.
xiii.

Appeals of Licence refusals, orders to comply, etc. are filed with
a Licensing Appeal Committee;
Licence Fees include a one-time fee of $110 per room and
another annual fee of $110 per room.

The above noted actions were taken following the Town of Blue
Mountain’s successful defense of its regulatory approach to STRs at the
Ontario Municipal Board and Superior Court of Justice s in 2012.
k) Blue Mountain – The Town’s web site acknowledges that the
accommodation of recreational visitors is critical to their economy and to
employment in the many recreational businesses and activities located
there. STAs, including the rental of private houses, chalets and
condominium units, are important to and encourages visitors. This is
critical to the Town’s success offering an important alternative to more
traditional tourism accommodation such as hotels, motels, bed and
breakfasts, and Commercial Resort Units. In this regard, the Town of The
Blue Mountains Short Term Accommodation (STA) Licensing By-law (Bylaw No. 2013-50) came into effect July 2, 2014 and provides for a system
of licensing of STA premises (premises rented on a basis of 30
consecutive days or less). The intent of the By-law is to balance the
needs of property owners with those of residents looking for safe,
adequate and properly maintained STA premises.
Under the STA Licensing Program, property owners must apply for and
obtain a licence, and renew it bi-annually. The licence may be suspended
or revoked by the Town should the property owner not comply with the
provisions of the By-law. If the STA premises is sold, the new owner
must apply for a new licence, which includes providing all necessary
documentation and having the necessary inspections completed. The STA
Licensing requirement has been very effective in meeting the objectives
of the STA Licensing By-law, including but not limited to:
• Ensuring that STA occupants are provided with safe
accommodations in terms of fire, electrical and building safety;
• Ensuring that STA premises are operated and maintained in a
sanitary and acceptable levels of interior conditions as per Property
Standards;
• Ensuring an enhanced level of care and maintenance of STA
premises and requiring STA Operators to maintain records of same;
• Identifying substandard STA premises;
• Ensuring STA Operators are apprised of their responsibilities to
comply with Town by-laws and other regulations (public nuisance
and noise);
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• Protecting the character, amenities and maintain the quality of
existing residential neighborhoods; and
• Creating a level playing field for all STA Operators and providing
enhanced consumer protection.
Requirements to obtain a STA Licence include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Submission of complete Application
Payment of the Licensing Fee
Submission of the Site Plan & Floor Plans
Proof of Insurance in accordance with the By-law
Submission of a Parking Management Plan
Submission of a Property Management Plan
Renters Codes
Pass the Fire Safety and Property Standards inspection
Pass of the Electrical Safety Association (ESA)

Required STA Licence Fees & Charges: (As per By-Law 2017-7)







STA Licence Fee (Non-Condo):
$2,500.00 (2 Yr.)
STA Licence Fee (Condo):
$1,500.00 (2 Yr.)
Licence Renewal Fee (Non-Condo):
$750.00 (2 Yr.)
Licence Renewal Fee (Condo):
$500.00 (2 Yr.)
STA Replacement Licence:
$50.00
Fire and Property Standards inspection fee
o $75 (up to 2,500 sq.ft) and $100.00 (>2,500 sq.ft)

Additional STA Fees that may be applicable:






Licensing Committee Appeal Fee:
Council Appeal Fee:
Licensing Committee Meeting Fee:
Licensing Committee Hearing Fee:
Late Renewal Fee:

$500.00
$500.00
$250.00
$250.00
$500.00

Administrative Penalty System (APS) for Licensed STAs
• 15 demerit points assigned under the Licensing By-law
• For example, non-compliance with the Fire Code = 15 demerit
points where Long Grass infraction is 2 demerit points
• $250.00 Per APS Infraction
• Notice of APS Infraction is sent to Property owner & Responsible
Person
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• The Property owner or Responsible person can request a review of
the administrative penalty by the Licensing Committee (15 days)
Enforcement of the STA regulations for Non-licensed STAs includes:
• Identification that the property is being used for STA (Less than 30
Days)
• Notice of Violation sent to property owner for non-permitted use
• By-law Officers monitor rental advertisement and property
• Evidence compiled pertaining to the illegal STA premises
• Charges are laid for infraction with $2,500 fines per owner if
convicted.
At the Conference for Ontario Professional Planners Institute in October
2017, Town staff presented their STA experiences in a workshop entitled
Beyond Airbnb: Balancing Community Interests in the Sharing Economy
– Lessons Learned from Regulating Short Term Accommodations in the
Town of Blue Mountains. The presenters included Leo Longo, a lawyer
from the firm Aird & Berlis, Denise Whaley (Town’s Senior Planner), and
Kristy Robitaille (Town’s Municipal By-law Enforcement Officer). A
summary of their presentation (appended as Schedule) is as follows:
a. The Town of Blue Mountains has been dealing with its STA issue for
10+ years.
b. The STAs are primarily associated with the cottage/chalet areas in
the communities of Craigleith and Blue Mountain Village.
c. Common Issues with STAs include:
i.
People conflicts (long term owners vs. short term renters)
ii.
Legal non-conforming status of uses
iii.
Accommodation over crowding
iv.
Parking, noise, garbage, vandalism
v.
Property standards and fire/building code infractions
vi.
Staffing and resources
vii.
Land use (commercial or residential)
d. STA Study lead to the development of specific regulations
i.
They estimate that it has cost the Town over a $1,000,000 to
study and regulate STAs since the early 2000s.
ii.
Study lead to STAs being regulated as a commercial land use
via ZB Amendment in 2011.
iii.
STAs are accommodations less than 30 days in duration,
accommodation for the travelling public, owner does not
reside on the premises, includes are forms of contractual
arrangements.
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iv.

e.
f.

g.

h.

i.

OMB decision upheld the Town’s by-law enactment and Court
did not grant leave for appeal of the decision.
STA Web based platforms include Airbnb, Hometogo, Flipkey,
VRBO, Homeaway, Sonder, as well as local operations with their
own websites.
Powers to regulate STAs based on:
i.
Planning Act via land use (OP policy, ZB regulation, Site Plan
Control agreements)
ii.
Municipal Act via Licensing By-law, Property Standards,
Parking By-law
iii.
Building and Fire Codes
Self-help for Neighbours include:
i.
Municipal Act – Section 440 where ratepayer can apply to the
Court to have the ZB enforced.
ii.
Rule 14.05 – Court action wherein applications are made by
the public in Superior Court for constitutional challenges to
the validity of statutes and regulations.
STA Licensing Program
i.
STAs only permitted in R5 to R8 Zones (medium density
equivalent).
ii.
STAs are allowed elsewhere as legal non-conforming uses.
iii.
Licenses for Chalets = $2,500 and for Condos = $1,500.
iv.
Application Requirements include Site Plan, deed/ownership
confirmation, insurance, parking and property plan, rental
code of conduct, accommodation/occupant loading, fire safety
and ESA certificates.
v.
Inspection Fee = $75. These are done for electrical safety,
fire code, building code, property standards, and
accommodation/occupancy limits (# of bedrooms).
vi.
Common OBC issues include improper stairs, railings, egress
windows from basements, no operational smoke alarms and
unsafe decks.
By-law Enforcement is complaint driven.
i.
Monitor web sites for ads with nightly rates.
ii.
Persecutions = $2,500 per offense.
iii.
Use demerit system for complaints/licence violations
(maximum 15 points).
iv.
Lose of Demerit Points can be appealed by the operator to a
Licensing Committee.
v.
Administration charge leveed for loosing points.
vi.
Accommodation/occupant load based on 2 persons per
bedroom to a maximum of 8 persons.
vii.
Licenses have to be renewed after 3 years. Licensing helps
deal with legal non-conforming STAs insofar as if the license
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viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

is not applied for and renewed in a timely manner, the use is
deemed to have ceased.
260 STAs currently licensed with and 100+ STAs operating
with no licence.
STA program has one full time administrator. Program does
use 2 by-law enforcement officers, a prosecutor, a Senior
Planner, fire and building staff on a case by case basis.
Active enforcement files 158 in 2015, 74 in 2016 and 48 in
2017.
24 charges laid for violations and 23 convictions in 2016 and
19 prosecutions and convictions in 2017.

l) Other study sources included:
 Cities of Toronto, Mississauga and Vancouver are in the process of
exploring their regulator options with respect to Short-Term
Rentals.
 Icompass is a Compliance Webinar service that provides guidance
on STR Ordinances and Regulatory Best Practices from an USA
perspective.

